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Lee Woolacott
Malacologists' here and abroad will be grieved to hear of the sudden
death of well-known member, Mrs. Leone (Lee) Woolacott, wife of Ray,
who died on Sunday, 4th August 1957. Lee was one of the foremost amateur
malacologists in Australia, with a remarkable knowledge of the eastern
Australian marine forms in particular, gained by being an excellent field
worker and collector, who loved to pack her haversack and tramp with
husband Ray, a keen fisherman, to many out-of-the-way beaches and
rocky reefs. Later she changed more to car trips, and had all arrangements
made for an early visit to Bustard Head, Queensland. She always planned
trips well ahead down to the finest detail, and had a much wider expedition
to Darwin and down the north-west coast of Australia which she and her
husband intended to do. Lee always kept field notes assiduously to accom-
pany any collecting she did, and her collection at her home in Mosman
was efficiently kept and recorded, example of her clear mind and methodical
approach. She had reached the stage where she could do serious research
on it, and several names have appeared in recent years in publications 'of the
Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales, and a very interesting account
of one of her many trips to the Barrier Reef, in Walkabout, a few years ago.
Lee was for many years Chairman of the Marine Section of the
R.Z.S.N.S.W., during which time she inspired members with her enthusiasm
and love of shells, and undoubtedly her term did much towards building
the section to its present standard. A quite new and most noteworthy
achievement was the innovation of a Juniors' and Beginners' Class, which
she and her daughter, Mrs. L. Harford, formed jointly to teach the elements
of Malacology, using specimens from her own· collection as 'training aids.
This was held one hour before the usual monthly shell night.
Lee was an Honorary Correspondent of the Australian Museum and
attended there regularly about once a week to assist in the shell department,
where she was working on a revision of the bivalve collection with the
writer until the latter was forced to retire owing to a severe illness; she
then carried on her excellent assistance with Dr. McMichael. Everyone
will greatly miss her charming, warm and helpful nature and her clear
brain, which combined so vividly to give her the great love of life and
living for which she was noted.
JOYCE ALLAN.
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By TOM IREDALE and GILBERT WHITLEY.
Minnimurex: 7, p. 115.
opulens, Pyrene: 7, p. 113.
phantom, Minnimurex: 7, p. 115.
Rhombothais: 3, p. 37.
vapida, Bedeva: 7, p. 114.
A Bibliography of Lee Woolacott with an Index to
Her New Scientific Names
1. The Establishment of Salinator jragilis Lamarck and Salinator solida
von Martens as Two Distinct Species in Australia.
Proc.· Roy. Zoo1. Soc. N. S. Wales 1944-45 (pub!. Aug. 31, 1945),
pp. ~5-38, pI. iii.
2. Outlines [of the "Marine Zoologist"].
Proc. Roy. Zoo1. Soc. N. S. Wales 1951-52, Nov. 5, 1952; Marine
Zoologint i, 1, p. 37.
3. New Shells for New South Wales.
Proc. Roy. Zoo1. Soc. N. S. Wales 1952-53, May 24, 1954; Mar. Zoo!'
i, 2, pp. 37-39, pI. iii.
4. Junior Members' Study Group Marine Section R.Z.S..
Proc. Roy. Zool. Soc. N. S. Wales 1953-54, March 4, 1955, p. 14.
5. Coral Dwellers.
Proc. Roy. Zoo1. Soc. N. S. Wales 1953-54, March 4, 1955; Mar. ZooI.
i, 3, pp. 79-81, pI. ii.
5a. Holiday on North-West Island, Capricorn Group, Queensland, Walk-
about, June 1, 1955, pp. 32-36.
6. Notes on Australian Shells. No. 1.
Proc. Roy. Zool. Soc. N. S. Wales 1954-55, April 10. 1956; Mar. ZooI.
i, 4, l!p. 72-75, and plate.
7. Notes on Australian Shells. No.2.
Proc. Roy. Zoo1. Soc. N. S. Wales 1955-56, May 8, 1957; Mar. ZooI.
i, 5, pp. 112-117, pI. iii.
arbutum, Rhombothais: 3, p. 38.
gemmulatum, Ataxocerithium: 7, p.
115.
imperator, Virroconus: 6, p. 72.
lavendula, Naticarius: 6, p. 73.
leone, Solecurtus: 3, p. 39.
All the new genera and species were illustrated, as well as other shells.
. Lee Woolacott (fourth from the right) at a Marine Zoological excursion
to Bottle and Glass Rocks, Sydney, in 1948.
Photo-F. McCamley.
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Family STROMBIDAE.
GeilUs VARICOsplRA Eames, 1951.
Varicospira lee, sp. nov.
. Shell small, elegantly pointed oval, spire about equal to the aperture,
whorls seven adult plus two nepionic, slightly convex, apex acute, spire
conical, tri-varicose, aperture small pointed oval, very strongly variced
externally with heavily reinforced columella anteriorly, canaliculate at each
end. Dead shell dirty brownish-white; living (Mrs. Woolacott's .specimen)
a beautiful honey brown, the last whorl showing three darker bands, more
noticeable on the outer varix. The apex consists of two' glassy whorls,
the succeeding whorls being sculptured by narrow elevated longitudinal ribs
with the broadish intervals crossed by close incised lines which do not cut
the longitudinals, but produce a superficial cancellation. On the face of
the body-whorl thirteen ribs may be counted while the linear incisions
vary about twenty. The varices are normally three, but these are not all
pronounced, sometimes only one or two being marked, on each whorl.
Two extraordinary features characterize the shell, both concerning the
aperture and the figures will show these better than any description: first,
the columella which is heavily reinforced and reflected, more boldly towards
the anterior canal, where it forms a large pad and is produced and reverted
so that it is not clearly visible in the figures. Anteriorly it is laid on thickly
on the preceding whorls travelling upwards two whorls, then abruptly
crossing the suture halfway and as abruptly descending more than a whorl.
As the outer lip has followed this procedure, an open channel appears all
the way. The outer lip is most complexly varicose, very broad, showing
strong ridges-almost twofold inside the aperture, while internally the
ridges are even stronger and cut by deep incisions, practically following
the body-whorl sculpture but separated from it by a deep gutter. There is
a sinuation in the form of the outer lip towards the anterior canal separated
by a slight projection, the canal itself long and narrow. Altogether it is a
very remarkable little shell. Length, 34 mm., breadth 12 mm., interior of
aperture about 10 mm. by 4 mm. Type locality, Torres Straits, North
Queensland. Also Darwin, North Australia, and New Guinea (Mrs.
Woolacott's Collection). The name Varicospira was proposed by Eames
(Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. 236 B, 2, 70, 1951) for the fossil Strombw
cancellatus Lamarck.
A New Gudgeon from the New Hebrides
(Pisces Gobiomoridae).
By GILBERT P. WmTLEY, F.R.Z.S.
(Contribution from the Australian Museum.)
Lee Woolacott, one of the founders of this "Marine Zoologist," loved
beautiful things: shells, corals, small fishes and other marine life gave her
endless pleasure both in the field and in collections.
It seems fitting therefore for a very beautiful little marine gudgeon to
be named in her memory. It has been in the Australian Museum collection
for more than forty years unidentified and unique, no other specimen
having come to hand.
It belongs to the genus Eviota Jenkins, 1903, of which some authors
consider Trimma Jordan and Seale, 1906, to be a synonym or a subgenus.
By
TOM lREDALE
To Memorize
Lee
Varicospira lee Iredale.
Charles Laseron del.
LEE
A beautiful little shell that has
not been yet included in the Marine
Fauna of Queensland may be
called Varicospira lee as a slight
memorial to our lost colleague, the
late Mrs. Lee Woolacott. Her first
name was Leone but she endeared
herself to all the shell-collecting
communion under the pleasing abbreviation of Lee. I have been a~rangi~g
the Strombs and Lee was most interested as she had been sudymg thIS
puzzling group for some time.. She showed I?e some. of her treasur~s for
advice and alowed me to examme her collectIOn. In It I found a s~nes of
this shell which was in the Australian Museum from Torres StraIts and
Darwin without official record. I had already had a figure drawn by Mr.
C. F. Laseron from an Australian shell but Mrs. Woolac~tt's s.eries con-
firmed the locality as they had come from southern New Gumea Just across
the water. I had selected Lee's name for this shell, when I was very
shocked to hear of the very sudden death of this grand lady. For years
she had been a constant attendant at the Australian Museum, investigating
problems surrounding her own ~pecimens and assisting ~n the arrang~me.nt
and determination of shells sent m. She was always so alIve, so enthusIastIc,
and so untiring, full of hews, enquiries and hopes, t~at ~t will b~ a l~ng
time before we become accustomed to her absence. It IS stIll very dlsturbmg
to miss her happy face on' Mondays, her usual day for appearance. Her
energy as a collector was Sllper-
normal she was always thinking
of ne~ places to visit, and new
shells to criticize. She was very
.painstaking in her studies, probing
every record, and verifying every
item to the utmost detail. The
formation of the "Marine Zoo-
logist" as a means of communica-
tion for the work of the members
of the Marine Section of the Royal
Zoological Society of New South
Wales, which had been such a
success, was primarily due to her
persistence, and this supplement
to our Proceedings will be always
a memorial to her enthusiasm; that
this is recognized by the members
will be seen in the fact that
this number is dedicated to her
memory.
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The new gudgeon differs from the nominal species and subspecies of
Eviota and Trimma (listed below) in fin- and scale-counts and coloration,
in lacking predorsal scales, and in having a conic rather than a snub head.
The superficial facies of the new species is rather like a blenny of the
Tripterygium group.
In alphabetical order the named species and subspecies of Eviota
and Trimma are: Eviota abax Jordan & Snyder, alelei Jordan & Seale,
Trimma caesiura J. & S., Eviota distigma J. & S., epiphanes Jenkins, Trimma
eviotops Schultz, Eviota grammistes Tomiyama, gymnocephalus Weber,
herrei J. & S., inutilis Whitley, lachdeberei Giltay, macrophthalmus Tomi-
yama, miniata (Seale), Trimma naudei Smith, Eviota nigriventris Giltay,
okinawae Aoyagi, prasina (Klunzinger), prasites J. & S., pruinosa J. & S.,
queenslandica Whitley, saipanensis Fowler, sealei Herre, sebreei and
smaragdus J. & S., viridis (Waite), woolacottae sp. nov., and zonura J. & S.
Genus EVIOTA Jenkins, 1903.
Eviota Jenkins, Bull. U.S. Fish. Comm. xxii, 1902 (July 23, 1903), p. 501.
Haplotype, E. epiphanes Jenkins.
Allogobius Waite, Rec. Austr. Mus. v, March 11, 1904, p. 176.
Haplotype, A. viridis Waite.
? Trimma Jordan and Seale, Bull. U.S. Bur. Fish. xxv, Dec. 15, 1906, p. 391.
Orthotype, T. caesiura Jordan and Seale.
EVIOTA WOOLACOTTAE, sp. nov.
(Figure 1.)
D. viii, 7; A. i, 7; P. 18; V. i, 5; C. 14 main rays~ Sc. 22 from head
to hypural joint. Tr. 8 on body to 6 on caudal peduncle. No predorsal
scales.
Head (13 mm.) 3.2, depth (10) 4.2 in standard length (42). Eye (5)
2.6, length of pectoral (13) 1, height of spinous dorsal (7) 1.8 in head.
Base of second dorsal fin, 7 mm., equal to that of anal. Length of
caudal, 12.
Head rather conic, naked. Rows of papillae around chin and pre-
operculum, across cheek and down front of operculum; mucous canals
around eyes and preoperculum. Eyes large, interorbital very narrow. Pre-
operculum spineless. Maxilla reaches below front of eye. Teeth fine, acute,
in bands; outer row of lower jaw.enlarged and hooked. Tongue truncately
rounded. Gill-opening extending below not as far forward as level of
preoperculum.
Figure I.-Gudgeon, Eviota woolacottae Whitley. Holotype. New Hebrides.
Photo.-A. A; Racek.
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. Body with large ctenoid scales extending over pectoral base and breast.
Genital papilla long and finger-like, not bifid. Predorsal length (15 mm.)
less than distance from first dorsal origin to posterior dorsal axil. Dorsal
fins separate; first, and second spines longest. Anal lobe pointed, nearly
reaching caudal. Pectorals pointed, without modified rays. Ventrals separate,
fringed, fifth ray longest, not reaching anal origin. Caudal rounded.
Colour, after more than forty years preservation in alcohol, yellowish-
brown, the fins lighter. Head, body and fins (except anal) with spaced,
conspicuous, rusty brown spots in about six longitudinal rows. A large
brown spot on middle of side near root of tail and less conspicuous ones
along middle of sides of body; two others on proximal parts of pectoral
rays. A black blotch between first two dorsal spines. On top of snout a
mark like a tuning-fork or letter Y with the prongs facing backwards. Eye
blue.
Described from the unique holotype, a specimen 55 mm. or 2.2 inches
in total length. Australian Museum regd. No. 1.14128.
Loc.-New Hebrides. Collected by Dr. A. D. C. Cummins and Staff
Paymaster P. B. Stevens, R.N., of H.M.s. "Pegasus" probably about 1916.
Named after the late Mrs. Leone Hermione Woolacott, who died
August 4, 1957. An obituary notice by Miss Joyce Allan appeared in the
Journal of the Malacological Society of Australia, i, 1957, p. 48.
Memories
A highlight of one of our collecting holidays on North Keppel Island
(Queensland) in August 1954, was to have the pleasure and benefit of
Mrs. Lee Woolacott's company.
She worked hard at teaching us to identify shells, and her ability to
recognise and name most specimens found there, was amazing.
It is a sad thought that she is lost to us, though we are left with happy
memories. One of those memories is of a lovely sunshiny afternoon when
she and I went over the hill and through the scrub on our way towards
Considine Beach. All the way we were followed by a friendly little pig
grunting chummily. He was really a nice little pig but my friend did not
appreciate his company and was glad to lose him when we climbed down
onto the shore.
We worked our way round the rocks back to the huts. Mrs. Woolacott
was delighted when we found two or three live Thais ambustulata. There
had been some doubt about its being so far north, she said.
We, and her other friends at Yeppoon will remember her with
gratitude.
MOLLIE BOWMAN.
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Observations
This year's notes are all concerned with molluscs of the Sydney
district but the Publishing Committee will welcome observations from
readers living anywhere along the Australian coast. Mating seasons, egg-
laying habits and the appearance of rare species will all be welcome items
for next year's issue.
Charonia rubicunda-January, 1957. Plentiful at North Harbour but only
old, crass shells were seen. Olive Wills.
Monoplex australasiae-February, 1957. Many specimens were seen at
Gunnamatta Bay including two laying eggs. Other species found
included Tapes turgida, Notovola fumata, Subitopinna menkei and
Circe sugillata. Lee Woolacott.
Umbraculum botanicum-May, 1957. Two pairs mating at low tide level
on Collaroy rocks. Phillip Colman.
Charonia rubicunda-April to July, 1957. Observed mating at Collaroy
rocks. Phillip Colman.
Carswellena exquisita-Four specimens were found on Collaroy Beach this
year. Phillip Colman. _
A Rare Shell from Botany Bay
.By PHILLIP COLMAN.
On the 12th May, 1957, Mr. G. Whitley, Curator of Fishes at the
Australian Museum, brought in to the Museum four specimens of a shell
which he had found at Botany during the week-end. Mrs. L. Woolacott,
1a..
Figure I.-Bubble Shell, Akera soluta. Specimen from Botany, New South
Wales. No.1, dorsal view; la, posterior view; 1b, sculpture enlarged; and
Ie, ventral view.
Phillip Colman del.
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who was at the Museum with me at the time, recognised them as a very
rare shell, A kera soluta Gmelin, and when Mr. Whitley said that there
were more of them at Botany I immediately went over there to get them.
Imagine my surprise and pleasure when I found the beach literally covered
in places with them, both alive and dead. I succeeded in collecting over
three hundred specimens, and had to leave at least three times as many on
the beach, as I was not able to carry any more with me. Of the ones I
collected I was able to get 192 perfect specimens, many much larger than
previously found from New South Wales, up to a inches in length.
Following is a brief description of the shell which, with the accom-
panying drawings, will allow the shell to be recognised by those lucky
enough to find it:
. Sh~ll large, fragile, cylindrical, covered with a thin, pale brown
epidenms. Shoulder of whorls acutely keeled. Body whorl forming most
of the shell, densely, spirally, but very finely striated throughout. Outer
lip fragile, arching forward in the middle, columella very concave, with a
narrowly reflexed, cord-like ridge. .
This shell, although rare, has a very wide range. It has been collected
from Zanzibar (type locality), Mauritius, Ceylon, Philippines, Torres
Straits and New South Wales to South Apstralia.
Notes from Yeppoon
By MOLLIE BOWMAN.
Aft~r unseasonal rough weather in August 1957, some good shells
washed m on the Yeppoon beach, Queensland. There was a noticeable
lack of the usual great number of Strombus campbelli and Circe rivularis
along the tide line, but number of Scala scalaris were picked up alive
whereas previously we had found only three live ones over a period of
eleven years. Also washed in alive were two species of Primovulas. We
had never seen the pretty animal before. They were very active and the
mantles were a pale fawn-pink, spotted white in a honeycomb effect. In
the centre of each conspicuous white spot was a whiter pustule. The
globose-shaped shells were pink with white underneath and the larger
more oval ones were pink and orange with a white band.
A Lamellaria with animal completely covering its thin shell was a
:species new to us. .
I noticed too that Cypraea xanthodon is becoming plentiful and a
few Cypraea macula are appearing again on the Yeppoon cowry-grounds.
These and Cypraea magerrones had been plentiful until the 1954 floods
killed all. It is interesting to note the continued absence of Cypraea
magerrones.
The Shell With the Built-in Energy Pill
By PHILLIP COLMAN.
Anyone who has opened a live pipi shell (Plebidonax deltoides) has
probably n~ticed in it. a long, ~hin, hard, gelatinous thread up to an inch
long, tapenng from thIck to thm. But how many know what it is?
It is a formation called a crystalline style, and consists solely of
en~yme~, ~hi~h.are rough~y"speaki?~ .vitamins with particular properties.
WIth thIS bmlt-m-energy-pill the pIp1 IS prepared for any unusual activity
such. as the shock of. being .dug up and popped. into a collector's bag:
Ple?ldonax ~an make It at WIll, and has an mgemous. device for using it
agam. In hIS body he has a hard, muscular plate, agamst which the thick
,end of the "energy pill" rests. If he suffers a shock he sets up machinery
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which starts the style spinning. The muscular plate acts as an abrasive and
cuts inlto the style, liberating enzymes for his immediate use. The shell-
fish can use up the whole style in about ten minutes, and can make it again
in no time.
No pill-bottles and tubes for Plebidonax.
Shell Collecting in the New Guinea Area
By FRANCIS MCCAMLEY.
North of Australia, in the Coral Sea and situated on the shores of the
Gulf of Papua, lies the township of Port Moresby. Small villages line the
bay on either side. To the west, Konedobu and Hanuobada and to the
east, Ely Beach, Paga Hill and Koki. _
It has been said that "Shells take you all over the world" and this is
true, be it by ship or 'plane, exchange or imagination. Here then was I,
visiting these tiny villages and foraging for shells, like a dog digging for
a bone. First to the native village of Koki, where, under the swaying
palms on shore, the natives conducted their markets. The fast-ebbing tide
was leaving bare the mud flats .and marine life was ready for study. Only
a few moments and I was surrounded by the native population very anxious
to assist "Master" in finding No. 1 shells. Three hours spent in this spot
with one very good "boy," resulted in some very fine collecting. I was
amazed at the marine life and astounded to find that the common beche-
de-mer was regarded by the natives as a snake and they were afraid to
touch it. Whether my explanation that it was harmless was understood, I
do not know.
In this area were all the common Cypraea and small shells occupied
by small hermit crabs and in quantity was Cypraea sophiae. There were
also large specimens of Conus magus, and three different species of Conus
as yet unknown to me. Vast quantities of bivalves called for further study,
but as the ship was bound for other ports of call, I could search no longer.
Journeying northwards and just off Samarai, I was able to barter for
some very nice specimens of Strombus laGiniatus, Cypraea mauritiana,
Conus oehroleueus and Pteroeera rugosa. While, further along our route,
I caused much amusement in the native market at Madang, by buying a
quantity of shell food or "Kai" in native language, consisting of Anadara
euneata and a large black bivalve, the name of which is unknown to me.
Rabaul may have been of conchological interest, but unfortunately the
eruption of the volcano "Matupi" in 1937 has destroyed most of the shell
life in the vicinity. From here, we made a trip to the Duke of York Islands,
where I am convinced there would be good collecting, only to find that the
tide was unsuitable and I had to be content with a few of the smaller
varieties of shells, nonetheless beautiful to see.
The return of the ship, ho-nieward bound, to Port Moresby, gave me
the opportunity of exploring the west side of the bay and just near
Konedobu, I found a "picnic spot." The native population had apparently
gathered hundreds of Strombus eanarium, Strombus isabella and a similar
number of bivalves, all eaten and clean and ready just to be collected.
Wandering on the tropic reefs, I have always been very impressed with
the way in which nature provides, for over the centuries the native popula-
tions of the various islands must have gathered and eaten colossal quantities
of shell fish, and there still remains food for the present and the future.
I was greatly impressed with the collecting in these areas, but as my
time was limited I was unable to search long and diligently. However, r
really believe that when our conchologists do get around to investigating
these areas, they may be surprised at the results and will add many a new
specimen to our old world of collecting. One never knows-there may
even be a Conus gloria maris.
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Collecting Trip to Stradbroke Island, Moreton Bay,
Queensland
By PmLLIP COLMAN.
During May 1957 I had the good fortune to spend a week at Dunwich,
on Stradbroke Island, a locality rich in shell life. It is immensely interesting
from the marine scientist's view, as it seems to be the boundary between
the colder New South Wales and the tropical Queensland fauna. In one
spot one can find the typical fauna of Gunnamatta Bay, Sydney (i.e.
Pinna menkei, Pinetada perviridis, etc.) and twenty yards away can be
found live tropical corals with typical Queensland fauna.
Below is a list of shells I found there. It is not complete, but will
be, I hope, a handy guide to future collectors there. All shells were found
alive except the two marked. Unfortunately, as I was so busy, I did not
have time to register the colours of any cowry animals collected.
COWRIES:
Paulonaria macula, Angas.
Erosaria erosa, Linne.
Mystaponda vitellus, Linne.
Purperosa limaGina, Lamarck.
Staphylea staphylea, Linne.
SoZ.vadusta subviridis, Reeve.
Ovatipsa eauriea longior, Iredale.
Ornamentaria annulus, Linne.
Gratiadusta xanthodon, Sowerby.
Gratiadusta walkeri, probably eontinens, Iredale, but immature.
Ravitrona labrolineata nashi, Iredale.
Palmadusta clandestina, Linne.
Rav,itrona eaputserpentis, Linne.
OTHER SHELLS:
Melo umbilieata, Sowerby.
Melina isognomon, Linne.
Melina eumingii, Reeve.
Fragum unedo, Linne.
Cardium flavum, Linne (Dead).
Mitra variabilis, Reeve.
Mitra eookii, Sowerby.
Mitra crassa, Swainson.
Benthominea wallisii, Gray.
Turritella vittata, Hedley (Dead).
Nassarius eoronatus, Bruguiere.
Dolabella scapula, Martyn.
Pretostrea bresia, Iredale.
Saxostrea eommereialis, Iredale & Roughley.
Pinna menkei, Reeve.
Pinetada perviridis, Reeve.
Pinetada panasesae, Jameson.
Pinetada sugillata, Iredale.
Pinetada epitheea, Iredale.
(And other Pinctadas which I cannot name so far.)
Pyrazus ebeninus, Bruguiere.
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Figure l.-Container for small shells. A and B.-Two different shapes for
the stamped pieces. C.-The finished container.
This then was the problem to be faced-how to find a container which
would allow ready examination of the specimens, ensure their permanent
security, and leave room for their adequate labelling. It was only after
many experiments and by a process of evolution that the author now feels
that something like the ideal container has been produced. That they. are
practicable is proved by the fact that several thousands of them have been
made, and the time taken in their making has been saved over and over
again by their use. That others might benefit by this experience drawings
of the containers are here shown, and details given of how they can
best be made.
cA
The containers have an overall size of 3 by 1 inches, and each contains
three parts, the main portion stamped out by a die from hard cardboard
or millboard one eighth of an inch in thickness. This is backed by a
thinner coloured card, and covered with a microslide or other thin glass.
Thus a narrow opening is left at the top through which the specimens can
be dropped to the central cavity where they are enclosed by a plug of cotton
wool. 'There is ample space on the lower half of the container for a label
11 inches by 1 inch, on which the full particulars of name, locality, etc.,
can be printed. The specimens themselves are clearly visible through the
glass, and except for drawing and the most detailed examination, can be
studied wah a hand lens or microscope without removal.
The greatest practical difficulty experienced was in having the recess
for the specimens cut from the thick cardboard or millboard, Two shapes
are shown in the text figure, For that at B the author had a special die
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By C. F. LASERON.
When, some twenty years ago, the author became interested in the
study of small shells, he was content, as others before him, to keep them
in small glass tubes, plugged with cotton wool, and with narrow labels
inside. Inconveniences which had been felt by many previous collectors
and conchologists soon became apparent. The labels of necessity were so
small that they could not contain sufficient information; they had to be
taken from the tube to be read; the specimens were difficult to see, through
the striations on the glass, and the curvature of the tubes distorted their
appearance. To find a particular specimen' often meant long search and
much waste of time. Moreover there seems to be a chemical reaction
between some types of glass and the substance of the shell, so that after
some years the specimens effloresced and fell to pieces. Many valuable
types have been lost in this way. An alternate method has been to mount
the specimens with gum on black. card, but this has proved ev~n mo~e
unsatisfactory. The late John BrazIer mounted thousands of speCImens In
this way, but though his work was wonderfully neat and painstaking, most
of the specimens have either sunk into the gum or have become broken,
and his extensive collections have largely become valueless for study.
It is no doubt this difficulty in the display and labelling of small
shells that has led to their general neglect, not only by collectors, but by
most of the more serious conchologists. Yet no study of the mollusca of
any area can be compl.ete in any way without considerati~n of the sm~ll
species and by small IS meant about one quarter of an Inch or less In
length 'that is from 6 to 7 mm. downwards. It is impossible to give exact
fiaure; but species of this size probably outnumber the larger species by
three t~ one, and must constitute a very important element in the molluscan
fauna.
The Care of Small Shells in the Collection
Another Octopus Bite
By DONALD F. McMICHAEL.
(The Australian Museum, Sydney.)
Following the report of a bite by Octopus maculosus Hoyle published
in last year's Proceedings, Mr. F. S. Colliver of the Geology Department,
University of Queensland, sent me the following record. Although this
incident took place many years ago, it is felt that all such events are
worth recording; in this case the details were provided recently by the
person involved who is now a resident of Melbourne.
He was fishing at the northern end of Admiralty Bay, opening onto
Cook's Strait, New Zealand in 1904, when bitten by an octopus. No
description of the animal was given which would allow identification.
He was holding the animal when it bit him between the thumb and first
finger. The bite itself was agonising and immediately the arm began to
swell; within an hour his hand (the left) was "the size of a boxing glove"
and his left side was slightly affected.
Although no· doctor was available, the application of poultices seemed
to have some effect, for the swelling was reduced and the wound healed
within three days. The victim stated that there was little pain after the
actual bite, but a feeling of .numbness followed. These symptoms are in
accord with those recorded by American workers in the majority of cases
'of Octopus bite.
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made, and was able to make arrangements to have the pieces stamped out
in a power press. For A, a manufacturer friend had an oval die, and the
pieces were put through the press twice, the overlap leaving the slight
projections near the top. These projections were left deliberately, as they
serve the purpose, as do the sloping shoulders in B, of packing the cotton-
wool plug and preventing its being pushed right within the container.
For the back a thin card was used. A light blue was found the most
useful general colour, as providing a contrasting background for white,
yellow, brown, or black specimens. Or if desired white card can be used
for dark specimens and black for those which are white or light in colour.
For the glass covers ordinary microslides were found the best, as they
can be bought in the right size. and have a good surface, so that there is
no distortion. For putting the parts together any very strong paste will do,
but if one of the old fashioned letter presses is available, a casein cold
water glue is better. This has the advantage of sticking slowly and only
under pressure, so if the cardboard backing be cut in suitable strips a
number of containers can be made at a time, and glass and all :fixed with
the one pressure. Each is then cut out and trimmed with scissors as
required. A refinement contemplated but not pursued on the grounds of
initial expense was to have an injection mould made, and the containers
fashioned in one piece from one of the clear transparent plastics now on
the market. The initial cost would be considerable, but if a very large
quantity were needed, the ultimate price should be small. It might even
pay a manufacturer to do this, as once their use was appreciated, there
should be a considerable sale to museums and similar institutions.
Though the containers are large compared with the specimens they
contain, they actually take up very little space. They can be spread out
for display, or can be stacked as microslides are, and are readily sorted
or regrouped as classification demands. They are also easily and securely
packed for postage. Their use need not be limited to shells, but they should
also be suitable for the collection of many other minute objects such as
foraminifera, seeds, etc.
Brazier's HCowries in Australasia"
By TOM IREDALE.
Brazier began an essay on cowries which was never authoritatively
published. It would not require discussion save for the fact that it has
been mentioned in literature without correct data having been given.
Shaw(l) wrote a "Note on an unpubiished reprint of a paper by
J. W. Brazier published in the Sydney Mail, 2nd December, 1871." He said
that there was a reference to such a paper in Hidalgo's "Monografia," but
could not track it down so had written to Hedley. Hedley gave the details
but did not verify the facts. Hence, coming across the pamphlet in question,
I proceeded to check the data and here give the results. There is no doubt
that publication was intended as Hedley suggested. The least thought
would have indicated that "pp. 1-44" could not have appeared in a news-
paper on one day. The title is as quoted, "Distribution and Geographical
Range of Cowries in Australasia. By John William Brazier, C.M.Z.S."
Issued in the "Sydney Mail" newspaper beginning on July 1, 1871, and
finishing on Dec. 2, 1871, the first part included the introduction and two
species, and, as the pages of the "Sydney Mail" were consecutively num-
bered, this appeared on p. 555. Brazier there stated "Of the Cypraea,
Cowries, about two hundred and twenty species are now known to science,
and nearly half of that number are found in the Australasian seas. The
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publication in the "Sydney Mail" appeared as follows: July 15, 1871, p.
633, sp. 3-10; Aug. 19, 1871, p. 791, sp. 11-22; Sept. 9, 1871, p. 871, sp.
23-28; Sept. 16, 1871, p. 905, sp. 29-31; Sept. 30, 1871, p. 967, sp. 32-(36);
Dec. 2, 1871, p. 1256, sp. 37-40. Then the articles were discontinued.
Hedley wrote, "The type was rearranged and reprinted in book form
for Dr. Cox." Dr. Cox may have financed the printing, but the pampWet,
that has caused this essay, is a continuation of Brazier's articles.
Firstly,· the pamphlet is not paginated "pp. 1-44": it is (5)-44, the
first four apparently blank for the title-page and preface. Secondly, the·
"Sydney Mail" articles cover species 1-40 (remember Brazier wrote "nearly
half of two hundred and twenty") and the pamphlet finishes with sp. 69 on
page 44, indicating that the book was a little more than half dqne.
In the reprint there is no date to consider, but on p. 40, C. coxi is
included with its date of publication, Nov. 3, 1872; this is followed by
C. coxeni Cox published in 1874, and then C. sophiae published in 1875.
So that the unfinished reprint was not paginated until 1875.
It is a pity that the essay was not completed and issued as it is a
valuable piece of work, the species being roughly described and localities
given which "will, I trust, be the means of assisting them (other shell
collectors) to :fix exact localities to the specimens in their cabinets." Failure
to apply this usage has been the source of much confusion as even today
old collections contain shells, superficially showing valid localities, which
can now be proved to be untrue.
Book Review· . . .
Cowries! Cowries!! Cowries!!!
By TOM IREDALE.
A series of books for the edification of the young has been popularized
by repeated emphasis of the subject as above. The book under review
on the contrary is for the education of adults although it would be worthy
of study by all, old and young. The title of the book is not the one given
above, but reads "Cowry Shells of World Seas" by Joyce Allan and was
issued in May 1956 by Georgian House, Melbourne. It is a very valuable
acquisition to the library of every conchological student and must have a .
place in every natural history museum as no similar book exists and this is
complete from every aspect. It reviews the history of these interesting shells
which have long held pride of place in the estimation of collectors from
their delightful form and lovely coloration which is unspoilt by wear and
tear as the shell is covered by the animal when alive.
The work deals with the breeding habits of the animals, which
unfortunately could not be fully discussed, followed by the quaint growth
of the shell, the immature and juvenile shells being unlike those of the
adults. The animals themselves are large, covering the shell as above
noted, and are brilliantly coloured. Numbers of coloured plates would be
necessary to show up the animals, and as the costs of such are prohibitive
today, the book is compelled to deal with shells alone. Cowry shells have
been used as ornaments from time immemorial, and have been used as
barter almost throughout the known world, although the shells mainly live
in tropical waters.
1 Shaw, Proc. Malac. Soc. Land. xiii, Aug. 1918, p. 78.
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An account of the rare shells is given, and "how to collect and clean"
hints are carefully detailed. The classification is then given and descriptions
and figures are appen.ded of all the known species so that it will serve as a
monumental work of reference for many yea!s. The word "mon.umental"
is used advisedly as the whole of the work IS by the author-artIst a~one.
There are some 170 pages of letterpress and fifteen full-page plates, SIX of
which are in colour, the figures exceeding five hundred, two hundred odd
being in colour. The descripti?ns given number many more as na!lled
forms of minor value than speCIes are fully noted. As a very useful Item
a list of the forms occurring in Australian waters is coyly appended, and
there is a another list of the references necessary to students; an Index of
inestimable value completes the work. This may seem a brief review of
such a work but to point out all the valuable points for both students and
collectors would occupy much more space than can be here allotted.
The best advice to all is to secure a copy and find out how little you
have known on the subject before you had studied it. Nothing but praise
can be given to the artist-author for the publication of such an excellent
work which must have been indeed a labour of love, as no mere worker
could have completed the work in such a satisfactory manner.
Forbes and Australia
By TOM IREDALE.
A recent article, entitled "A Double Centenary - Two Notable
Naturalists Robert Jameson and Edward Forbes" by James Ritchie, has
been pUbli~hed in the Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb. (Sect. B, Vol. lxvi, 1955-56,
pt. I, pp. 29-58, 5 text figs., pIs. 1-4, 1956).
It attracted attention as both names came into Australian annals
though neither of them eyer reached this country. .
Edward Forbes was one of the notables of British naturalists, through
his original approach, but is better know as the co-author of an account
of British molluscs which has remained unrivalled as the standard work
for over a century: It is not this great work which calls for Australian
attention, however, but his ecological zonation. To th~ thirteenth.meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of SCIence held m 1843,
Forbes furnished a "Report on the Mollusca and Radiata of the Aegea.n
Sea, and on their distribution, considered as bearing on Ge?logy." .This
appeared in 1844 occupying pp. 130-193. Forbes separated eIght sectIOns,
the first only being given a name, the "Littoral Zone,". diagnosed as from
highwater to two fathoms; second., 2-10 fathoms; third, 10-20 fathoms;
fourth 20-35 fathoms; fifth 35-55.fathoms; sixth, 55-79 fathoms; seventh,
80-105 fathoms; eighth 105 fathoms downard.
These sections were supported by details of much collecting and many
dredgings. This zonation has been amended ~n later years and the de~ails of
the sections altered, and names have been gIven, the. best known bemg .the
Laminarian, which succeeds the Littoral and extends mt~ the fourth sectIOn,
while beyond 105 fathoms more have been separated WIth names, Benthal,
Abyssal, etc., down to thousands of fathoms.
John Macgillivray, whom I have mentioned before, was probably one
of the most meticulous (this is a good word in this connection) collectors
ever known. His notebook, preserved in the British Museum (Natural
History), is a model for accuracy and detail. When. he returned from the
Voyage of the Rattlesnake he was allowed to publIsh an account of the
voyage, and he handed his notebooks to the enthusiastic Forbes.
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Forbes prepared an essay "On the Bathymetrical Distribution of Marine
Testacea on the Eastern Coast of Australia" beginning "As in every instance
the exact locality, depth and character of habitat of each species of
Mollusk taken (by Mr. Macgillivray) were carefully noted at the time of
capture, much more valuable information elucidating the distribution of
shell-fish in the Australian seas has been collected during this expedition
than was ever before obtained," ... "It may here be remarked that the
Molluscan fauna of the seas of North Australia and of the north-east coast
from Cape York southwards to Sandy Cape, belongs to the great Indo-
Pacific province, a zoological region extending from the east coast of Africa
(from Port Natal or a little above, northwards to Suez) to Easter Island
in the Pacific.. But south of Sandy Cape and onwards to Van Diemen's
Land (and apparently including New Zealand), we have a distinct (East)
Australian province, marked by a peculiar fauna in many respects, represen-
tative of the Senegal, and perhaps also Lusitanian regions of the North
Atlantic."
"Proceeding in descending order we may first remark on the SHELLS OF
SALT MARSHES. As in ·the northern hemisphere, Melampus or Conovulus
is the genus represented in such localities. This Auricula Australis prevails
in salt marches at Brisbane water, and an allied species in similar places
in New Zealand. In both instances we find this form accompanied by
'members of a curious genus characteristic of the Australian province,-
Ampullacera, the Ampullacera Quoyana being the Brisbane Water species
and A. avellana, that of New Zealand." "SHELLS INHABITING MUD, ETC.,
AMONG MANGROVES. These belong to the Indo-Pacific province. Some are
found on the mangroves themselves. (Littorina scabra, Phasianella, Auricula
angulata and rugulata on the trunks and branche~, a Littorina on the leaves,
Monodonta viridis, etc., on the roots, Cytherea and Cyrena in the mud.)
LITTORAL ZONE. Of the many living Gasteropoda taken in this region, very
few are new species. (Species named, and here the forms found at Fort.
Dalrymple, Tasmania, are contrasted with those from the north. In the
same manner the Acephala are dealt with. The notes regarding the habitats
of the various species are very good, such as Corbis fimbriatus in sand
.among coral reefs; Cypricardia vellicata occupies the fissures of rocks.)
REGION OF WEEDS equivalent to the LAMINARIAN REGION of the European
Seas. Some seventeen or eighteen localities in this Bathymetrical province
were. explored by means of the dredge, varying in depth from one to
seventeen fathoms. Port Jackson, 5 to 6 fathoms, and Port Phillip, 3 to 5
fathoms, are mentioned, Calyptraea connata from the former and Marginella
fornicata from the latter, the first named unknown, the second formicula.
In the North-east Australian province, a different set of shells was dredged
in similar depths, Cape York, Cape Upstart, Cape Capricorn, and off the
Percy Isles being mentioned "The bivalves of this region were but few.
In the South Australian province this is the region of the peculiar genus
My adora, of which five species were dredged on sand in 6 fathoms at Port
Jackson. In the North-east Australian province we have species nearly all
new, from the shallower localities, and 8-11 fathoms, off Cumberland
Islands, also 15-17 fathoms off Cape Capricorn in a sandy and shelly
bottom."
"CORALLINE ZONE. Some dredgings in both North and South-eastern
provinces, in depths between twenty-seven and forty-five fathoms give a
slight idea of the fauna of this important region." (A short list of species
dredged for contrast is given, mostly unnamed specifically.) .
Forbes concluded, "It is evident from the comparative paucity of
undescribed species procured in the Littoral zone" and the large proportion
of new or doubtful forms among those taken by the dredge, that a rich
"harvest has yet to be reaped in the deeper regions of the southern seas.
In the lower zones, however, just as much as in the upper, the distinctions
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of province are maintained. The explanation of this complete separation
of the South-eastern marine fauna of Australia from that of the North-
eastern or Indo-Pacific portion, may be explained by reference to the
distribution of currents along the Australian shores. In both, as in the
Bathymetrical regions of the South Atlantic, the Testacea of the depths
are generally smaller and less brightly coloured than those inhabiting the
shallows. During this voyage notes of the habitats of considerably more
than a thousand species of Mollusca and Echinodermata were carefully
registered."
"The Narrative of the Voyage of H.M.S. Rattlesnake during the years
1846-1850" was issued in December 1851, though dated 1852. Forbes was
born in 1815 and died in 1854 at the early age of 39, a disastrous loss to
science at the time, as will be seen from the short account above.
In the same year died James Robert Jameson, born in 1774, who had
preceded Forbes as Professor of Natural History in Edinburgh University.
His name also appears in the annals of Australian Natural History as he
received birds collected 'by P. Lindsay, who was with Sturt on his famous
voyage down the Murray in 1829-1830. Jameson named ~Meliagris lindesayii
but did not describe it, and it appears a synonym of the Brush Turkey,
Alectura lathami, but he was more fortunate in describing the Straw-
necked Ibis (Ibis spinicollis), the specific name still being used. Wilson,
another Edinburgh man, named the Silver Gull, Larus jamesonii, and that
name was used for some time until an earlier name was discovered.
Descriptions of the Animals of Papuan Cowries
By ROLAND V. OLDHAM.
In the following short list, it will be noted that I have on occasion
given two descriptions of the same cowry as I have found from prolonged
observation that the environment in which the animal lives has quite a
marked influence on the coloration, not only of the animal but of the shell
also. It has also been found that those shells living on the outer reefs,
where they are subjected to the action of the tides and weather, differ
to a more or less degree from those found living in the sheltered waters
of harbours or bays where they become subjected to the effects of the
influx of silt and fresh water during the rainy seasons.
Another interesting fact is that during the south-east monsoons (dry)
season, quite large numbers of species could be collected close inshore, but
as the season advanced towards the commencement of the north-west or
wet season, one had to search further into deeper water in order to
secure any specimens when collecting in harbours or sheltered bays.
On the outer reefs conditions also have a marked effect on the colour
and size of both animal and shell: where life is prolific and living conditions
well suited to the animal it is found the coloration will be rich and the
shells well formed and robust, whereas those living on decayed and dying
reefs have poor colour and the shell is often malformed, the animal also
suffering from the effects of the living conditions imposed upon it.
An excellent example is Cypraea tigris Linne, 1758. I have collected
specimens in which the shells show little or no coloration, others with
sparse and poor colour, some showing rusty patches and others with
badly-formed shells. These types have been collected on poor ground of
decaying reefs, whilst those taken from the outer, living reefs have been
the richly coloured, large, robust shells so much prized by collectors.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF ANIMALS.
Cypraea tigris Linne, 1758.
M;antle pa~e ~rown mottled with very fine black lines, the lining
becomIng heaVIer In the darker patches. Papillae greyish, tipped with
ochre. Tentacles grey. Eyes approximately one-third from base of tentacles.
Foot dark grey, mottled with black. This is the inshore form from Port
Moresby.
. The form found on the reef has an animal similar to the above but
WIth the mantle very finely lined, ocl~.reish and with mottling much heavier.
Head dark yellow-green and the papIllae on mantle yellowish tipped white
The base of each papilla white. .
Calpur11us verrucosus Linne, 1758.
Mantle pale cream covered with small black dots. Foot cream covered
on the outer !llarg~n with black dots twice the size of those on th~ mantle.
Tentacles whIte WIth a black band approximately two-thirds up from the
base. Eyes black. The dots on the foot are not nearly so crowded as those
on the mantle and the space between the dots is devoid of any marking.
From Port Moresby Harbour. Twelve specimens examined
It. is interesting to note that these shells were only c~llected on the
undersIdes of the folds of soft coral.
Amphiperas ovum Linne, 1758.
. MaI~.tle det:;p velv~ty bla~k, over which is spread a fine net-like forma-
!lOn of tIllY w~Ite papIllae, SImple and short. The inner side of the mantle
IS ?f an ~chreish colour. Tentacles very long, thin, black and tipped with
w~Ite. SIphon broa~ and short without fringe. Head black. A striking
ammal to be found In such a snow-white shell.
This species is only found among soft corals.
Arabica arabica Linne, 1758.
. Mantle deep brown, almost black and covered with small, simple white
papIllae. Tentacles long and slender, also very deep brown. Siphon deep
brown. The under surface of the foot is of a yellowish colour and the
upper surface a darker brown than that of the mantle.
Basilitrona isabella Linne, 1758.
Mantle jet black with minute jet black papillae. Foot jet black as
also are the tentacles and siphon. Found among broken coral on outer
reef.
Erosaria erosa Linne, 1758.
M:;mtle pale greenish mottled with brown. Papillae very numerous,
some SImple, others branched and al~ of a chalky-white. Tentacles pink.
~ead rose colour. Foot grey, heavIly mottled with minute dark dots.
SIphon grey. Harbour form.
. Reef f~rm.is similar to above but mantle dark brownish-green.
PaI?I~lae WhIt~, tIpped dar~ grey. Siphon grey, finely dotted white. Foot
WhItISh, heavIly mottled WIth grey.
[Erosaria poraria Linne, 1758.
Body of ~nimal red, mantle shading off to greenish-grey with small
n~merous papIllae. Tentacles mottled greyish-white and green. Sipho~
fnnged. .upper surface ~f foot mottled with greyish-green. Specimen
collected III New Caledoma.]
Evenaria asellus Linne, 1758.
Mantle jet black with the edges close to the head brilliant red.
Papillae on mantle very small, simple and black. Foot black: Tentacles red
and black.
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Evenaria kieneri Hidalgo, 1906.
Mantle transparent white through which may be seen the markings
on the shell. The mantle is covered with small white papillae. Foot white
slightly tinged with yellow sprinkled with minute black dots. Tentacles
black at base but yellow through the rest of their length.
These shells were found among dead coral rubbish.
Erronea chrysostoma Brazier, 1881.
Mantle grey, blotched with black and fairly thickly covered with white
papillae about i6 in. long, some simple but others branched. The whole
of the mantle is dusted with minute white dots. Foot grey and covered
with black dots and dark mottling. Tentacles pink from eyes to the end.
The space between the tentacles at the top of the head rose coloured.
Siphon pale bluish-grey and fringed. The edge of the mantle is lined with
tiny jet black dots. In some specimens the papillae were of an ochreish
colour.
Erronea nimiserrans Iredale, 1935.
Mantle creamy-white sparingly mottled with black and fairly thickly
covered with cream coloured papillae, most of which are branched with
the exception of those close to the head which are mostly simple. The
whole is peppered with pale cream dots. Foot similar in colour to mantle.
Siphon grey and heavily fringed. Tentacles rose-pink.
Erronea caurica Linne, 1758.
Mantle cream, lightly mottled with greyish-brown and covered with
small many-branched papillae of a chalky-white colour. Foot cream,
lightly patterned with greyish-brown. Head and tentacles salmon-pink.
Eyes black. Siphon very large, salmon-pink and without fringe.
Lyncina vanelli Linne, 1758.
Mantle transparent creamy-white, so thin that the coloration of the
shell is plainly seen. It is sparingly dotted with papillae, those close to
the head being small and simple, while those over the greater part of the
mantle are large, coarse and fringed. The branches on the papillae are
chalky-white. Siphon creamy-white with a heavy white fringe. Tentacles
grey. Foot creamy-white, the upper part being a brownish-grey.
iWystaponda vitellus Linne, 1758.
Mantle creamy-white covered with a heavy mottling of black sprinkled
with minute white dots. The whole is covered with numerous papillae
which are branched and about t in. long. Tentacles black. Siphon creamy-
white with a fine yellow fringe.
Specimens found under coral boulders on outer reef, shore reef and
also inside harbour.
Monetaria moneta Linne, 1758.
Mantle cream, lined vertically with fine black lines and blotched with
black close to the edge of the mantle. The mantle is covered with numerous
cream coloured papillae, most of which are branched. Foot cream with
black mottling. Tentacles creamy-white. Siphon grey and finely fringed.
Shells mostly found on the lee side of islands and close inshore. Very
rarely found on exposed parts of the outer reef.
Monetaria annulus Linne, 1758.
Mantle greyish, sparingly mottled with black. The edge of the mantle
lined with fine minute black dots. The whole is covered with numerous
papillae a few of which are much larger than the rest and all are of a
chalky-white colour. At the base of all the large papillae is a fairly large
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patch of chalky-white. In some specimens the patches are tinged with
yellow. Siphon grey. Tentacles grey with a slightly pinkish tinge.
Ponda carneola Linne, 1758.
Mantle greyish and thin enough to show the pink colour of the shell.
It is mottled with much darker grey. Papillae short and white. Foot pale
greenish-grey, slightly mottled with pale brown. Head capped with dark
bluish-grey. Outer reef form.
Inshore and harbour forms are similar but much paler in colour and
the mottling on the mantle is much more scattered. The mottling is
also speckled with tiny white dots.
Palmadusta clandestina Linne, 1767.
Mantle black sparingly dotted with whitish papillae which are slightly
golden close to the mantle. Foot black with white irregular spots. Siphon
thick, long and with a tapering fringe.
Staphylaea staphylaea Linne, 1758.
Mantle of a deep blackish-brown, sparingly dotted with white. The
whole is covered with a dense growth of spear-pointed papillae, which are
very crowded close to the base of the mantle. Tentacles long and slender
of a brownish-black colour. Siphon deep brownish-black. Foot brownish-
black minutely sprinkled with white dots.
Trivirostra scabriuscula Grey, 1827.
Mantle dark greyish-black dotted with yellow-green papillae, the edge
of the mantle being light grey. Foot dark grey. Siphon dark greyish-black,
sprinkled with minute pale yellow dots and encircled with a yellowish
fringe. Tentacles grey with pinkish tinge.
Some Interesting Limpets of South Africa
By KAY RUTLAND.
For the first six months of the year 1957, I was fortunate enough to
be in South Africa, staying at Cape Town and several other well-known
seaside resorts along the South Coast, which are well known by shell
.collectors and conchologists the world over. The Patellidae of South Africa
are of course well known and I collected many species. The most interesting
to my mind was the pyriform Patella cochlear which live just below low tide
level. I received many a ducking when trying to collect them as they were
very tenacious, and it was really a most exhausting task. They were most
difficult to locate as mostly they were covered with coralline growth, the
same colour as the rocks they lived on. They live one on top of the other
and it is amazing just how many can fit on one limpet. The foot of the
animal was pale yellow and the mantle white. The inside. of the shell
varied in colour from pale mauve to dark grey with a very dark muscle
scar. In many specimens the edge was white and scalloped and, with the
white, almost transparent mantle, it looked very beautiful, almost like
white lace. The largest specimen I collected was two and a half inches in
length, but this was exceptional.
Another fascinating species was Patella longicosta. These star-shaped
limpets are particularly interesting because of the variations in different
localities. In the southern part of Cape Peninsula the ribs are usually
sharply keeled, while those in the eastern localities were much flatter and
the outline more regular, although in this species there are no two exactly
the same. The interior is white with yellow inside the muscle scar.
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Two other interesting species were Patella oculus and Patella granatina.
In localities where both these species lived I could seldom tell which was
which until I took them off the rocks and lifted the mantle to see the
colour of the shell. Both shells are broadly ovate with prominent lateral
projections, but in Patella oculus the whole niterior of the shell is dark
brown with the area inside the white muscle scar a light brown, while in
Patella granatina the area inside the muscle scar is dark shiny brown,
while the rest of the shell varies from mottled grey, brown, even yellow
and pale blue: I have collected these up to three inches in length but
mostly they were two inches to two and a half inches.
The largest limpet of South Africa is Patella patriacha (tabularis).
This lives in water well below the spring tide low level, so it is difficult
to obtain alive. The largest I have is four inches in length, but they have
been known to attain a length of five and three quarter inches. The interior
of the shel is like white porcelain with a white muscle scar, the edge
mostly pink but not always.
Patella argenvillei is a heavily built elevated shell, ovate, with fine
close radial ribbing, white and brown interior, with brown inside the muscle
scar.
Patella barbara I found varied immensely, sometimes being finely
ribbed and other times with the ribs strongly projecting. The shell was
always white, inside and out, the largest specimen being three inches in
length and living at low tide leve1. The young of this species can be very
fascinating, having strong reflected ribs.
Patella miniata has a flat shell with close radial ribbing. It is usually
streaked with white, with white inside the muscle scar, but brownish varieties
also occur. I have found them up to three and a half inches in length. When
beach-worn they are reddish, mottled or striped.
Another interesting species is Patella compressa, which, as its name
implies, is compressed from side to side. This lives on the stalks of the
bamboo which accounts for its peculiar saddle-shaped base. It is finely
ribbed and I have collected specimens up to three inches in length. The
colour of the interior varies from light brown to dark grey.
Patella granularis is a very distinctive species, brownish and having
blunt spines or knobs on the ribs. The interior is pale, often white with
a dark brown edge and dark brown within the muscle-scar. I found this
species very common near Cape Town living on the vertical sides of rocks
and reaching almost two inches in length, but at Jeffrey's Bay where they
were living on mussels they were without spines and only up to one inch.
One of the small species was Patella variabilis approximately one inch
in length and very variable indeed. This is a thin-shelled fine-ribbed
species, and can vary ·in colour from yellow with black stripes or spots to
black with fine white stripes or a reddish brown, and lives in the waters of
Natal at high tide leve1.
Cellana capensis is also yellow with black spots, approximately one
inch in length, very finely ribbed, but is easily distinguished by the satiny
opalescent sheen on the inner surface of the shell.
Cybernetics and Ichthyology
(From Ichthyological Research & Development Corporation, 4217 Ponce
de Leon Boulevard, Coral Gables, Florida.)
The Ichthyological Research and Development Corporation of Coral
Gables, Florida, has contracted with the Long Island Tabulating Corpora-
tion of Hempstead, New York, for the application of the science of
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cybernetics to the scientific study of fishes in the Caribbean Sea and the
Atlantic Ocean.
It is believed that this is the first time ichthyological research will be
conducted through the use of electronic punch-card equipment.
It is estimated that it will take two years to accumulate the available
information of some 5,000 species occurring in these waters. The research
is to cover basic and applied ichthyology.
Mter the scientific information has been accumulated and studied, the
research project will be continued, to obtain more information on the
potentials of fish for the fields of human and animal food, chemicals,
pharmaceutics and synthetics.
From the initial studies that have been made, it is believed that a
great source of information will be made available to the fields of· com-
mercial and sports fishing, which in itself is a. great industry in the
Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.
Book Review
"Sea Anglers' Fishes of New Zealand." By Arthur W. Parrott. Hodder &
Stoughton, London, 1957, pp. 1-176, coloured frontispiece, pIs. i-xii,
text-figs. 1-56 & diagrams. Price 18/- in New Zealand, plus 6d.
postage.
A handy, beautifully produced and popular guide to the most important
fishes of New Zealand, many of which are the same as or closely related to
Australian species. A great deal offield knowledge and natural history data
are condensed into a concise account of 56 different kinds and there are
abundant illustrations. Flatfishes, Eels and Game Fishes are not included:
these are to be the subjects of a proppsed companion volume. Mr.
Parrott's book is written for the man and woman by the sea rather than
the professional ichthyologist, but there is information of value to all of
them in its pages. He is to be congratulated on his modern nomenclature
(but Aldrichetta should have been used instead of Agonostomus for the
yellow-eyed mullet). There are very few errors and those of a minor
nature. Some of the acknowledgments for the illustrations do not refer
to the original authors of the figures and the Red. Gurnard has smaller,
not larger, scales than the other gurnards.
G.P.W.
Some Molluscan Name Changes.
By TOM IREDALE.
Three new names are here proposed for preoccupied ones, and two
others are introduced to replace misapplied ones.
Allentula, nom. nov., for Allenella Iredale, Austr. Zoo1., 10 (3), 311. May
10, 1944. Orthotype, A. formalis Iredale, loco cit., p1. 19, fig. 9. Not
Allenella Aurivillius 1927.
Parvisheba, nom. nov., for Sheba Iredale, Austr. Zoo1., 10 (l), 89. Dec. 19,
1941 .Orthotype, Helix hombroni Pfeiffer, 1856. When I proposed
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Sheba there was no prior use recorded in any of the Nomenclaturs,
but I have since found in "The Museum of Natural History, Mollusca,
by W. Baird (of the British Museum) on plate 7, ante 1862, an entirely
different form of shell figured as Sheba albella. On plate 3 of the
same work a shell is named Tegulapellis serpentis, instead of Tegula
pel/isserpentis. '
Vacerrena, nom. nov., for Vacerra Iredale, Proc. Linn. Soc., New South
Wales, 49, 221, Oct.. 24, 1924. Orthotype Puncturella demissa Hedley.
Not Vacerra Godman, BioI. Centr. Amer. Zool., Lep. Rhopal., 2, 52,
1900.
The misapplied names refer to two Tapetoid bivalves, the series of
which will be fully discussed later.
TAPES WATLING!, sp. nov.
The common Sydney shell, known as Tapes turgida, has no right to
that name, as was pointed out over one hundred years ago. Venus dorsata
and V. turgida were introduced fOf Western Australian molluscs at the
same time, and dorsata has precedence, and both names refer to the same
shell. The range of the eastern shell is separated from that of the western
on both the north and south, and the shell is less turgid than the western
form. Under the incorrect name, figures of the local shell appeared in
the Australian Museum Magazine, Vol. II (8), p. 287, 1925, and in Allan's
Australian Shells, p. 333, pI. 37 fig. 5, 1950.
The overall name for the shells so long known as Tapes has now
become Paphia, but the group is divisible, and our shell belongs to the
restricted Tapes. .
PAPHIA WELLSI, sp. nov.
The second correction is referable to the division of Paphia restricted.
Unde'r a section named Paratapes a common species was called textile,
but is now known as undulata. It is rather variable in coloration, but fairly
constant in form, and a very distinct species became involved in a variety.
It is apparently a rare North Australian form, and was regarded as a colour-
variation only, and on account of its marked coloration was selected by
Miss Allan to represent the "Weaver Tapes, Paratapes textile," on p. 334,
an excellent coloured figure being given on pI. 39, fig. 8, of her Australian
Shells, 1950. Miss Allan is not to blame, because the odd specimens in
the Museum had been so named by Hedley and myself. The species is now
named Paphia wellsi, sp. nov. Holotype in the Australian Museum, Sydney.
Registered No. C.14855.
A large number was sent by the Rev. E. A. Wells, Superintendent of
the Methodist Overseas Mission, Milingimbi, Northern Territory, to Mr.
Kellner, who handed them over, and asked for them to be named for
the forwarder.
Upon close examination the shell was found to be more allied to the
subrugata series than to the "textile," the form and sculpture nearer the
form but the colour pattern very different. It may be noted that the curious
angulate markings are formed throughout the Paphia group, more or less
·expressed or suppressed. Refer to coloured illustrations in Miss Allan's
Australian Shells, 1950, plate 39, where fig. 11 represents subrugata, and
fig. 10 shows Tapes laterata. These species will be discussed fully in a
later publication.
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John (William) Brazier
By TOM IREDALE.
When Angas drew up his List of Shells of New South Wales, he had
left Australia, where he had been Secretary to the Australian Museum, and
he provided a basis for his successors. Angas had been a very assiduous
collector though he had published nothing while in the colony. His
publication, based on British Museum nomination, immediately produced
extraordinary results. A young collector, John William Brazier, sent to
Angas many of his treasures, or Angas' omissions, and continued yearly
so that Angas was kept busy with Brazier's collecting. Angas had to
publish paper after paper, then to add a supplementary List, increasing
his original total by nearly half as much again. Brazier soon dropped the
William, and was known as John Brazier. He had been a shell-collector
from childhood. His father was a Ship's Captain, and young John
acompanied him before he was in his "teens." Locally he must have been
well known as a shell collector as in 1861 he presented specimens to the
Australian Museum and in 1865 he was selected to accompany J.Brenchley
on a trip through the Pacific Islands on the Curacoa. Apparently he sailed
elsewhere as he was in New Caledonia in 1866, then he was elected to go
with the Australian Eclipse Expedition in 1871; was with the H.M.S.
Blanche in the Pacific in 1872, and then with Macleay's Chevert Expedition
along the Queensland Coast to southern New Guinea in 1874. He proved
to be a very energetic collector, and was particularly interested in small
shells, sorting the most minute kinds out of shellsand or dredgings.
Unfortunately he gummed these small shells on cards and the gum has
hardened so that the many thousands he mounted became useless. When
R. C. Rossiter, the rescuer of Eyre, arrived at Sydney, Brazier met him,
and his son G. T. Rossiter collected shells with young Brazier. The father,
R.C., was a great shell-collector, and later settled in New Caledonia, and
apparently his daughter Sophia also took a keen interest. Brazier later
married Sophia, and dedicated many shells to her. When she died in 1883
Brazier wrote "I therefore name the species after my late wife, who was a
devoted student of conchology for twenty-three years." After Brazier's
return from the Chevert Expedition, he was allotted the task of reporting
upon the mollusca. Macleay initiated a Society, the Linnean Society of
New South Wales, and the first publication of the Society's Proceedings
gave Brazier's first paper on shells first place. Previously Brazier had
sent his essays to London or Paris, and as he was uncertain whether
either would publish his offering he sent them to both. To later confusion
the same paper was printed simultaneously in the Proceedings of the
Zoological Society of London, and in the Journal de Conchyliologie in Paris.
Another tricky feature of collating the species Brazier described, is the
presence of manuscript names. Brazier commonly sent away specimens
with a new name he had allotted to them, and then from unknown causes
these names were not published by him, often being published by the
recipient. It is impossible to trace all such names, and in the Index that
accompanies this, only the names published by Brazier himself appear.
There was no outlet fo.r Brazier's writings in the early days of Sydney, so
that the weekly and dally newspapers reported the Proceedings of the Zoo-
logical Society of London, including Brazier's papers. Then they printed
original papers on zoological matters as there was no local scientific journal.
When the Linnean Society was established the press reported the proceed-
ings immediately after the meeting, but only if the matter were "newsy."
Brazier took a large part in the development of the study of conchology
in Sydney, leading parties to the shell collecting spots regularly, and giving
talks continually. A quotation from the Daily Telegraph of Feb. 25, 1890,
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may be cited: "The Natural History Association visited Bradley's Head
under the leadership of Mr. J. Brazier. ... Mr. Brazier, who is a walking
dictionary of Latin names and a living encyclopedia on matters con-
chological, took great pains to explain the shells gathered by members."
It should be noted that Brazier was born in Sydney Sept. 23, 1842,
and died there Aug. 20, 1930, nearly 88 years of age.
Brazier was appointed to the staff of the Australian Museum as
Conchologist in about 1880, and began a "Catalogue of the Marine Shells
of Australia and Tasmania," and three small parts had· been issued
in 1892-1893, when due to the great financial crisis in the latter year, he
and most of his colleagues were retrenched. He continued his active interest
in conchology for a few years, and then faded away. His last note appeared
in 1905, but he lived for twenty-five years afterwards. In 1923, when he
had turned eighty. Hedley got in touch with him, and he lunched in Sydney
with Hedley, Pilsbry and myself. As all old men can, he contributed to
the meeting many anecdotes of the past, of his conchological trips in the
islands in the sixties and seventies of the nineteenth century, and of the
peoples he had met.
It must be laid to his credit that he assisted Hedley when the latter
branched out into Marine study, as previously Hedley had been purely a
student of Land Shells. In the following list of his published papers will
be included many more notes of items of interest. The very many mentioned
have been culled, and the few listed have special interest: thus a strange
land-shell was brought into the Museum in the 1930's, and was tracked
down to 'Helix' vermiculata Muller. It will be noted in the last (148)
that Brazier had reported it in 1897, from the same locality, an item of
great value. A short obituary was published in the Australian Museum
Magazine Vol. 4, pp. 142-3 with photo at the time of his death, and it
also appeared in the (American) Nautilus 44, pp. 95-96, Jan. 1931, and in
the (British) Journal of Conchology 19, p. 110, March 1931.
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PAPERS.
1869.
1. Observations on the Distribution of Buiimus miltocheilus in the
Solomon's Archipelago. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land), 1869, 162-163,
June 21.
1870.
2. Note sur l'habitat exact de deux especes de Coquilles terrestres et de
trois especes de Volutes. JlJurn. de Conchyl., 18: 84-86. Jan. 1.
especes de Volutes. Journ. de Conchyl., 18: 84-86. Jan. 1.
3. Exhibition with notes of an egg of a species of Megapodius from
Banks's Island. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land), 1869, 528. ApI. 7, 1870.
(Note: Sclater named the species (on the egg) Megapodius brazieri.)
4. Notes on the Localities of two Species of Land-Shells and three species
of Volutes. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land), 1869, 560-1. ApI. 7, 1870.
5. List of Species of Cones found in Port Jackson, New South Wales,
with Notes on their Habitats and Distribution. Proc. Zool. Soc.
(Land), 1869, 561-563. ApI. 7, 1870.
6. Descriptions of Three new Species of Marine Shells from the Aus-
tralian Coast. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1870, 108-110. June 2.
7. Description d'especes nouvelles de Coquilles marines des cotes d'Aus-
tralie. Journ. de Conchyl., 18: 300-301, July 1.
8. Notes on Gracula kreffti. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1870, 551. Nov.
11.
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1871
9. Description d'une espece nouvelle de Voluta. Joun,. de Conchyl., 19:
78-80, pI. 5, f. 1. Jan. 1.
10. Descriptions of Ten New Species of Land-shells, collected by Mr.
W. F. Petterd, of Hobart Town, Tasmania. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land),
1870, 659-662. ApI. 1, 1871. Antedates same species in Legrand's Call.
Mon. Tas Shells, June 1871.
11. Notes on two Australian Land-shells. Proc. Zoo I. Soc. (Land), 1870
662. ApI. 1, 1871. '
12. D~scriptions of two new Species of Land-Shells from the Bellengen
RIver, New South Wales. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1871, 321.
Aug. 16.
13. Notes on recently described Shells. Proc. Zoo I. Soc. (Land.), 1871,
321-322. Aug. 16.
14. Notes on the Localities of Dolium melanostoma and other shells
found in Australia and the adjacent Islands and in the Australian Seas.
Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1871, 585-587.
1872.
15. Descriptions of eight new Australian Land-Shells. Proc. Zool. Soc.
(Land.), 1871, 639-642. May 2, 1872.
16. Descriptions of seven new Species of the genus Helix and of two
Fluviatile Shells from Tasmania. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1871,
696-699. May 2, 1872. These are antedated by publication in
Legrand's ColI. Mon. Tasm. Shells, 2nd edition, Sept. 1871.
17. Remarks on previously described species of Land-Shells. Proc. Zool.
Soc. (Land.), 1871, 699. May 2, 1872.
18. Descriptions of seven new Species of Land and Marine Shells from
the Solomon Islands, Western Polynesia, and Australia. Proc. Zool.
Soc. (Land.), 1872, 20-23, pI. 4, pp. 6-10. June.
18A. Additional Habitats of certain species of Volutidae. Proc. Zool.
Soc. (Land.), 1872, 23, June.
19. A List of the Cypraeidae found on the Coast of New South Wales.
Proc. ZooI. Soc. (Land.), 1872, 81-86. June.
20. Descriptions of three new Species of Marine Shells from Australia.
Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1872, 616-617, pI. 44. Nov. 3.
21. Descriptions of six new Species of Land-Shells from Australia and
Lord Howe's Island. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1872, 617-619. N~v. 3.
1873
22. Synonymy of and Remarks upon Australian -and Western Polynesian
Land-Shells. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1872, 805-806. May 2, 1873.
23. Synonymy of Helix milligani Brazier. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1872,
807. May 2, 1873. Published earlier in Legrand's Call. Mon. Tasm.
Shells, Sept. 1872.
24. A List of the Species of Cassididae found on the Coast of New South
Wales, together with Remarks on their Habitats and Distribution.
Proc. Zool. Soc. (Land.), 1872, 837-838. May 2, 1873.
1875.
25. Descriptions of Eleven new Species of Terrestrial and Marine Shells
from North-east Australia. Trans. Roy Soc. New South Wales 1874'
29-33. 1875? (Issued separately, dated 1874.) "
26. Exhibition and notes on a series of eggs of Megapodes. Proc. Zool.
Soc. (Land.), 1874, 606-607. ApI. 1, 1875.
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27. Descriptions of eleven new Species of Terrestrial and Marine Shells
from North-east Australia. Proc. Zool Soc. (Lond.), 1874, 668-672,
pI. 83. ApI. 1, 1875. (Note: This is the same paper ~~ No. 25 above,
but the shells are here figured, and Chondrella multzllrata appears as
Georissa multilirata.) .
28. Description of fourteen new species of Shells from AustralIa and the
Solomon Islands. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 1-9. ApI.
27, 1875. . . . L d d29. Descriptions of eight speCIes of AustralIan and Tasmaman an an
Fresh Water Shells. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 17-2~.
ApI. 27, 1875. Also in N.S. W. Medical Gazette 5, 176-178. Apnl
(? May), fide G. P. Whitley.. .
30. Descriptions of ten new SpeCIes of Shells from the CollectIOn of Mr.
Charles Coxen, of Brisbane, Queensland. Proc. Zool. Soc. (Lond.),
1875, 31-34, pI. 4. June 1.
1876.
31. Description of two new species of Australian Land Shells. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 1: 97. July.
32. Descriptions of Thirty-five new species of ~and Shells fro~ New
Guinea, Australia, and Islands in Torres StraIts, collected dunng the
Chevert Expedition. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 98-113.
July. d' . P33. List of Land Shells collected during the Chevert Expe ItIOn. roc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 117-133. July. . .
34. Description of a new Pupina collected during the Chevert ExpedItion.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 136-137. July. . .
35. A List of the Pleurotomidae collecte~ during the. Chevert ExpedItIon,
with the description of the new speCIes. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South
Wales, 1: 151-162. July.
1877.
36. List of Marine Shells, with Descriptions of the new species collected
during the Chevert Expedition. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
1: 169-181. Feb. .
37. Shells collected during the Chevert Expedition. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New
South Wales, 1: 199-215. Feb.
38. Shells collected during the Chevert Expedition. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 1: 224-240. Feb. . . . . .
39. Shells collected during the Chevert ExpedItIon, WIth DescnptIOns of
the New Species. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 249-261.
40. ~;~~nymy of ~nd Re.ma!ks .upon Tasmanian and Tother Sh
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their GeographIcal DIstnbutIOn. Proc. Roy. Soc. asm., , -
172. Feb. 27, 1877. .
40A. Exhibition of a number of eggs of a Porphyrio from the Loyalty
Islands. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1: 283. ¥ch. .
41. Continuation of the Mollusca of the Chevert ExpedItIon, WIth new
speCIes. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales 1: 283-301 Mch.
42. Notes on Laevicardium beechei. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
1: 306-307. Mch. . . .
43. Shells collected during the Chevert ExpedItIon. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New
South Wales, 1: 311-321. Mch. . .
44. Continuation of the Mollusca of the Chevert ExpedItIon. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 1: 362-368. Mch. . .
45. Continuation of the Mollusca of the Chevert ExpedItIon. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 2: 1-6. July. .
46. Description of a New Murex, collected at Port DarWIn, by Mr. W.
Bednall. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 6-7.· July.
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47. Continuation of the Mollusca collected during the Chevert Expedition.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 20-25. July.
48. Description of Three New Species of Shells, from Australia and New
Guinea. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 25-27. July.
49. Continuation of the Mollusca Collected during the Chevert Expedition.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 41-46. July.
50. Continuation of the Mollusca, Collected during the "Chevert" Expedi-
tion. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 46-53. July.
51. Continuation of the Mollusca Collected during the Chevert Expedition.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 55-60. July.
52. Continuation of the Mollusca collected during the "Chevert" Expedi-
tion. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 74-89. July.
53. Description of two new species of Helix, from New Guinea and the
Louisiade Islands. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 120-122.
July.
54. List of Land Shells collected on Fitzroy Island: with notes on their
geographical range. Journ. Conch. (Leeds), 1: 268-275. Nov.
1878.
55. Continuation of the Mollusca collected during the Chevert Expedition.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 128-135. Jan.
56. Exhibition of specimens of Haliotis canaliculata, a species not pre-
viously found in Port Jackson, and of Tellina perna from the same
locality. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 142. Jan.
57. Mollusca of the Chevert Expedition. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 2: 143-145. Jan.
58. Continuation of the Mollusca of the Chevert Expedition. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 2: 368-369. June.
58A. Exhibition of a complete specimen of Panopaea australis and other
species. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 369. June.
59. Notes and remarks on Mollusca recently found in Port Jackson and
New Caledonia. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 2: 369-371. June,
60. Descriptions of seven new species of Terrestrial and Marine Shells
from Australia. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 3: 77-81, pI. 8.
Dec.
61. Mollusca of the "Chevert" Expedition. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 3: 155. Dec. (Note: This concludes the report on the
"Chevert" Mollusca, leaving the Bivalves undiscussed, and seemingly
they were dissipated or misplaced, as recent attempts to trace them
have been unsuccessful. As the Gasteropoda in the preceding accounts
were unfigured Hedley examined and figured some of the novelties in
the Rec. Aust. Mus., 4, 121-130, pIs. 16-17, 1901.)
62. Exhibition of rare specimens of shells from California. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 3: 160. Dec.
1879.
63. Description of a new species of Vivipara. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 3: 221-2. Jan.
64. Exhibition of a new species of Conus and a new species of Mitra (from
Tanna, New Hebrides. Syd. Morn. Herald rept. of meeting). Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 3: 406. May.
65. List of Marine Shells collected on Fitzroy Island, North Coast of
Australia with Notes on their Geographical Range [Note: Fitzroy
Island is on North-East Coast]. Journ. Conch. (Leeds), 2: 186-192
(June); 193-199 (July).
66. Helix pulchella and H. cellaria of Muller, found in Australia: with
Notes on their Distribution. Journ. Conch. (Leeds), 2: 281-2. Sept.
67. List of Cypraea found in Moreton Bay, Queensland. Journ. Conch.
(Leeds), 2: 317-332. Oct.
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68. Exhibition of Neaera latesulcata (Woods) obtained at the Heads
(Sydney Harbour); also young and spawn of Limnaea (p. 292);
Centrostephanus rodgersii (312); and fossil Bulimus senilis (sinistral
var.) from Isle of Pines etc., p. 356. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, iv. Dec. 1.
1880.
69. Synonymy of, and remarks upon Port Jackson, New Caledonian and
other Shells, with their distribution. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 4: 388-392. May.
70. List of Land-Shells found on Thursday Island, with descriptions of
the new species. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 4: 3~2-396. May.
70A. Exhibition of Cardium tornicatum from New Caledoma etc. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 4: 398. May.
71. List of Brachiopoda or Lamp Shells found in Port Jackson and the
Coast of New South Wales. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 4:
399-403. May.71A. Exhibition of Magasella cumingi. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales.
4: 409. May. .
72. Tropical Mollusca recently dredged at Port Jackson Heads. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 4: 428-431. May.
73. Note on Oniscia ponderosa, with its Locality. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 4: 431. May.
74. Exhibition of R. C. Rossiter's Onixia (sic) ponderosa from New
Caledonia (459); typical Voluta angasi "Lam." (463); and Chione
calophylla with a small pearl found therein (471). Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, 4. May.
75. Exhibition of five proof sheets of Brachiopoda from the new species
obtained by H.M.S. Challenger. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
5: 49. Aug.76. Localites des iles Australiennes, des iles Salomon et d'autres iles de
la mer du Sud. Journ. de Conchyl., 28: 300-320. Oct. 1.
77. Notes on a new variety of Bulimus Caledonicus. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 5: 190-191 (var. edentula exhibited, 192). Nov. 22.
1881.
77A. Exhibition of Helix pomatia and Voluta (Lyria) deliciosa with oper-
culum. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 5: 300. Feb.
78. Notes on Shells from the Solomon Islands and Australia. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 5: 444-447. Feb.
79. Notes on a new variety of Helix palmensis. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 5: 458. Feb.
80. Notes on recent Mollusca found in Port Jackson and on the Coast
of New South Wales and other localities with their synonyms. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 5: 481-488. May 20.
81. List of species of Porcellana or Cypraea found in Moreton Bay,
Queensland. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 5: 496-503. May 20.
82. Remarks on some recently described Australian Shells. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, 5: 630-631. May 20.
82A. Exhibited three species of Australian Sea Birds, viz. N ectris carneipes,
Prion turtur and Pelagodroma tregata. The beach at Bondi and other
beaches along the coast both north and south of Sydney were strewn
with these and other seabirds. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
5, 637. May 20.83. Remarks on Megapodius Brazieri. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
6: 150-154. July. .
84. Exhibited Ancylus cunninghami and a supposed new speCIes of
Gundalucnia, collected by Lieut. C. E. Beddome in Tasmania. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 6: 170. July.
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85. Note on a specimen of malformed Cypraea. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South. Jfales, 6: 202. Sept. 12.
85A. ExhibIted Voluta mamilla (196), a rare ,Helix from Travertine in
Kent's Group (197), and a Tortoise with two heads, etc. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 6. Sept. 12. '
86. Synony~y of and remarks upon two Australian species of Melania.
Proc. Lzn"n. Soc. New South Wales, 6: 551-2. Dec.
87. Check LIst of t~e Fresh-water Shells of Australia (By Ralph Tate
& J.B) .. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South Wales, 6: 552-569. Dec.
88. DescnptIOn of a New Bulimus from New Caledonia. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, 6: 586-587. Dec.
1882.
89. Note o~ Limopsis Loringi found on the Coast of New South Wales
Proc,. !-znn. Soc,. New South Wales, 6: 789. Mch. 20. .
90. ExhibIte~ SpeClI?enS of Culaxis (sic) Layardi and Helix CafJra, a
man eatmg H elzx from. South A;frica (790), and a fine collection of
C1praea, fourteen speCIes all dIstorted or malformed (836). Proc.
Lznn. Soc. New South Wales, 6. March 20.
91. Remarks on some Fluviatile Shells of New South Wales. Proc. Linn.
Soc.. "!ew South Wales, 7: 83-86. May 23.
92. ExhibIted a reversed specimen of Triton quoyi Reeve etc. Proc. Linn.
Soc. !yew South W~les, 7: 91. May 23.
93. A LIst of C~praeldae found on the Victorian Coast, collected by
Mr. J. F. BaIley. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales 7' 117-121May 23. ,. .
94. Notes on Bulimus gunni. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales 7' 121-2
May. 23. ' .
95. Habitat of Cypraea citrina of Gray. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 7: 322-323. Oct. 28.
95A. List of Mollusca dredged off Point Piper and other localities in Port
Jac~son. Rept. Trustees Austr. Mus. 1881 (1882), pp. 16-17.
95B. LIst of Shells dred!?ed in Port Stephens, N.S.W., Rept. Trustees Austr.
~us. 1881, ap~endIx XII, pp. .19-22, 1882. [Sole mention of this
Important dredgmg; 33 new speCIes, not named.]
1883.
96. Exhibi~ed two specimens of a new genus of Shell from New Guinea
for WhICh h~ p!oposed the na~e of Braziera typica. He intimated that
a full descnptIOn would be gIven at the next meeting. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 8: 35. June 19.
97. SynonYJ!ly of Australian and Polynesian Land and Marine Mollusca.
Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South Wales, 8: 224-234. July 17.
98. Localities of some species of recent Polynesian Mollusca Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, 8: 294-296. July 17. .
1884.
98A. Exhibited specimens of Voluta maculata nearly all white (442) and
Cypraea contusa McCoy (465). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales
8: Feb. 21. '
99. C~itical List of Mollusca from North-West Coast of Australia. Proc.
Ll1ln. Soc. New South Wales, 9: 793-803. Nov. 29'
100. S~nonymy of SOllIe Land Mollusca from Papua or New Guinea. Proc.
Lznn"..Soc. Nel? South Wales, 9: 804-806. Nov. 29.
101. ExhIbI~e1 Bulzmus aurisvulpina from St. Helena (509) and species
of HehcIdae (866). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 9. Nov. 29.
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1889.
116A Lord Howe Island, Its Zoology, Geology and Physical Cha~acters.E. P. Ramsay. Gen. Editor, R. Ethridge Jr. Mr. John BraZIer has
named the whole of the Mollusca. 8vo. Sydney. May 1.. .
117 Exhibited eggs of the "Mallo~ Hen" (Megapodlus layardl) from .Mali-
. colo, New Hebrides. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2,4. 131.
May. '
1885.
102. List of some Recent Shells found in Layers of Clay on the Maclay-
Coast, New Guinea. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 9: 988-992.
March 4. k ..
102A. Exhibited Trigonia lamarckii Gray, ~rom Port Jac son, contammg ~
beautiful flesh-tinged Pearl. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South Wales, 9.
1016. Mch. 4. . d th'f103. Synonymy of and remark~ upon ~he specIfic nl;ul!es an au. on les
of four species of' AustralIan Manne Shells, on~mally descnbed by
Dr. John Edward Gray in 1825 and 1827. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South
Wales 10: 85-84. June 4. . f
i04. Exhibited Sepia plangon Gray, from Port Jackson and S. cape'!sls rom
Bondi etc. (341), Paryphanta hochstetteri (449). Proc. Lznn. Soc.
New South Wales, 10. Dec. 21. .
105 Onchidium chameleon Sp. nov., and the structure of the dorsal skin
· of this and other Onchidia (R. von Lendenfeld and J.B.). Abstract
Proc Linn. Soc. New South Wales for Nov. 25, 1885; 4 & 5.
. 1886.
106. Description of a New Species of Onchidium. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 10: 729. ApI. 3.
107 New Species of Land and Fresh Water Mollusca from Maclay-C<?ast
· and Triton Bay, New Guinea, collected by Baron Maclay. Proc. Lznn.
Soc New South Wales, 10: 841-844. ApI. 3. .
108 Exhibited two new species of Helix (163) photographs of four speCIes
· of Partula (477) and specimens of Pecten.tegula Wds. etc. f~om
30 ft to 40 ft below bed of Parramatta River (577). Proc. Lznn.
Soc. New South' Wales, Ser. 2,1. May 25 (163), Aug. 23 (477.& 577).
109. Notes on the Distribution of Ceratella fusca Gray. Proc. Lznn Soc.
New South Wales, Ser. 2, 1: 575-576. Aug. 22..
110. Exhibited shells of the genus Triton. Proc. Lznn. Soc. New South
Wales, Ser. 2, 1: 853. Dec. 21.
1887.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
Trochidae and other Genera of South Australia, with their Synonyms..
Part I. Trans. Proc. Roy. Soc. South Austr. 1885-6. 9: 1l6-12~. M~h.
The Trochidae and other Genera of Mollusca from Tasmama, wIth
their synonyms. Papers Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm., 1886: 193-207. 1~87.
Exhibited Ceratella fusca Gray from Coogee Bay, N.S.W. Proc. Lznn.
Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 2: 198. Aug. 31.
1888.
Report on a small Zoological Collection from Norfolk Islan.d. Part III.
Mollusca. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 2. 993-1001.
~~bft~d Physa gibbosa Gould. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
Ser 2 3' 894. Sept. 10. .
Exhibited stone from crop of Goura pigeon, and tube of Segmentzna
australiensis Smith. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 3.
1096. Dec. 7.
118. Notes and Critical Remarks on a Donation of Shells sent to the
Museum of the Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
Journ. Conch. (Leeds), 6: 66-84. May 4.
119. Note on the Linnean Murex corneus found living on the coast of New
Caledonia, South Pacific Ocean. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
Ser. 2, 4: 117-8. May 29.
1890.
120. Mollusca trawled off Merimbula, New South Wales. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, Ser. 2, 4: 747-750. Feb. 3.
1891.
121. Description of Conus worcesteri. Abstr. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales for June 24: 3. June 26.
122. Description of a New Cone from Mauritius, Conus (Chelyconus)
worcesteri. Proc. Lin. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 4: 276, pI. 19,
f. 4. Dec. 22.
1892.
123. On the Synonymy of Helix (Hadra) gulosa, Gould. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, Sera 2, 6: 321-328. May 23.
124. List of the Cephalopoda in the Collection of the Australian Museum.
Pages 1-3. Printed but not issued: sheets not uncommon. ,
125. Exhibited Gualtier's Index; Cassis ntina from New South Wales etc.
Abstract Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales for Sept. 9, 1892: 8.
126. Catalogue of the Marine Shells of Australia and Tasmania. Aust. Mus.
Cat., No. 15. '
Part I, Cephalopoda; 1-19. Rec'dBrit.Mus., 27 Augl 1892.
Part II,' Pteropoda; 25-42.
1893.
Part III, Gastropoda-Murex; 45-74. Preface June. Rec'd Brit. Mus.,
28 Aug. 1893.
Note: In the Cephalopoda pp. 17-19 were reprinted; and the correc-
tions substituted.
127. Note on Cassis wyvillei, Watson,)rom the Solomon, Islands. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Sei. 2, 8: 43. July 28. ,(Specimen in
Australian Museum.) , "
128. Synonymy of and Remarks on Old-Described Australian Mollusca,
with Notes on their Distribution. Proc. Linn. Soc. New Soz<th Wales,
Ser. 2, 8: 107-120. July 28. ' i
129. Exhibited specimens of Marginella pulchella Kiener from Norfotk
Island. Abstract Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Sept. 8: iVa
Sept. 10.
1894.
130. On a new Murex from South Australia. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, Ser. 2, 8: 179-180. Mch. 12.
131. Note on the additional localities of Astele subcarinata Sw, Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 8: 303-305. Mch. 12. ,
132. Distribution of Little-Known Mollusca from Polynesia and Australia,
with their Synonyms. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Set. 2, 8:
430-435. ApI. 13. , '
133. A New Cone, Conus pulcherrimus Brazier, described from Taima, New
Hebrides. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South 'Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 187> Sept. 4.
134. Exhibited a double white pearl from Tapes turgida Lam.; a small black
pearl from Ostrea cucullata Sowb.; three from O. subtrigonaSowb.;
sinistral Helix similaris Fer. froITl Paddington (Sydney), and sinistral
;olumbella (Atilia) filosa Angas,' from Sow & Pigs reef, 4 f, (Sydney
Harbour). Abstr. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales of Sept. meeting.
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135. List of Mollusca found at Green Point, Watson's Bay, Syd?ey, by
Arnold U. Henn. With a few Remarks upon ~orne of the most Inter~st­
ing Species and Descriptions -of the new Species, by John BrazIer.
Pr.oc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 165-182, pI. 14. Sept. 4.
136. On a Patella said to have been found at the Kermadec Islands. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 183-184. Sept. 4. New name
in Abstract IV. ApI. 26.
137. On the correct Habitat of Patella kermadecensis Pilsbry. Abst. P~oc.
Linn Soc. New South Wales, mtg. Nov. 28, 2 Nov. 30. Proc Lznn.
Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 566. Mch. 26, 1895. .
138. A British Bivalve Mollusc (Cryptodon fiexuosus, Mont.) found In
Australia and Tasmania, with its Distribution. Abstract II, Nov. 30.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 725-727. Mch. 26, 1895.
139. Rossiteria new name for Solanderia Fischer 1880. Abst. Proc. Linn.
Soc. Ne~ South Wales, II. Nov. 30. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 728. Mch. 26, 1895.
1895.
cardinalis, Rissoina, 44: 368.
car~nata, Amnicola, 118: 72.
cannata, Helix spaldingi var. 70:
393. '
catletti, Helix (Microcystis) 21:
617. '
chameleon, Onchidium, 106: 729.
cheverti, Atys, 52: 85.
choiseulensis, Helix (Geotrochus) ,
18: 21.
christovalensis, Bulimus, 118: 78.
chrysostoma, Cypraea, 78: 445.
clara, Odostomia, 39: 259.
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l5lA. Description of six .new Species ~f Mollusca. The species named
Cl;r~, Conus Brenc~leYl, the type speCImen of which was found inside a
hVIng .Tapes radzata at Kandavu, Fiji; Cypraea rossiteri, from the
collectIOn of the late Mr. George Thomas Rossiter; and four species of
Hadra from Quee~sland. Abstract Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales
Mtg: A~~. ~1; II, Issued Sept. 2 or 3. (The type specimen of Cyprae~
rosslterz IS In the Kenyon Collection in the South Australian Museum
marked Ceylon.) (None of these species was described.) ,
1905.
152. Exhibited objects from New Caledonia including a sinistral variety of
Placostylus fibratus and other shells ... Pedicularia elegantissima
Desh., a new record. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 29; ApI. 10.
INDEX TO BRAZIER'S NEW NAMES FOR MOLLUSCS.
abbreviatum, Cerithium, 43: 316. beddomae, Helix, 60: 80.
ab~~s:icfj~'. Columbella (Amycla), beddomei, Cyclophorus (Ditropis),
32: 113.
abyssicola Ringicula, 52: 78. beddomei, Bulimus 33: 127 70'
achilles, Helix (Rhysota), 107: 842. 395. ' ,.
adamsi, Bulla, 103: 92. beddo~ei, H.elix (Rhytida), 32: 98.
ada
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s.i, Trochus, 140: Abstr. 1, 141. bednalh, Hehx (Hygromia) 15: 641
bednalli, Epidromus, 28: 6. .
affinis, Odostomia, 39: 259. bednalli, Murex (Pterotus), 46. 6.
albolabris, Bulimus (Aspastus) milto bednalli, Voluta, 60: 81.
cheilus val'., 141: 570. bellendenkerensis, Helix (Hadra),
alisoni, Vivipara, 63: 221. 30: 32.
amabilis, Eulima, 41: 285. bellengenensis, Helix, 12: 321.
a~~~~a, Lucina (Codakia), 150: b~nnett.i, Helix (Hadra), 15: 369.
bicanahferum, Cerithium, 43: 317.
ammonitoides, Helix (Charopa) 10: blac~alli, Helix (Dorcasia), 28: 1.
661. Braziera, 96: 35.
an~~~: Columbella (Mitrella), 13: br~~~~ae, Helix (Geotrochus), 42:
angasi, Pupina, 28: 5. brazieri, Voluta, 2: 86, 4: 561.
anT~~: Tritonium (Epidromus), 36: brenchleyi, Conus, 151A: 2.
brenchleyi, Helix (Geotrochus) 28 .
angasi, Ringicula, 52: 78. 3. ' .
annulus, Helix (Thalassia), 32: 100. broadbenti, Helix (Hydra) 48' 25
anulosum, Dentalium, 51: 58. brodiei, Helix (Geotrochus), 18': 20:
aplini, Turbonilla, 39: 258. brunnea, Columbella (Mitrella),
ar6~~~ctonica, Helix (Pitys), 16: 150: 276.
buxtoni, Helix (Planispira), 70: 394.
arrowsmithensis, Conas kenyonae
var., 146: 346.
assimilis, Helix (Pitys), 16: 697.
aureedensis, Helix (Camaena) 15'
640. ' .
bala, Helix, 60: 78.
balli, Helix, 116A: 26.
barbara, Conus, 149: 781.
barnardensis Helix (Conulus) 32:
102. '
barnardi, Clathurella, 35: 157.
bassi, !felix ~Charopa), 17: 699.
bay~nsIs, Hehx (Hadra), 28: 2.
beblas, Helix, 60: 78. '
1896.
Trochus adamsi new name for T. comptus A. Ad. Abstr. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, I. Sept. 28, 1894.
Trochus adamsi from Port Jackson, and new varieties of Bulimus
miltocheilus from the Solomon Islands. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 567-570. Mch. 26, 1895.
On some Australian and Tasmanian Mollusca, with their Synonyms.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Ser. 2, 9: 691-700. Mch. 28, 1895.
The new names appeared in the Abstract for Oct. 31, 1894 Mtg., p. II.
Nov. 9, 1894.
New Species of Cone from the Solomon Islands. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, Ser. 2, 10: 471. Jan. 31.
Exhibited specimens of Cypraea and examples of Trivia australis with
a distinct dorsal sulcus, a character not in conformity with the generic
(1) definition. Abstr. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Mtg. Mch.
25,1896.
On the New Genus Petterdiana. Papers Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm. 1894-5,
105. Aug. 1896.
146. A new Genus and three new Species of Mollusca from New South
Wales, New Hebrides and Western Australia. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 21: 345-347. Dec. 22.
1897.
147. Note on the Shells found in Kitchen Middens at Bondi Bay (Sydney).
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 21: 817-818. May 31.
148. Exhibited specimens of Helix vermiculata Muller, from Waverley
(Sydney). Abstr. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Mtg. 25 Aug.
1897. Proc. 22: 441. Feb. 11, 1898.
149. New Marine Shells from the Solomon Islands and Australia. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 22: 779-782. June 4.
150; Four new Species of Mollusca from Victoria. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 23: 271-272. Aug. 30.
151. New Marine and Land Mollusca from Fiji, Ceylon an~ Queensland.
Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 23: 379. Dec. 9. TItle only.
145.
i43.
144.
142.
141.
140.
katowense, Dentalium, 51: 56.
kenyonae, Conus, 146: 346.
Kenyonia, 146: 346.
kenyoniana, Axinaea, 149: 781.
kenyoniana, Voluta, 149: 779.
kershawi, Bulimus (Liparus), 15:
641.
kingi, Helix (Videna), 10: 662.
kowiayiensis, Paludina, 107: 843.
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m~f~avensis, Helix (Camaena), 18:
mult~l~rata, Chondrella, 25: 32.
mult~hr<:tta, Georissa, 27: 670.
multlstnata, Scaphander, 52: 84.
neglecta, .Helix (Charopa), 10: 660.
nelsonensls, Helix (Hyalina) 10'
661. ' .
nepeanensis, Helix (Conulus) 32'.
102. '
n~comede, Helix, 60: 79.
n~t~ns, Eulima, 41: 285.
n~tlda, Pupina, 34: 136.
mvea, Cassis, 20: 616.
nupera, Helix (Charopa), 29: 18.
nympha, Marginella (Persicula)
135: 168. '
Oc~~~l.euca, Rissoia (Alvinia), 135:
onslowi, Helix (Charopa), 10: 660.
ornata, Stomatella, 50: 47.
palmensis, Helix (Hadra), 32: 105.
parvul<:t, Odostomia, 39: 260.
pasco~l, I;Ielix (Videna), 16: 698.
peasel, . Llthoconus, 41: 288.
petterd~, H~lix .(Pitys), 16: 696.
petterdl, RlSSOla (Amphithalamus)
142: Abstr. 2, 142: 697. '
petterdi, Tornatellina 32' 109petterd~, Tritonidea, i 8: 22. .
Petterdlana, 145: 105. '
p~tterd!ana, Amnicola, 29: 19.
pllsbrYl, Patella (Scutellastra) 136:
Abstr. 2, 136: 183. '
pla~ibasis, Helix, 78: 445.
pohta, Odostomia, 39: 260.
polypleurus, Murex 128: 118 130.'
179. ' ,
por~i, Helix (Conulus?), 32: 104.
pudlca, Columbella (Amyc1a) 38'
231. ' .
pulchella, Rissoina, 44: 367.
pulcherr~ma, Homalogyra, 135: 175.
pulcherr~ma Kenyonia, 146: 347.
pulchernmus, Conus, 133: 187.
pulchra, Atys, 52: 86.
pulchra, Eulimella, 135: 170.
pulchra, Syrnola, 39: 261.
laeta, Columbella (Astyris), 38: 233.
laeve, Dentalium, 51: 59.
langleyana, .Helix (Rhytida), 29: 18.
larreyl, Buhmus, 12: 321.
lavigata, Marginella (Prunum) 38'
225. ' .
ledgbirdi, Helix, 116A: 26.
legrandiana, Paludestrina, 16: 698.
leucostoma, Pupina, 14: 585.
l~ardeti, Helix (Conulus), 21: 618.
hverpoolensis, Helix (Galaxias) 21'
618. ' .
lomonti,Jlelix (Discus), 32: 101.
luckmann, Helix (Pitys), 40: 168.
macdonnelli Pupa (Vertigo) 25: 30
27, 669. "
macfarlandi Pupa (Eumecosty-
Ius), 28: 4.
mac1ayiana, Helix (Geotrochus) ,
107: 841.
mac1eayi, Bulimus, 32: 108.
mac1eayi, Clathurella, 35: 157.
mac1eayi, Cyc1ophorus (Ditropis).
53: 122.
mac1eayi, Helicina, 32: 112.
mac1eayi, Pupa (Vertigo) 32: 110.
mac1eayi, Pupina, 28: 5.'
maculata, Columbella, 118: 68.
maculata, Thalotia, 49: 44.
maddocksi, Helix, 78: 446.
maino, Helicina, 32: 112.
mai~o, Helix (Conulus), 32: 101.
manae, Columbella (Amyc1a) 38'
230. ' .
marmor~ta, N eritina (Neripteron) ,
47: 2_.
mastersi, Drillia, 35: 153.
mastersi, Simpulopsis, 21: 619.
mastersi, Tornatellina, 32: 108.
mazee, Helix, 60: 79.
meadei, Helix (Galaxias), 11: 662.
mendoza, Helix (Geotrochus) 18 .21. ' .
meI~~ionalis, Auricula (Alexia), 48:
meridionalis, Helix palmensis var
79: 458. .,
meridionalis, Planorbis, 29: 20.
merita, Columbella (Amyc1a) 38'
231. ' .
midsoni, Helix (Charopa) 22' 806m~ll~gani, Heli~ ~Videna): 16; 698: qu~dri~ostat~m, Dentalium, 51: 58.
m!mmum, genthium, 43: 317. qumtah, Hehx, 17: 699.
mmor, Buhmus (Aspastus) milto-
cheilus var., 141: 570. .. B hi
minuta, Cylichna, 52: 80. ramsn,. yt nella, 116A: 27.rams~Yl, Clathurella, 35: 157.
mossJ?ani,. Helix (Hadra), 30: 33. reedel, Helix (Conulus), 32: 101.
mounlyam, Helix (Hadra), 30: 31. remo, Conus, 150: 271.
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inconspicua, Rissoina, 44: 368.
inconspicua, Tornatellina, 21: 619.
indistincta, Odostomia, 135:·71.
inermis, Rissoina, 44: 367.
inscripta, Columbella (Arriyc1a),38:
231. .
intermedia, Pupina, 14: 585.
jacksoni, Rissoia (Amphithalamus),
142: Abstr. 2, 142: 695.
jamesi, Helix (Rhytida), 32: 99.
johnstonei, Helix (Hadra),'30: 32.
flindersi, Conus, 149: 780.
floodi, Helix (Videna), 16: 697.
fordei, Helix (Hemiplecta), 10: 662.
frostiana, Conus, 149: 781.
gawleri, Helix (Zonites), 21: 618.
gayndahensis, Helix (Thalassia), 28:
2.
goldiei, Helix, 100: 804.
gorenduensis, Helix (Geotrochus) ,
107: 841.
gowllandi, Columbella (Anachis),
25: 33, 27: 671.
gowllandi, Diplommatina, 25: 31,
27: 670.
gowllandi, Liotia, 25: 33, 27: 672.
gracilenta, Trichotropis, 43: 313.
gracilis, Vanikoro, 135: 169.
graniferus, Triforis, 135: 173.
granosa, Mnestia, 52: 81.
granosus, Clanculus,49: 43.
grenvillei, Helix (Conulus?), 32:
104.
grenvillei, Tornatellina, 32: 109.
gunnii, Helix (Pitys), 40: 168.
hanni, Helix (Hydra), 31: 97.
hargravesi, Eulima, 132: 430.
henni,Odostomia, (Pyrgulina), 135:
171.
henniana, Puncturella, 135 : 177.
hilli, Helix (Hadra), 30: 32.
hixsoni. Helix, 53: 120.
hobsoni, Helix (Rhytida), 32: 99.
hundsteini Helix, 82 A: 637.
hyalina, Bithinia, 28: 9.
edentula, Bulimus caledonicus var.,
77: 190.
edwini, Pleurotoma (Clathurella) ,
135: 168.
efficata, Rissoina, 44: 366. .
elleryi, Helix (Conulus), 25: 29,27:
668.
endeavourensis, .Helix (Trachia),
15: 640.
etheridgei, Bulimus (Eurytus),
116A: PI.
etheridgei, Helix (Calliochlias), 48:
25.
etheridgei, Vitrina, 116A: 26.
eucharis, Tornatellina, 32: 110.
eximia, Turbonilla, 39: 257.
eximius, Murex, 36: 170.
daintreei, Helix (Xanthomelon), 30:
33.
dalbertisi, Helix (Ochthephila), 32:
114.
darnleyensis, Atys, 52: 85.
darnleyensis, Helix (Conulus) , 32:
102.
darnleyensis, Turbonilla, 39: 257.
damleyi, Clathurella, 35: 154.
darwini; Helix (Hadra), 15: 639.
decemcostatum, Dentalium, 51: 55.
decora, Haminea, 52: 83.
densa, Atys, 52: 86.
digglesi, Columbella (Anachis), 25:
32, 27: 671.
diomedes, Helix, 53: 121.
dispar, Helix (? Charopa) , 10: 661.
dubiosa, Atys, 52: 86.
duodecemcostatum, Dentalium, 51:
56.
c1athrata, Columbella (Anachis),
38: 229.
collisi, Helix (Pitys), 40: 168.
compta, Odostomia, 39: 260.
confusa, Murex (Ocinebra), 36:
172.
confusa, Turbonilla, 39: 258.
conica, Helix sophiae var., 116A: 26.
cookensis, Helix (Hadra), 29: 117.
cooki, Conus, 6: 109; 7: 300.
coxenae, Helix (Hadra), 30: 32.
coxeni, Conus, 30: 34.
coxeni, Helicina, 32: 111.
coxeni, Pupina, 30: 34.
coxi, Cypraea, 20: 617.
coxi, Humphreyia, 18: 22.
coxi, Triton (Epidromus), 18: 22.
crossei, Pupina, 32: 110.
crossei, Pupinella, 32: 111.
curacoae, Helix (Charopa), 10: 659.
Charles Hedley's. Papers Indexed
ricei Helix (Charopa), 10: 660.
robu'stum, Dentaliurn, 51: 56.
rossiteri, Bulimus, 88: 586.
rossiteri, Conus, 6: 109, 7: 301.
rossiteri, Cypraea, l~lA: 2..
rossiteri, Pupa (VertIgo), 29. 18.
rossiteri, Voluta, 149: 779.
Rossiteria, 139: Abstr. 2, 139: 728.
rotella, Helix (Ch3:ropa), 10: 660.
rudolphi, Peristerrua, 1~5.: 166. .
rudolphi, Tellina (Stngl1la), 150.
rulJf;'sciata Helix (Hadra), 29: 17.
russelli, Columbella (Mitrella), 25:
32, 27: 671.
russelli, Helix (Conulus), 25: 29,
27: 668.
sappho, Helix (T~alassia), 32: 100.
scalarina, Turborul!a, 135: 170. .
scotti, Pupa (Vertigo), 25: 30, 27.
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septemc<?statuJ!l' Denta~1Um, : .
sheridaru, Helix (RhytIda), 30. 33:
siculus, Helix (Geotrochus), 32.
106. 19
simsoniana Amnicola, 29: .
smithi, pu~pura (Polytropa), 116A:
PI.
smithiana, Corbula, 69: 388.
sophia, Cassis, 20: 617.
sophiae, Cypraea, 2.8: 7. .
sophiae, Conu~ (Rhizoconus), 28. 7:
sophiae, Helicma (Trochatella), 28.
so:hiae, Rissoia (Setia), 142: Abstr.
2, 142: 697.
sophiae, Turritella, 97: 227.
spaldingi, Drillia, 35: 153.
spaldingi, Helix (Conulus), 32: 103.
starkei, Helix (Conulus), 32: 103.
stellata, Helix (Patu!a), 11: 662. .
stephensoniana, Helix (Hadra), 15.
639. 6
strabo, Helix (Geotrochus), 32: 10 .
stramineus, Bulimus (Aspastus) mil-
tocheilus, var., 141: 569.
strangei, Rissoia (Apicularia), 135:
173. 15
subdepressa, Helix (Charopa), :
641.
subrugosa, Helix (Pitys), 16: 697.
tatei, Melania, 86: 551.
teres Rissoina, 44: 367.terre~tris, Tornatellina, 32; 109.
thomsoni, Cassis (Casmana), 28: 8.
thorpeiana, Helix (Discus), 97: 228.
tomsoni, Helix (Hydr~), 31: 97.
tricarinata, Trichotropls, 43: 312.
tricolor, Clathurella, 35: 158.
typica, Braziera, 96: 35.
. unwini, Helix, 116A: 26.
variegatum, Bittium, 135: 172.
walleri Helix (Papuina), 97: 228.wallori~nsis, Melania, 107: 843.
waterhouseae, Clathurella?, 146:
345.
waterhouseae, Conus, 143: 471.
watsoni, Glyphis, 135: .177..
whitei, Cyclophorus (DltroPIS), 25:
30, 27: 669.
whiteleggei, BytJ:1inella, 116A: 27.
whiteleggei, HelIx, 116A: 26.
wilkinsoni, Helix, 116(\.. 26.
wisemani, Diplommatm~, 2: 84.
wisemani, Helix (CorasIa), 28: 3.
wisemani, Voluta, 6: 1.08, 9: 78.
wisemaniana, Paludest~ma, 116: 699.
wisemanni, Diplomatma, 4: 560,
error only.
worcesteri, Conus (Chelyconus) ,
121: Abstr. 3, 122: 276.
yulensis, Helix (Geotrochus) , 32:
105.
zebina, Helix, 60: 78.
zeno, Helix (Geotrochus), 32: 107.
. a complete index of the novel names, I have felt I must prepare similar
accounts of the work done by my great predecessors, Brazier and Hedley,
who so memorably paved the way for my own easier work. In the account
(Memorial Series, No.5, of the Linnean Society ~f New South W~l~s,
Proceedings, 61 pp. 209-220, photo, 1936) abovementIOned the great abIlity
of Hedley is recognized, so only the conchological excellence alone will
be reconsidered. Hedley began his career as a student of Land Shells, which
he dissected and he made accurate drawings of the dissections. He was
essentially an out-of-doors worker with the added gift of concentration on
the dreary indoor study. He was a Yorkshireman who came out to the
colonies for health reasons, first settling in New Zealand, but finding it did
not suit him, came to Queensland. Meeting with an accident that incapaci-
tated him, manually, for his work, he moved to Brisbane and worked at
the Museum on the Queensland Land Snails. He seized an opportunity to
collect in New Guinea with Macgregor, and when he returned with his
gatherings he found that the required literature was not available in
Brisbane, so came down to Sydney which became his home for the rest of
his life. He became employed at the Australian Museum in a junior position,
but soon became Conchologist, a post he brilliantly occupied for thirty-three
years, retiring in 1924, but unfortunately only lived two more years.
In his work his energy was tremendous, his application remarkable,
while his originality of thought and deed established him as the master mind
of Australian conchology. Angas began the work, Brazier added to the
structure, while Hedley consolidated the position with years of field wor~
and study of literature. Whenever a book was not avaIlable he ordered It
from abroad at his own expense and then donated it to the Museum. As
one result the Conchological Library of the Australian Museum is one of,
if not the best of, such libraries. He was the only professional conchologist
in Australia and consequently problems from every State were submitted
to him and he never shirked any task however difficult it might be. To this
end he compiled a Card-Catalogue of all the literature concerning Australian
conchology, and was thus able to prepare Lists of the Marine Mollusca of
New South Wales, of Queensland, of Western Australia and assisted May
in that of Tasmania and Verco in that of South Australia. He trained
himself to draw his new species, and also older species which had been
unfigured and later when his hands were full of other work he employed
at his own expense good artists to continue the work. It is not easy for
.anyone following his well-made track to realise how hard it must have been
to overcome all the many and difficult obstacles. Perhaps his first conversion
to the delights of Marine Molluscan study was his trip to the Atoll of
Funafuti. To report upon his collection he had to investigate the many
standard works on Marine Mollusca and found a great deal to query and
question. But the study co~verted him and he began h!s "Studies on
Australian Mollusca," of WhICh fourteen essays appeared m twenty-three
years while the Trawling Expedition of the Thetis opened up a new field
of r~search, deep-sea mollusca. Here again he financed or assisted in
continuing his deep-sea studies, some six expeditions being initiated. Then
followed the Government Vessel Endeavour, trawling further ahead, so he
made a trip on her, dredging in the Great Australian Bight in deep-water.
All the while the Great Barrier Reef had been tormenting him with its
problems as well as its molluscan fauna. His trip to Funafuti had sown
the seed and he was not happy until he had investigated it. He organized a
trip to Mast Head Reef, Capricorn Group, southern Queensland, as being
the most accessible from Sydney and made a great success of it. It must
be remembered in these days of easy access to the Reef that fifty years
ago it was ail; unfamiliar .place. He made several mor~ trips to the Reef
and was a pnme mover III others such as that of \Vhltley and myself to
Michaelmas Cay and the great British Low Isles Expedition. He wrote
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papers dealing with the probl~ms of the Reef. such as its forma;tion, and
was in charge of the first Bonng attempt at Michaeimas Cay. His love of
Land Shells had never been lost so that at times he collaborated with C~x,
listing the Land Shells of Victoria, and with Petterd on those of TasJ:!lama.
He also wrote up a collection of Queensland shells, and one of his last
official (1924) papers was a return to his. first ~ustralian love, the
Charopidae, of which the first part had been Issued m 1892.
His conchological papers have here been. stressed but ,Hedley was no
mere conchologist, he was an observer and thmker of the hIgh~st rank and
he applied his observations to higher problems. Just a few of hIs.though~fu1
essays may be noted. "The Range of Placostylus: a Study ~n AnCIent
Geography; On the Relation of the Flora and Fau~a of AustralIa to. those
of New Zealand; the Faunal Regions of Aust~alIa; !he Broademng of
Atoll-islets; A Zoogeographic Sch~me for t~e MId-PacIfic; Coral Reefs of
the Great Barrier Queensland, WIth T. Gnffith Taylor; and The Palaeo-
graphical Relation~ of Antarctica." T~is could be continued, but one mor~~
again a novel subject, "An EcologIcal Sketch of the SydJ?-ey Beach~s,
certainly not the least, must be added to the number of hIS outstandmg
thought-provoking papers.
COLLABORATORS.
Hedley wrote papers in joint authorship with the following
collaborators. The figures refer to the numbers of items in the biblio~aphy.
Basedow. H. 115.
Basset Hull (see Hull).
Cox, J. C. 149.
Griffith Taylor (see Taylor).
Haswell, W. A. 126.
Hull, A. F. Basset. 134, 137, 155.
May, W. L. 131, 162.
Musson, C. T. 19, 22.
Petterd, W. F. 121, 135.
Pilsbry, H. A. 59A, 151.
Richards, H. C. 210.
Suter, H. 31, 143.
Taylor, T. Griffith 130.
Willey, A. 68.
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PAPERS.
1888.
1. Uses of some Queensland Plants. Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'l'd, 5 (l): 10-13,
Sept. 8. S2. A List of the Land Shells Recorded from Queensland. Proc. Roy. oc.
Q'l'd, 5 (2): 45-70. Sept. 24. .
3. Description of a New Slug: with Notes on Other Terrestnal Mollusca.
Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'l'd, 5 (4): 150-153, fig. on plate. Dec.
1889.
4. On Aneitea graeffei, and its Allies. Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'l'd, 5 (5):
162-173. Plate 6. Mch. and plate 7 issued in Vol. 6, ~ 1). ApI. 24.
5. Note (on Mr. Tryon's Errata). Proc. Roy. Soc. Q I d, 5 (5): 179.
Mc:h. . . S Q'l'd 6 (1)"6. Anatomical Notes on the HelIcldae. Proc. Roy. oc. , .
62-63, plate 3. ApI. 24.
7. Notes on Queensland Land-Shells. Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'l'd, 6 (2-3):
100-103. June 26.
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8. Notes on the Helicidae. Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'l'd, 6 (2-3): 120-121,
plates 6 & 7. June 26.
9. Anatomical Notes on the Helicidae (Pt. 3). Proc. Roy. Soc. Q'I'd,
6 (5): 249-251, plates 14, 15. Oct. 30.
10. Mollusca. Report by A. Meston on the Government Scientific Expedi-
tion to the Bellenden-Ker Range (Wooroonooran), North Queensland.
Q'l'd Parl'y Paper C.A. 95, folio ed., 34. Reprinted in 8vo ed. by the
Department of Agriculture, pp. 90-91.
1890.
11. Description of a New Rhytida from New Guinea. Ann. Rept. Brit.
New Guinea, 1888-89. App. 65.
12. On the Structure and Systematic Position of Cystopelta. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New South Wales, (2), 5: 44-46, plate 1. June 16.
13. On Parmella etheridgei Brazier. Rec. Aust. Mus., 1: 78-80, piate 11.
Sept.
14. List of the Mollusca collected by Sir W. Macgregor on the Fly River.
Ann. Rept. Brit. New Guinea, 1889-90. App. 115.
1891.
15. The Land and Fresh-Water Shells of Lord Howe Island. Rec. Aust.
Mus., 1: 134-144, plates 21, 22. June 30.
16. On the Anatomy of Some Tasmanian Snails. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales (2), 6: 19-26, plate 23. Sept. 9.
17. The Land Molluscan Fauna of British New Guinea. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, (2), 6: 67-116, plates 10-12. Sept. 9.
18. On Hf;ld~a gulosa, Gould. Rec. Austr. Mus., I: 196-197, plate 29. Oct.
19. DescnptIOn of a New Marine Shell (C. H. & C. T. Musson). Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 6: 247, plate 19. Dec. 22.
20. Note on the Ova of Helicarion robustus Gould. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, (2), 6: 248. Dec. 22.
1892.
20A. On the Cephalopoda. The Library (Sydney), I: 12-13. Jan. 30.
21. ~~~a[~s on Australian Slugs. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6),9: 169-171.
22. On a Collection of Land and Fresh-Water Shells. (C. H. & C. T.
Musson). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 6: 551-564, 3
text-figs. May 23.
23. The Land Molluscan Fauna of British New Guinea. Anatomical
Supplement. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 6: 685-698,
plates 38-42. June to.
24. On the Structure and Affinities of Panda atomata Gray. Rec. Austr.
Mus., 2: 26-31, plates 4-6. August.
25. Observations on the Charopidae, Part I. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, (2), 7: 157-169, plates 1-3. Sept. 1.
26. On the Genus Perriera. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 7:
311-313. Nov. 22.
27. Uses of Shells among the Papuans. British New Guinea, by J. P.
Thomson, 8vo, Lond., 283-285.
1893.
28. On the Origin of the Land Snail Fauna of Queensland, Australia.
Nautilus, 6: 124-125. Mch. 1.
29. The Range of Placostylus: a Study in Ancient Geography. Proc. Linn.
Soc. New Sou,th Wales, (2),7: 335-339. Mch. 16. Reprinted in Ann.
flrlag. Nat. Hlst., (6), 11: 435-439. June 1.
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30. Schizoglossa:' a New Genus of Carnivorous Snails. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, (2), 7: 387-392, plates 9-10. Mch. 16. Earlier in
Abstract: Dec. 5, 1892, 4.
31. Reference List of the Land and Fresh-Water Mollusca of New Zealand
(C.H. & H. Suter). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 7: 613-
665. May 1.
32. An Enumeration of the Janellidae. Trans. New Zeal. Inst., 25 (1892),
156-162. May.
33. Notes on Endodonta (Flammulina) infundibulum Hombr. and Jacque.
Nautilus, 7: 35. July.
34. Pholas obturamentum: an Undescribed Bivalve from Sydney Harbour.
Rec. Austr. Mus., 2: 55-57, plate 14. Sept.
35. On the Relation of the Fauna and Flora of Australia to those of New
Zealand. Natural Science, 3: 187-191. Sept.
36. On Parmocochlea fischeri, Smith. Linn: Soc. New South Wales,
Macleay Memorial Volume, 201-204, plate 27, "Sept." = Oct. 13.
37; Notes on Papuina. Nautilus, 7: 73-74. Nov.
38. Gundlachia: a Victorian Desiderata, Viet. Naturalist, 10: 148, text fig.
Dec.
1894.
38A. Additions and Amendments to the Slug List. Journ. M alae., 3: 6-7.
Mch.24.
38B. Pfeiffer's dates of Publication. Journ. 1I1alac., 3: 9. Mch. 24.
39. A New Papuina. Nautilus, 7: 136, text-fig. ApI.
39A. A Trip to North Queensland by D. Ie Souef. Viet. Naturalist, 11,
Mollusca, 30-31, text fig. ApI.
40. Notes to the Above (Suter's Additions Ref. List Land F.W. Mollusca
of New Zealand). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2),8: 502-503.
June 5.
41. Description of Caecum amputatum, an Undescribed Mollusc from
Sydney Harbour. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 8: 504, text
fig. June 5.
42. On the Australian Gundlachia. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
(2), 8: 505-514, plate. June 5.
43. Note on the Relation of the Land-Mollusca of Tasmania and of New
Zealand. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 13: 442-443. May.
44. The Faunal Regions of Australia. Rept. A liSt. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 5
(1893),444-446. May. Reprinted in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 14:
390-392, Nov. 1, and in American Naturalist, 29: 674-676, July, 1895.
45. Letter proposing "Torres Archipelago" and "Kermadec Trough." Rept.
Aust. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 5: (1893) 496-497. May.
46. On the Value of Ancylastrum. Proc. Mal. Soc. (Lond.), 1: 118. June.
47. On Some Naked Australian Marine Mollusca. Part I. Proc. Linn. Soc.
New South Wales, (2), 9: 126-128, plate 7. Sept. 4.
48. Description of Calliostoma purpureocinctum, a New Marine Aus-
tralian Shell. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 9: 35-36, text·
fig. Sept. 4.
49. Note on the Destruction of young Oysters at Vaucluse by the opera-
tions of a boring mollusc (Ricinula marginatra Blain.). Proc. Linn,
Soc. New South Wales, (2), 9: 185. Sept. 4.
50. Helices carried by Birds. Nautilus, 8: 72. Oct.
51. A Shell Hunt Forty Feet Under the Sea. Nautilus, 8: 85-88. Dec.
52. The Land Molluscan Fauna of British New Guinea. Second Supple-
ment. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 9: 384-392, plates
24-26. Dec. 10.
53. Mollusca as Purifiers of Water. Journ. Malac., 3: 73. Dec. 12.
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1895.
53A. A Shell New to Victoria. Viet. Naturalist, 11: 152. Feb.
54. Conchological Notes. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, (2), 9: .
464-466. Mch. 26.
55. Notes on Australian Shipworms. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
(2), 9: 501-505, plate 32. Mch. 26.
56. Notes on West Australian Land Shells. Proc. Mal. Soc. (Lond.), 1:
259-260. July.
57. A Query as to the Synonymy of Rhysota armiti Smith. Ann. Mag.
Nat. Hist., (6), 16: 201. Aug. 1.
58. Dendrotrochus Pilsbry, assigned to Trochomorpha. Rec. Aust. Mus.,
2: 90-91, plate 21. Sept. .
59. Mollusca of the Oriental Region. Journ. Malac., 4: 53-55. Sept. 30.
59A. Ori the Australasian Gundlachia (C. H. & H. A. Pilsbry). Nautilus,
9: 61-68, 2 text figs. Oct.
60. Pterosoma Lesson, claimed as a Heteropod. Proc. Mal. Soc. (Lond.),
I: 333-335, 4 text-figs. Oct. .
·61. On a Molluscan Genus New to, and Another Forgotten from Aus-
tralia. Proc. Roy. Soc. Viet., 7 (n.s.): 197-200, plate 11. Feb. 9.
62. Considerations on the Surviving Refugees in Austral Lands of Ancient
Antarctic Life. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 17: 113-120. Feb. 1, 1896.
From an advance proof ~ommunicated by the author, having been
read before the Royal SOCIety of New South Wales, August 1, 1895.
Journ. Proc. Roy. Soc. New South Wales, 29: 278-286. Registered at
the Australian Museum, 19 June, 1896.
1896.
63. Notes on Mollusca from the Alpine Zone of Mount Kosciusko. Rec.
Aust. Mus., 2: 101-105, plate 23, figs. 2-7. Jan.
64. Description of Pugnus, a New Genus of Ringiculidae, from Sydney
Harbour. Rec. Aust. j\1us., 2: 105, 106, plate 23, f. 1. Jan..
65. Notes on Anatomical Characters (of Mollusca). Rept. Sci. Rec. Horn
Expe~. Central Aust., pt. 2, ZooI.: 220-226, 16 text-figs. Feb.
66. The Imputed Jealousy of European Workers on Australasian Faunas
by Local Writers. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 17: 258-260. Mch. 1.
67. Stray Notes on Papuan Ethnology. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
(2), 9: 613-617, plate 58. ApI. 29.
68. Description of a New Species of Astralium from New Britain (C.H.
& A. Willey). Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 21: 107-109, plate
12. July 16.
69. General Account of the Atoll of Funafuti. Aust. Mus. Mem. 3: 1-71,
5 text-figs. Dec. 21.
1897.
70. Description of a New Papuan Land Shell. Rec. Aust. Mus., 3: 11-12,
text-fig. Jan. 7.
71. Descriptions of New Land Shells. Rec. A liSt. Mus., 3: 44-48, plate
11. Aug. 5.
72. The Ethnology of Funafuti. Aust. Mus. Mem., 3: 229-304, plates
13-15, 80 text-figs. Sept. 27.
73. Stray Notes on Papuan Ethnology, Part 2. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 22: 288-291, plates 14 & 15. Oct. 25.
74. The Savage of the Pacific. The Antipodean, 3: 43-48, 8 text-figs.
1898.
75. Mollusca (of Sydney). Aust. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Handbook Sydney and
the County of Cumberland: 136-142. Jan.
76. The Broadening of Atoll-islets. Natural Science, 12: 174-178. Mch.
77. Description of a New Bivalve, Lima alata, from Santa Cruz. Rec.
Aust. Mus., 3: 84-88, 2 text-figs. June 13.
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78. Further Notes on Australasian Shipworms. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 23: 91-96, 9 text-figs. June 23.
79. Descriptions of New Mollusca, chiefly from New Caledonia. Proc.
Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 23: 97-105, 12 text-figs. June 23.
.80. Contributions to a Knowledge of the Fauna of British New Guinea.
Part V. Mollusca. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 23: 369. Dec. 9.
1899.
81. The Mollusca of Funafuti. Part 1. Gasteropoda. Aust. Mus. Mem.,
3: 395-488, 49 text-figs. Mch. 6.
82. A Review of the Systematic Position of Zemira, Adams. Rec. Aust.
Mus., 3: 118-120. ApI. 17.
83. A Shipworm New to Caledonia. Rec. Aust. Mus., 3: 134. ApI. 17.
84. The Mollusca of Funafuti. Part 2. Pelecypoda and Brachiopoda.
Aust. Mem. Mus., 3: 489-510, 10 text-figs. July 3.
85. Summary of the Fauna of Funafuti. Aust. 1l4.us. Mem., 3: 511-535.
July 3.
86. The Mollusca of Funafuti (Supplement). Aust. Mus. Mem., 3: 547-
565, 23 text-figs. Aug. 7.
87. A Zoogeographic Scheme for the Mid-Pacific. Proc. Linn. Soc. New
South Wales, 24: 391-417, 2 text-figs. Dec. 9.
88. Description of a New Genus, Austrosarepta, and Notes on other
Mollusca from New South Wales. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales,
24. 429-434, 7 text-figs. Dec. 9.
89. Descriptions of New Land Shells, with Notes on Known Species. Rec.
Aust. Mus., 3: 151-154, plate 28. Dec. 11.
1900.
90. Turricula scalarijormis, Ten.-Woods-its Occurrence in New South
Wales. Rec. Aust. Mus., 3: 219, text-fig. June 15.
91. Scala revoluta, Hedley-its Occurrence in Fiji. Rec. Aust. Mus., 3:
219. June 15.
92. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part I. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 25: 87-100, plates 3, 4 and 4 text-figs. Aug. 8.
93. Studies on Australian Mollusca; Part 2. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 25: 495-513, plates 25-26. Nov. 22.
1901.
94. The Marine Wood-borers of Australasia and Their Work. Rept. Aust.
Assoc. Adv. Sci., 8: 237-255, plates 7-10. After June.
95. Some New or Unfigured Australian Shells. Rec. Aust. fvlus., 4: 22-27,
8 text-figs. Mch. 29.
96. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 3. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 25: 721-732, plate 48 & 9 text-figs. May 20.
97. A Revision of the Types of the Marine Shells of the "Chevert" Expedi-
tion. Rec. Aust. Mus., 4: 121-130, plates 16-17. July 29.
98. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 4. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 26: 16-25, pI. 2 and 1 text-fig. Aug. 13.
1902.
99. A Day on the Great Barrier Reef. Nautilus, 15: 97-100. Jan.
100. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 5. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 26! 700-708, pI. 34 & 2 text-figs. May 20.
101. Notes on Tasmanian Conchology. Pap. Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm., 1902;
77-79, 1 text-fig. June 10.
102. Scientific Results of the Trawling Expedition of H.M.C.S. "Thetis."
Mollusca, Part 1, Brachiopoda and Pelecypoda. Aust. Mus. Mem.,
4: 285-324, 22 text-figs. July 29.
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103. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 6. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 27: 7-29, plates 1-3 & 4 text-figs. Aug. 22.
104. A New Australian Volute. Rec. Aust. Mus., 4: 309, text-jig. 23.
Aug. 25.
105. Notes on Tasmanian and West Indian Conchology. Nautilus, 16: 49.
Sept.
106. William Legrand. (Obituary.) Nautilus, 16: 60. Sept.
1903.
107. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 7. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
Wales, 27: 596-619, plates 29, 31-33. ApI. 8 or 9.
108. Notes on the Zoology of Paanopa or Ocean Island and Nauru or
Pleasant Island, Gilbert Group. The Mollusca. Rec Aust Mus 5'4-5. ApI. 14. . . .,.
109. Scientific Results of the Trawling Expedition of H.M.C.S. "Thetis."
Mollusca. Part II, Scaphopoda and Gastropoda. Aust. Mus. Mem.,
4: 325-402, plates 36-38 & 53 text-figs. Oct. 8.
1904.
110. Additions to the Marine Molluscan Fauna of New Zealand. Rec. Aust.
Mus., 5: 86-97, 12 text-figs. Jan. 28.
111. JThe H
28
abitat of Gomphina moerchi Angas. Rec. Aust. Mus., 5: 114.
an. .
112. Le Pere Lambert, S.M. (Obituary.) Nautilus, 17: 119. Feb.
113. The Effe~t of t~e Bassian Isthmus upon the Existing Marine Fauna:
a Study III AnCIent Geography. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales
28: 876-883. Mch. 1. '
114. Studies on Australian Mollusca. Part 8. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South
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capillacea, Cuna, 136: 423.
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capitata, Liotia, 128: 357.
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compressa, Cuna, 131: 124.
conaminis, Eulima, 136: 451.
conata, Mangelia naufraga, var., 136:
458.
concentrica, Cuna, 102: 315.
concinna, Endodonta, 96: 729.
concinna, Gyrocochlea, 216: 215.
concinna, Heterocithara, 203: 298.
condensatus, Trophon, 174: 60.
conferta, Gyrocochlea, 216: 215.
confluens, Bullinus tenuistriatus,
var., 183: 4.
consobrinus, Rhophodon, 216: 220.
contortum, Anabathron, 129: 496.
contortus, Rhophodon, 216: 220.
Contumax, 81: 436.
convexa, Emarginula, 129: 487.
convoluta, Gyrocochlea, 216: 216.
corallensis, Edenttellina, 199: 76.
corallina, Chileutomia, 150: 144.
Coriareus, 127: 301.
coriorudis, Inquisitor, 203: 237.
cornea, Trochomorpha nigrans, var.,
17: 79.
corona, Liotia, 1OJ: 14.
corrugata, Couthouyia, 110: 95.
corrugata, Dimya, 102: 308.
corticea, Lienardia, 203: 286.
coruscans, Photinula, 174: 40.
corymbiatus, Chlamys, 136: 423.
corypheus, Chiton, 155: 277.
costata, Arcularia mobilis, var., 131:
121.
costata, Papuina, 22: 559.
costatus, Amphithalamus, 148: 104.
costatus, Clavus, 203: 255.
costatus, Guraleus, 203: 313.
crassulnata, Thais, 165: 749.
cratericulatus Actaeon, 120: 536.
Cratis, 165: 698.
crudeli, Pseudorhaphitoma, 203:
309.
cryptozoica, Solecardia, 178: 684.
cubitale, Cyc1ostrema, 129: 492.
culmea, Etrema, 203: 276.
Cuna, 102: 314.
curialis, Turritella, 128: 357.
curtisiana, Endodonta iuloidea, var.,
154: 264.
curtisiana, Etrema, 203: 276.
cybaea, Bathyarca, 122: 70.
cygnicollis, Strebloceras, 114: 189.
dactylus, Atys, 81: 484.
dactylus, Hemidonax, 211: 303.
dalli, Cyrilla, 102: 296.
damicornis, Murex, 109: 378.
dampieria, Melatoma, 203: 250.
dannevigi, Cerithiopsis, 148: 109.
dapsilis, Arcopagia, 136: 434.
dasea, Leda, 165: 695.
davidis, Limopsis, 86: 564.
davisi, Oenopota, 203: 54.
debilis, Zafra, 165: 744.
deceptrix, Turridrupa, 203: 227.
decipiens, Eulima, 81: 411.
decollatus, Contumax, 81; 437.
decorata, Mathilda, 109: 352.
decorosa, Pronucula, 102: 290.
decresensis, Cassis bicarinata, var.,
205: 47.
delicata, Planispira, 154: 259.
demissa, Puncturella, 110: 93.
deposita, Vermicularia, 136: 443.
depressa, Lepeta, 174: 42.
depressa, Thersites gulosa, var.,
95: 22.
despecta, Chione, 114: 193.
devexa, Liotia, 98: 18.
devotus, Capulus, 114: 190.
diapbana, Eulima, 86: 556.
digitulum, Caecum, 110: 94.
dilecta, Drillia, 109: 387.
diminuta, Monodonta, 150: 137.
dipsacoides, Arcularia, 128: 359.
discrepans, Onithochiton, 155: 280.
discus, Crassatellites, 127: 300.
disjuncta, Liotia, 109: 336.
doliaria, Cylichna, 129: 512.
dumosa, Atrina tasmanica, var.,
217: 153.
duplaris, Melatoma, 203: 250.
eburnea, Melatoma, 203: 251.
edax, Teredo, 55: 501.
egregia, Diplommatina, 22: 561.
elata, Toledonia major, var., 74: 63.
electilis, Leda, 165: 695.
electrina, Cerithiopsis, 81: 438.
elegans, Etrema, 200: 278.
elegans, Pseudorissoina, 117: 31.
elegantissimum, Cerithium, 81: 436.
elenescens, Flammulina, 149: 12.
elisus, Geotrochus, 17: 86.
elkingtoni, Natica, 131: 119.
ellicensis, Cerithium breve, var., 81:
432.
ellicensis, Marginella isseli, var., 86:
560.
ellicensis, Tellina, 84: 500.
e1ongata, Panda atomata, var., 24:
31.
emblematica, Rissoa, 120: 526.
emina, Mangelia, 117: 53.
ephebus, Polinices, 165: 720.
epicuria, Hypselodoris, 115: 153.
Epideira, 184: M79.
Epigrus, 109: 355.
equatoria, Scissurella, 86: 551.
erecta, Cylichna, 81: 484.
erectus, Limopsis, 121: 224.
ergata, Pontiothauma, 174: 55.
ericia, Verticordia, 148: 96.
erismata, Heterocithara, 203: 298.
etesiaca, Tellina, 136: 431.
Etrema, 184: M79.
euclia, Charonia nodifera, var. 160:
65. '
eucraspeda, Rissoa hulliana, var.,
148: 103.
Eumontrouziera, 165: 703.
euronia, Strigilla, 133: 473.
eurythma, Gyrocochlea, 216: 216.
excellens, Rochefortia, 150: 134.
excelsior, Flammulina, 63: 103.
exempla, Foramelina, 160: 71.
exesa, Myxa, 109: 363.
exigua, Hydatina, 160: 158.
exigua, Pseudorissoina, 109: 361.
Exomilus, 184: M79.
exquisita, Anacithara, 203: 301.
exserta, Tornatina, 109: 393.
fabale, Dacrydium, 114: 199.
fallaciosa, Lienardia, 203: 286.
falsaria, Lienardia, 203: 282.
farsilis, Lienardia, 203: 287.
Fascinus, 109: 375.
fascinus, Guraleus, 203: 314.
fastosa, Pleurotomella, 127: 295.
fausta, Rissoina, 131: 167.
favus, Cyclopecten, 102: 305.
felina, Pyrene, 165: 739.
fenestrata, Chlamys, 96: 730.
ferruginea, Stiva, 114: 192.
fibratus, Inquisitor, 203: 238.
filocincta, Rissoa, 121: 217.
Filodrillia, 203: 220.
filosa, Bornia, 103: 7.
finckhi, Rissoa, 86: 557.
firma, Etrema, 203: 279.
flava, Cuna, 125: 474.
flindersianus, Inquisitor, 203: 239.
fluviatilis, Calobates, 78: 93.
flyensis, Oxytes, 17: 71.
folicola, Papuina, 37: 74.
Foramelina, 160: 70.
formidabilis, Inquisitor, 203: 239.
fortis, Leda, 128: 362.
fossor, Tridacna maxima, var., 201:
171.
fricata, Eulima, 127: 290.
frigida, Retusa, 169: 88.
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Friginatica, 174: 51.
fugitiva, Leptothyra, 148: 102.
fulgida, Gomphina, 184: M24.
fulgurata, Marginella, 148: 110.
fumarium, Puncturella, 148: 100.
funafutiensis, Murex, 81: 458.
funereus, Chiton, 155: 279.
furcifera, Campages, 117: 43.
furtivum, Scrinium, 203: 259.
fuscocapitulum, Bittium, 121: 217.
gabensis, Epideira, 203: 228.
gabrieli, Turbonilla, 136: 449.
galbina, Gibbula, 131: 114.
galerita, Puncturella, 100: 703.
gannita, Engina, 165: 732.
gatliffi, Crossea, 103: 13.
geminata, Marginella, 150: 145.
gemmata, Crossea, 150: 141.
gemmea, Rissoina, 81: 420.
gemmulifera, Pyrene, 129: 510.
geriiculosus, Cerithiopsis, 148: 110.
gibba, Pupina, 17: 107.
globosa, Callomphala, 96: 728.
globosa, Rhytida, 11: 65.
globosa, Toledonia, 174: 63.
glomerosa, Onoba, 129: 495.
gracilis, Lienardia, 203: 288.
granata, Daphnella, 203: 328.
Granicorium, 125: 477.
granobalteatus Inquisitor, 203: 358.
granobalteus Inquisitor, 203: 240.
granti, Clanculus, 129: 488.
graphica, Halgerda, 115: 152.
grossiana, Strigilla, 133: 474.
gulosum, Caecum, 81: 426.
gumia, Odostomia, 136: 446.
Guraleus, 184: M79.
Gyrocochlea, 216: 215.
halligani, Cerithiopsis, 117: 51.
halligani, Mecoliotia, 86: 555.
hamata, Cuna, 131: 124.
hamiltoni, Philippiella, 174: 21.
harenula, Pseudodaphnella, 203:
347.
haswelli, Drillia, 127: 297.
haurakiensis, Tonna cerevisina, var.,
190: 331, '
hebes, Anacithara, 203: 302.
helmsi, Erycina, 165: 701.
helva, Leucotina, 93: 510.
Hemidaphne, 184: M79.
hercules, Oxytes, 17: 70.
hersilia, Hemilienardia, 203: 296.
hervieri, Anacithara, 203: 302.
hervieri, Ovula, 81: 448.
Heterocithara, 203: 297.
hilaira, Lucinida, 178: 683.
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hilli, Oscanius, 47: 127.
hilum, Mangelia, 133: 471.
hombroni, Gemmula, 203: 218.
homochroa, Hemilienardia, 203 :
296.
horridus, Cyclotus, 17: 108.
howensis, Chiton, 155: 278.
hunteri, Prosipho, 174: 56.
ignav<t, Odostomia, 133: 470.
illevis, Poromya, 158: 265.
imbrex, Rissoa, 133: 469.
impasta, Retusa, 136: 463.
impendens, Cerithium, 81: 434.
impressa, Gyrocochlea, 216: 216.
incidata, Liotia, 103: 14.
incisa, Ringicula, 86: 562.
Incisura, 110: 91.
incompleta, Rissoa, 133: 468.
inconstans, Pitaria, 211: 304.
induta, Lucina, 128: 363. ,
indutum, Granicorium, 125: 477.
inermis, Leuconopsis, 96: 722.
inflecta, Chloritis, 154: 256.
informis, Pseudorhaphitoma, 203 :
310.
infulata, Mangelia, 136: 457.
innotabilis, Triphora, 107: 608.
inornata, Philobrya, 114: 207.
Inquisitor, 184: M79.
inscensa, Microcystis, 154: 262.
insularum, Helicinia, 17: 113.
integella, Rissoa, 114: 185.
integra, Turquetia, 128: 364.
intermedius, Ischnochiton, 155: 274.
intricata, Pyrene, 150: 151.
introspecta, Moerchia, 129: 493.
inusta, Leiostraca, 120' 525.
inverta, Crossea, 129: 501.
invisibilis, Rissoa, 81: 418.
involuta, Teinostroma, 103: 13.
iota, Marginella, 81: 469.
iredaleana, Retusa, 165: 752.
irretita, Clathurella, 81: 475.
isosceles, Pinna, 217: 145.
isosceles, Semele, 136: 434.
j3cksoni, Chloritis, 154: 256.
janus, Crassatellites, 125: 474.
joannae, Turritella, 211: 311.
Joculator, 136: 442.
johnstoni, Clanculus, 180: 55.
jubata, Sportella, 136: 428.
kemblensis, Margihella, 109: 365.
kesteveni, Puncturella, 93: 499.
ke~teveni, Rissoina, 129: 497.
kestcveni, Triphora, 107: 618.
koskinum, Epitonium, 136: 443.
kowaldi, Cyclotus, 17: 109.
labiosa, Etrema, 203: 280.
labvrintheum, Uber, 218: 156.
lacertosus, Inquisitor, 203: 242.
lactea, Rochefortia, 102: 320.
Jamyi, Turbonilla, 174: 62.
lapillifera, Scaliola, 81: 415.
laquearia, Odostomia, 136: 447.
laseroni, Melanella, 174: 49.
lassulus, Inquisitor, 203: 242.
latebrosa, Liotia, 129: 493.
legumen, Caecum, 86: 559.
Leiocithara, 203: 268.
lene, Anabathron contabulatum,
184: M53.
lepida, Bornia, 120: 543.
leptalea, Anacithara, 203: 302.
leuconotus, Acanthochites, 155: 275.
licinus, Murex, 121: 219.
liddelliana, Rissoa, 129: 494.
lilianum, Caecum, 107: 603.
linea, Modiola, 127: 300.
lintea, Risso'na, 131: 117.
lockyeri, Rissoa, 148: 103.
lodderae, Leiostraca, 109: 360.
lunata, Congeria, 103: 8.
lurida, Pyrene, 129: 510.
lutaria, Mangelia, 127: 296.
lutosus, Obtortio, 165: 716.
lutrarius, Exomilus, 203: 334.
lygdina, Melatoma, 203: 252.
maccullochi, Gibbula, 129: 489.
maccullochi, Odostomia, 136: 447.
macgregori, Cristigibba, 17: 82.
macgregoriae, Otopoma, 52: 385.
macleani, Prosipho mundus, var.,
174: 57.
macmurdensis, Lacuna, 145: 4.
macquariensis, Kidderia, 174: 26.
macquariensis, Margarella, 174: 37.
macquariensis, Pholadomya.
macquariensis, Radiacmis, 174: 41.
macquariensis, Rochefortia, 174: 32.
macrocephala, Syrnola, 109: 362.
Macteola, 184: M79.
maculosa, Triphora, 107: 614.
madigani, Prosipho, 174: 56.
madreporaria, Macroschisma, 129:
487.
major,Microcystis catletti, var., 15:
137.
major, Odostomiopsis, 145: 6.
malina, Marginella, 165: 725.
manifesta, Syrnola, 150: 143.
maorianus, Pleurodon, 110: 87.
marcidum, Xanthomelon, 150: 157.
Marita, 203: 312.
marmorata, Cithna, 129: 498.
maugeana, Marginella, 165: 727.
mawsoni, Chione, 174: 33.
mawsoni, Pholadomya, 174: 28.
maxilla, Thecidea, 84: 508.
mayana, Papuina, 89: 151.
mayana, Pseudodaphnella, 203: 347.
Mecoliotia, 86: 555.
mellosum, Uber, 218: 158.
melvilli, Columbella, 81: 463.
melvilli, Tatea, 174: 46.
Menon, 92: 90.
mentum, Dendrotrochus, 89: 153.
meraca, Flammulina, 149: 13.
meridionalis, Cocculina, 109: 331.
meridionalis, Omalaxis, 109: 351.
meridionalis, Ringicula, 148: 112.
mesembrina, Pronucula, 174: 17.
metata, Odostomia, 129: 503.
metella, Arca, 178: 681.
micans, Periploma, 95: 25.
micarius, Conus, 150: 147.
migma, Odostomia, 136: 447.
miliacea, Leda, 102: 295.
minor, Bellardiella, 17: 102.
minor, Nanina divisa, var., 17: 74.
minutalia, Eucithara, n.n., 203: 358.
miriamica, Eucithara, 203: 270.
Mitrithara, 203: 233.
mobilis, Arcularia, 131: 121.
molorthus, Trophon, 131: 122.
moniliferum, Astralium, 68: 107.
moniliforme, Eulimella, 19: 247.
monochoria, Eucithara, 203: 269.
moraria, Eucithara, 203: 269.
mordica, Nassaria, 136: 462.
morologus, Guraleus, 203: 319.
IIlorsura, Thetidos, 81: 473.
moslemica, Scaphella, 150: 145.
mucronata, Filodrillia, 203: 222.
muensis, Papuina, 150: 154.
mufria, Acmaea, 165: 713.
multicoronata, Helicina, 17: 115.
multinoda, Lienardia, 203: 290.
munita, Eulima, 109: 358.
murdochi, Leiostraca, 110: 97.
murex, Daphnellopsis, 203: 356.
murrayi, Vermicularia, 145: 6.
muruensis, Helicina insularum, var.,
17: 113.
musgravei, Helicarion, 17: 77.
mysterium, Cerithium, 178: 708.
mytilus, Verticipronus, 110: 88.
Myxa, 109: 362.
Naricava, 158: 294.
narthecia, Leda, 165: 696.
nasuta, Theora, 136: 435.
naticoides, Crossea, 127: 190.
naufraga, Mangelia, 136: 458. "
navigatum, Gafrarium, 125: 476.
nenia, Drillia, 109: 387.
Nepotilla, 184: M79.
niceterium, Basilissa, 131: 116.
nimrodiana, Kellia, 145: 4.
nitida, Cyamiomactra, 133: 477.
nitidus, Guraleus, 203: 320.
nivea, Endodonta, 63: 102.
nobilis, Eucydotoma, 203: 355.
nocturna, Triphora, 107: 613.
Nodopelagia, 165: 73l.
nodosa, Vermicularia, 127: 292.
nodostaminea, Mitra, 150: 150.
norfolcensis, Lepidopleurus, 155:
273.
norfolkensis, Endodonta, 89: 152.
novacambrica, Neolepton, 165: 70l.
nugatoria, Odontostomia, 109: 363.
nutatus, Capulus, 133: 467.
obesa, Diplommatina, 79: 102.
obliquus, Cydopecten, 102: 306.
oblonga, Lucina, 84: 497.
Obtortio, 81: 412.
obturamentum, Pholas, 34: 55.
occidentalis, Partula, 17: 98.
oceaniCum, Cerithium, 81: 431.
ocellina, Gibbula, 148: 10l.
oleacea, Monilea, 121, 214 and expl.
plate;
oleata, Monilea, 121: 215.
oligoina, Pseudodaphnella, 203: 348.
opaca, Odostomia, 120: 524.
oppia, Mathilda, 129: 500.
oppletum, Teinostoma, 79: 101.
opulenta, Turritella, 127: 292.
orbiculata, Philippiella, 174: 2l.
orbiculatus, Stilifer, 129: 505.
orbiturn, Teinostoma, 92: 96.
orcadis, Diplommatina, 93: 512.
orirufa, Etrema, 203: 281.
ornata, Filodrillia, 203: 223.
oscitans, Philine, 128: 36l.
ovalis, Pupina, 17: 106.
ovata, Cirsonella, 81: 407.
ovata, Condylocardia, 120: 439.
Ovirissoa, 174: 47.
pacifica, Kellia, 84: 502.
pagodella, Assiminea, 107: 603.
pagodiformis, Plesiotrochus, 129:
498.
pala, Leda, 128: 361.
pallida, Hadra rockhamptonensis,
var., 22: 55.
pallidula, Mitromorpha, 120: 534.
palmarum, Atys, 150: 157.
papuensis, Chloritis, leei, var., 17:
83.
papuensis, Cochlostyla, 17: 96.
parallelogramma, Philobrya, 120:
544.
parkesiana, Mactra, 103: 8.
particeps, Arcularia, 165: 738.
particula, Cuna, 102: 316.
parvissirna, Liotia, 86: 554.
parvula, Ringicula, 81: 486.
parvulum, Teinostoma, 86: 553.
parvum, Leptopoma, 17: 111.
parvus, Pugnus, 64: 106.
patagiatus, Murex, 150: 151.
. paucicostata, Veprecula vacillata,
var., 203: 331.
paucicostatum, Teinostoma qualum,
var., 86: 552.
pavimenta, Myodora, 150: 132.
paxillus, Eulima, 110: 96.
pectinata, Philobrya, 102: 299.
pelseneeri, Dacrydium, 122: 71.
percostata, Corbis, 148: 99.
peregrinus, Rhophodon, 216: 220.
periscelina, Lienardia, 203: 291.
perissa, Mangelia, 136: 459.
permaestus, Murex, 165: 745.
permutatus, Guraleus, 203: 320.
peroniana, Pyrene, 158: 318.
perplicata, Voluta, 104: 309.
perscalata, Turbonilla, 136: 449.
perspectiva, Pyrgulina, 103: 10.
perstriata, Modiolaria, 125: 472.
pertinax, Turridrupa, 203: 228.
perversidens, Bathyarca, 102: 298.
petalifera, Liotia, 13 1: 116.
petilinus, Inquisitor, 203: 244.
petulans, Septa, 131: 119.
pharetra, Retusa, 136: 464.
philtata, Liotia, 93: 502.
phyllidis, Eucithara, 203: 270.
picta, Austrosarepta, 88: 430.
pilata, Arcularia, 165: 739.
pilsbryi, Turricula, 81: 468.
pinea, Cerithiopsis, 136: 441.
piperita, Eulima, 136: 451.
piratica, Tellina, 185: 269.
pisum, Cuna, 133: 476.
pisum, Friginatica, 174: 52.-
planorbis, Gyrocochlea, 216: 217.
plexa, Columbella, 100: 702.
plicata, Schismope, 86: 552.
polaris, Stilifer, 174: 50.
polaris, Turbonilla, 169: 86.
polydesma, Etrema, 203: 282.
polypleura, Liotia, 110: 94.
polytropa, Rissoina, 81: 420.
poolei, Rissoa, 86: 558.
porrecta, Condylocardia, 125: 475.
praecalva, Cuna, 136: 424.
praecursoris, Chloritis cognata, var.
154: 257. .. ,
praeda, Rissoa, 133: 468.
praeornatilis, Alvania, 150: 139.
pransa, Atys, 114: 191.
prava, Gyrocochlea, 216: 217.
priestleyi, Trophon, 169: 87.
pritchardi, Lucapinella, 61: 198.
procincta, Rissoa, 133: 469.
profunda, Diala, 86: 558.
profundior, Rissoa, 128: 358.
progressa, Cratis, 165: 698.
projecta, Condylocardia, 102: 317.
proles, Mitrithara, 203: 236.
Pronucula, 102: 290.
propinqua, Anacithara, 203: 303.
prosuavis, Drillia, 109: 389.
protractus, Epigrus, 114: 185.
protumida, Cylichna, 109: 396.
Provexillum, 184: M93.
pseudamygdala, Purpura, 107: 599.
Pugnus, 64: 106.
pulleinei, Myodora, 125: 473.
pulvillus, Rissoa, 120: 526.
pumilio, Lotorium, 109: 339.
punctilla, Lienardia, 203: 291.
punicea, Pseudodaphnella, 203: 350.
purpureocinctum, Calliostoma, 48:
35.
purpureostoma, .Microvoluta, 131 :
120.
pusilla, Planispira leucocheila, var.,
154: 259.
pyramidatus, Scrobs, 109: 354.
quadrata, Lyonsiella, 127: 304.
qualum, Teinostoma, 81: 406.
queenslandica, Glycymeris, 125:
469.
q~eenslandicus, Limax, 3: 150.
radiata, Bornia, 117: 48.
radiata, Omalaxis, 129: 506.
radiatum, Xanthomelon, 116: 163.
radula, Murex, 81: 459.
radula, Terebratulina, 114: 209.
raIla, Lienardia, 203: 292.
ravella, Etrema, 203: 283.
rawitensis, Austrodrillia, 203: 248.
recapitula, Philobrya, 125: 471.
recava, Endodonta, 154: 267.
recta, Leucosyrinx, 109: 386.
regina, Triphora, 107: 608.
remotus, Placostylus, 79: 97.
responsivus, Microcystis, 154: 262.
retellaria, Pseudodaphnella, 203 :
351.
retiarium, Calliostoma, 131: 115.
retiolum, Argobuccinum, 160: 73.
Retizafra, 158: 326.
revincta, Odostomia, 150: 144.
revoluta, Scala, 81: 414.
rhomboidea, Verticordia, 122: 71.
Rhophodon, 216: 219.
rigorata, Mangelia, 136: 459.
rissoina, Anacithara, 203: 303.
robusta, Anacithara, 203: 304.
robusta, Odontostomia, 86: 556.
rosae, Mathilda, 96: 721.
rosea, Aneitea graeffei, var., 32: 161.
rosea, Scissurella, 110: 90.
rosella, Lienardia, 203: 292.
roseus, Actaeon, 120: 535.
rosselensis, Helicina insularum, var.,
17: 114.
rostrata, Liotia, 93: 502.
rotatum, Teinostoma, 86: 553.
rubra, Philippiella, 114: 207.
rudis Planispira, 154: 258.
rudis Ptychocardia, 174.
rugosus, Phacoides, 136: 427.
ruppiae, Potamopyrgus, 150: 140.
sabrina, Malletia, 174: 18.
Salinator, 93: 511.
sanguinea, Elysia nigropunctata,
var., 81: 486.
sarcinula, Bathytoma, 117: 53.
sarmentosus, Trophon, 131: 122.
scabra, Philobrya, 125: 470.
Scabrella, 184: M79. -
scabrjlirata, Crassatellites, 102: 314.
scala, Veprecula, 203: 330.
scalaris, Liotia tasmanica, var., 109:
336.
scandularis, Chione, 136: 431.
scapula, Pinna, 217: 148.
Schizoglossa, 30: 387.
scobina, Cancellaria, 121: 222.
ScriIiium, 203: 258.
secans, Papuina, 52: 389.
securiforme, Crassatellites, 102: 312.
semisculpta, Ringicula, 148: 113.
semitexta, N assa, 81: 462.
senex, Pyrgulina, 103: 10.
senta, Phenacolepas, 81: 403.
septentrionalis, Thersites, 70: 11.
seriliola, Heterocithara, 203: 299~
seriola, Heterocithara, 203: 358.
sertata, Purpura, 109: 382.
seticostata, Suteria, 216: 221.
setosa, Verticordia, 127: 303..
shackletoni, Trophon, 145: 7.
sigma, Odostomia, 129: 504~ ..
sigmastoma, Daphnella, 203: 329.
simplex, Trophon, 109: 380.
sinus, Helicina insularum, vaT;, 17:
113.
Sirius, 92: 88.
sisurnius, Bullinus, 185: 282.
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s~eeti, Cardium, 125: 476.
smithiana, Submargarita, 174: 38.
spadicina, Melatoma, 203: 252.
sparula, Etrema, 203: 283.
spathula, Poroleda, 165: 696.
8perabilis, Odostomia, 136: 448.
~perabiUs, Phacoides, 136: 427.
sperabilis, Sportella, 136: 428.
spica, Mangilia, 127: 297.
sp;culum, Cerithium, 81: 433.
spinosa, Mecoliotia, 103: 15.
Splendrillia, 203: 250.
spurius, Inquisitor, 203: 245.
squamea, Adacnarea, 117: 45.
stadialis, Cassidea, 160: 72.
stadialis, Filodrillia, 203: 224.
stadialis, Mitra, 148: 112.
staminea, Archidoris, 115: 151.
starkeyae, Teinostoma, 88: 433.
steira, Filodrillia, 203: 224.
stephensensis, Guraleus fascinus,
var., 203: 314.
stephensii, Guraleus fascinus, 203:
358.
stilla, Marginella, 109: 367.
stillwelli, Pseudokellya, 174: 31.
stimuleus, Trophon, 127: 293.
stipata,Pseudodaphnella, 203: 353.
Stiva, 114: 192.
strabo, Area, 165: 697.
strangulata, Cavolinia longirostris,
var., 127: 299.
striatum, Ctiloceras, 103: 22.
striatum, Scalenostoma, 93: 507.
stricta, Anacithara, 203: 354.
stricta Admete, 127: 295.
strictum, Cerithium, 81: 433.
stylasteris, Pedicularia, 109: 342.
styracina, Pseudorhaphitoma, 203 :
311.
subantarctica, Chlamys, 174: 23.
subantarctica, Schismope, 174: 36.
sublimis, Sitala?, 71: 47.
1lubmurrayana, Endodonta murray-
ana, var., 149: 9.
subquadrata, Joannisiella, 165: 699.
subtilinea, Asthenotoma, 185: M82.
sudestensis, Chloritis leei, var., 17:
83.
'superba, Emarginula, 121: 216.
superba, Nucula, 102: 292.
superstes, Conus, 148: 111.
suteri, Rissoa, 110: 96.
sweeti, Cardita, 84: 495.
sydneyensis, Fossarus, 92: 89.
sydneyensis, Lima, 114: 200.
symmetrica, Diplommatina, 17: 107.
:syringianus, Typhis, 109: 381.
tabidus, Phos, 114: 191.
tapparonei, Pupinella, 17: 106.
tasmanica, Pholadomya, 162: 132.
tatei, Philobrya, 95. 24.
tatei, Poroleda, 114a: 112.
taylori, Turbonilla, 136: 449.
telebathia, Danilia, 148: 103.
telegraphica, Cerithiopsis, 136: 441.
tellinaeformis, Sarepta?, 95: 26.
tenera, Glyphostoma aliceae, var.,
81: 471.
tenerior, Solecurtus, 165: 706.
tenuis, Cylichna, 117: 54.
tenuis, Pupina, 154: 268.
tenuissima, Turbonilla, 136: 450.
tenuistriatum, Probuccinum, 174:
58.
teres, Philine, 109: 398.
tessera, Myodora, 150: 132.
tetracotula, Tonna, 190: 332.
texta, Charopa, 17: 79.
thetidis, Amusium, 102: 304.
thetidis, Cardium striatulum, var.,
102: 322.
thetidis, Cylichna, 109: 395.
thetidis, Dentalium, 109: 327.
Thetidos, 81: 472.
thetis, Triforis, 81: 445.
thielei, Minolia, 174: 39.
tigris, Panda falconeri, var., 24: 31.
tomlini, Cerithium, 165: 717.
topaziaca, Eulima, 133: 470.
torquata, Epideira, 203: 230.
torquatus, Triforis, 81: 440.
torresiana, Arcularia caelata, var.,
165: 734.
torri, Chiton, 134: 262.
torriana, Chiton, 134: last page,
errata.
torrida, Verticordia, 125: 474.
torridum ,Cyclostrema, 136: 438.
tortilabia, Etrema, 203: 284.
tragula, Volvula, 109: 395.
transenna, Heterocithara, 203: 299.
transitans, Pseudorhaphitoma, 203:
311. .
translucens, Chiton, 134: 263.
translucida, Diala, 120: 522.
trapezia, Philine, 100: 704.
trepidum, Calliostoma, 129: 490.
tribulationis, Cerithiopsis, 136: 44l.
tribulationis, Glyphostoma, 136:
454.
tribulationis, Liotia, 236: 436.
tribulationis, Odostomia, 136: 448.
tribulationis, Triphora, 136: 440.
tribulationis, Turbonilla, 136: 450.
trifoliata, Condylocardia, 125: 475.
trobriandensis, Geotrochus, 17: 92.
·trobriandensis, Helicina insularum,
var., 17: 113.
tropicalis, Monilea, 129: 490.
tropicalis, Nepotilla, 203: 337.
truculenta, Planispira, 150: 156.
·truncata, Abra, 125: 478.
-truncata, Cuspidaria, 117: 47.
tumida, Anacithara, 203: 304.
'1 urridrupa, 203: 226.
·turrisphari, Scala, 117: 52.
typicum, Altivasum, 173: 207.
.typicus,, Fascinus, 109: 376.
·umeralis, Pyrgulina, 103: 11.
undata, Aspella, 127: 294.
'undosa, Poromya, 121: 224.
lingula, Gena, 129: 488.
'vacillata, Veprecula, 203: 330.
vadosa, Verticordia, 127: 303.
vallesia, Duplicaria, 150: 147.
variciferus, Stylifer, 81: 411.
vauclusensis, Chiton, 134: 261.
'ventricosa, Marginella, 109: 369.
venusta, Liotia, 98: 17.
vepratica, Pleurotoma, 109: 384.
verconiana, Rissoa, 148: 104.
verconis, Albania?, 115: 154.
'verconis, Nembrotha?, 115: 158.
versivestita, Daphnella, 150: 148.
vertebrale, Caecum, 81: 425.
Verticipronus, 110: 88.
veruinus, Donax, 158: 274.
vesta, Teinostoma, 98: 18.
vestalis, Daphnella, 109: 390.
viastellata, Rochefortia, 136: 429.
virgata, Diala, 81: 422.
virgula, Dentalium, 109: 328.
virgulata, Siphonaria, 165: 751.
visi, Helicarion, 17: 76.
vitreus, Coriareus, 127: 301.
volucra, Mitra, 165: 730.
vulnerata, Obtortio, 136: 439.
waitei, Fusus, 109: 373.
waitei, Vermetus, 109: 346.
warroensis, Hadra blomfieldi, var.•
22: 556.
waterhousiae, Endodonta, 71: 45.
waughiana, Retuso, 81: 482.
westiana, Cerithiopsis, 136: 442.
whitei, Panda, 154: 254.
wilesianus, Guraleus costatus, var.•
203: 314.
wilkesiana, Subonoba, 174: 48.
woodlarkensis, Chlorites leei" var.,
17: 83.
woodlarkensis, Nanina divisa, var.,
17: 74.
zea, Pyrgulina, 103: 1l.
zodiacus, Lippistes, 129: 502.
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D. (DENTALIUM) THETIDIS Hedley.
(Figure 3.)
1903. Dentalium thetidis Hedley, Mem. Austr. Mus., 4: 327, fig. 61;
Verco, 1911, Trans. Roy. Soc. S.A., 35: 205.
"Shell white, rather thin, tapering and very little curved. Sculpture:
seven elongated ribs run the whole length of the shell; those on the concave
side are stronger and wider apart than the others; each interspace is grooved
by a dozen fine even striae, faintly crossed by growth lines; towards the
aperture one or two interstitial ribs arise. Posterior aperture simple."
(Hedley 1903.)
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 7.7 mm., anterior diameter 1.4 mm.,
posterior diameter 1.0 mm., arc 2.5 mm.
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tignum
intercalations
concretum
thetidis
a.
Key to N.S.W. species of subgenus Dentalium.
Ribs nine.
b. apical character present, absence of intercalations
bb. apical character absent, primary and secondary
present .
Ribs seven ..
D. (DENTALIUM) llGNUM, sp. nov.
(Figure 1.)
Shell long, increasing regularly in diameter, strongly curved, more so
posteriorly, white opaque, dull in juvenile shell, shiny at senile end. Shell
thin, peristome fragile, slightly oblique, section round. Nine pronounced
longitudinal ribs run along the shell to become nearly obsolete about two-
thirds of the way along from the apex. Interspaces at the juvenile end
strongly curved, while senile end flat. Faint oblique growth rings observable
at irregular intervals along the shell. Apex with small notch placed dorsally.
Internal sculpture corresponding to external sculpture.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 38.8 mm., anterior diameter 2.7 mm.,
posterior diameter 0.6 mm., arc 3.4 mm.
Type locality. 800 fathoms, 35 miles east of Sydney, N.S.W. C.24485.
Remarks. According to Henderson (1920, p. 22) "the subgenus
Dentalium only has a notch on the convex side, if present at all." Although
the notch on D. tignum is dorsal, i.e. on the concave side, the shell agrees
in every way with the subgeneric description, and does not appear to fit
any other, so I am, for the present, placing it in this subgenus.
D. (DENTALIUM) CONCRETUM, sp. nov.
(Figure 2.)
Shell long, thick, nearly straight, dull, white. Peristome thick, apex
very thick. Section circular. Internally, the shell is unsculptured, but exter-
nally there are nine prominent ribs between which in senile stages riblets
occur. In some cases, even a third set of riblets shows. Faint irregular
growth rings occur, mainly in the senile shell. Apex simple.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 36.2 mm., anterior diameter 2.8
mm., posterior diameter 1.3 mm., arc 1.3 mm.
Type locality. 300 fathoms, 271 miles east of Sydney, N.S.W.
C.62231.
Remarks. This shell is very similar to D. tignum but differs in the
thickness and texture of the shell, its straightness as opposed to the more
curved tignum, and the absence of any apical character; probably the best
distinguishing character is the absence of internal sculpture.
·aa.
Scaphopod Shell Characters: M = Aperture, T = Apex, S = Senile S~ell,
J = Juvenile Shell, V = Ventral, D = Dorsal, A = Arc, AN. =. ApIcal
Notch, AS. = Apical Slit, ANT = anterior end, POST. = postenor end.
FAMILY DENTALIIDAE Gray, 1834.
Genus DENTALIUM Linne, 1758.
The genus Dentalium is divided into a number of subgenera, and the
New South Wales species are placed in six of these.
Subgenus DENTALIUM Linne, 1758.
1758. Dentalium Linne, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, p. 758, Type (S. D.
Montfort, 1810) D. elephantinum Linne, 1758.
"Shell prismatic or decidedly ribbed,. the ribs often very s~rong towards
the apex, where there are gene~ally from 4 to 1~,' bu.t sometlmes as many
as 20. Apex with no notch or sht, or a short one. (Pl1sbry & Sharp 1897.)
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New South Wales Dentaliidae (Phylum Mollusca,
Class Scaphopoda)
By PmLLIP COLMAN.
This paper is a review of the New South W~les species of the family
Dentaliidae which have never' been fully descnbed. In 18~0, Sowerby
described t';"o species in his "Thesaurus Conchyliorum," Dentalzum ~rectum
and D. lubricatum. Nearly forty years elapsed before any new s~ecies wer,e
added to the New South Wales list, when Pilsbry and Sharp, In Tryon s
Manual of Conchology (1898), described D. platyceras from .Port Ste~hens,
N.S.W. Shortly after, Hedley (1903) adde~ two more speCIes, D. vl~gula
and D. thetidis, bringing the total to five. LIttle work has been done SInce,
although a fair quantity of material has accumulated over the years at the
Australian Museum, Sydney. .
This paper is the first attempt to bring together all the New South
Wales Dentaliidae. To the five specie.s so far described ~ have a~ded another
seven, making a total of twelve speCIes known from this State.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: My thanks go firstly to Dr. D. F. McMicha;el,
Curator of Molluscs at the Australian Museum, for his valuable help 'Yith
references etc., and for allowing me the use of. the Museum Coll<?ctlOn.
I also thank Mr. Charles Laseron, who lent me his complete collectlO!l of
scaphopods for study, and Dr. N. H. Ludbrook, Department of MIne~,
South Australia, for helpful criticism and advice especially on thegenenc
placement of the species.
TYPES: All specimens illustrated, as well as the types of new spec~es
described are in the Australian Museum, Sydney. Numbers prefaced wIth
the letter C are Australian Museum Registered Numbers.
In describing the shells, various terms such as arc, slit, notch are used.
The diagram below will illustrate their meaning.
Type Locality. 63-75 fathoms, off Port Kembla, N.S.W. C.16212.
Records. 41-50 fathoms, off Cape Three Points, N.S.W., C.16211,.
and several South Australian localities (Verco, 1911).
Remarks. As yet, to my knowledge, there have been no perfect'
specimens found. This shell undoubtedly grows bigger than the holotype"
which so far is the largest known.
Subgenus ANTALIS, H. & A. Adams, 1854.
1854. Antalis H. & A. Adams, Gen. Rec. Moll. I: 457. Type (S.D.
Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897). D. entalis Linne, 1758.
"Shell circular or polygonal in section, sculptured with longitudinal'
ribs or striae at least in the young, often without longitudinal sculpture in:
adults, or only so sculptured near the apex; apex generally with a v-shaped
notch at or near the convex side, or with a solid plug and central short tube'
or orifice." (Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.)
D. (ANTALIS) WOOLACOTTAE, sp. nov.
(Figure 4.)
Shell thin, well curved towards the posterior end, white, opaque, with
28-32 valid ribs with rarely smaller ones appearing in the interspaces. The,
interior is smooth without sign of ribs. At intervals, increasing in pro-
portion to the length of the shell, and more pronounced posteriorly, are
rings which suggest thickenings of the shell during stages of growth. A
.faint apical notch is placed dorsally.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 10.6 mm., anterior diameter 2.3-
mm., posterior diameter 0.6 mm., arc 1.1 mm.
Type locality. Cronulla, N.S.W. C.21230.
Records. 6-9 fathoms, off Sow & Pigs Reef, Sydney Harbour; Dredged
off North Head; Narrabeen Beach, N.S.W. (Laseron Coil.); Manly Beach,
N.S.W. C.24309; Middle Harbour, Sydney,N.S.W. C. 32706.
Remarks. The peculiar rings, which are very noticeable, distinguish
woolacottae very easily.
Subgenus LAEVIDENTALIUM Cossmann, 1888.
J888. Laevidentalium Cossmann, Ann. Soc. Roy. Malac. de lJelgique,
23: 7, Type species (O.D.), D. incertum Deshayes, 1826.
Key to N.S.W. species of subgenus Laevidentalium.
a. Notched dorsally.
b. Slit ventrally, no modified terminal pipe erectum.
bb. Slit ventrally, modified terminal pipe present pluteum.
aa. Notched ventrally, or both sides.
c. . Snow-white, notched both sides...... laseroni..
cc. Yellow-white, opaque, notched ventrally lubricatum.
D. (LAEVIDENTALIUM) LUBRICATUM, Sowerby.
(Figure 5.)
1860. D. lubricatum Sowerby, Thes. Conch., 3: 97, pI. 225, fig. 56;
Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897, p. 110; Hedley, 1903, p. 328; Hedley, 1907, Rec.
Aust. Mus., 6: 286; Verco, 1911, Trans. Roy. Soc. S.A., 35: 210 & 218.
Shell long, rather solid, whitish yellow to orange, opaque, well curved
towards the posterior end; section circular; peristome thin. Sculptureless
with irregular growth rings along its length; smooth, glossy, with an apical
notch placed ventrally.
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Dimensions. (Specimen illustrated): Length 39.7 mm., anterior dia-
meter 4.5 mm., posterior diameter 0.9 mm., arc 3 mm. C.25879.
Type locality. 45 fathoms, off Port Jackson Heads, N.S.W. The
holotype is in the British Museum, No. 1957.10.10.2.
Records. 41-50 fathoms, off Cape Three Points, N.S.W. C.16213; Port
Stephens, N.S.W. C.62224, and C.62226; Sydney Harbour, N.S.W. C.62222;
Broken Bay, N.S.W. C.62223; 80 fathoms, 22 miles east of .Narrabeen,
N.S.W. C.25879; and several South Australian localities (Verco (1911).
Remarks. .This is one of the commonest of the New South Wales
Scaphopods, as it is one of the few commonly washed up on the beaches,
suggesting that it lives in quite shallow water.
D. (LAEVIDENTALIUM) ERECTUM Sowerby.
(Figure 6.)
1860. D. erectum Sowerby, Thes. Conch., 3: 99, pI. 225, fig. 5.
1867. Antalis erecta Angas, Proc. Zoo1. Soc. (Lond.)., p. 220; Pilsbry
& Sharp, 1897, p. 111; Hedley, 1905-7, Rec. Aust. Mus. 6: 42, 213 & 286.
Shell long, slender, scarcely and evenly curved, glossy, sculptureless,
but with fine growth-rings at irregular intervals; white, opaque. Peristome
thin and whole shell fragile; section circular. Posterior 'aperture having a
slit placed ventrally, and a notch dorsally.
Type Locality, Sow & Pigs Reef, Sydney Harbour, N.S.W. The holo-
type should be in the British Museum.
Dimensions. (Specimen illustrated): Length 28.6 mm., anterior' dia-
meter 2.3 mm., posterior diameter 0.7 mm., arc 1.7 mm.
Records. 80 fathoms, 22 miles east of Narrabeen, N.S.W. C.25878;
300 fathoms, 27t miles east of Sydney, N.S.W. C.24485; 111 fathoms,
off Cape Byron, N.S.W. C.19827; 20 fathoms, at Wreck Bay, N.S.W.
C.22417; 470 fathoms, 32 miles south by east from Green Cape, N.S.W.
("Endeavour" Collection) C.62227; Broken Bay, N.S.W. C.62228.
Remarks. Similar to D. lubricatum, but distinguished from it by its
straightnns as opposed to the more curved lubricatum.
D. (LAEVIDENTALIUM) LASERONI, sp. nov.
(Figure 7.)
Shell long, thick, glossy, snow-white, smooth with complete absence of
sculpture; evenly and gently curved. Section round, and peristome thin and
fragile. Posterior end with two small notches of equal depth situated
ventrally and dorsally.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 36.4 mm., anterior diameter 4.1 nun.,
posterior diameter 1.0 mm., arc. 2.6 mm.
Type Locality. Broken Bay, N.S.W. (Holotype, C.62221. Paratypes,
C.62220.)
Remarks. Easily recognised by its thickness and pure whiteness. Based
on five specimens only, collected from the rather vague locality of Broken
Bay; N.S.W.
D. (LAEVIDENTALIUM) PLUTEUM, sp. nov.
(Figure 8.)
Shell long, slender, slowly and evenly tapering, polished, smooth with
no sculpture. Section round, peristome thin. Posterior aperture complex,
with a peculiar terminal pipe formed by an interior layer of shell arising
each side (left and right) to points. It then drops down on the ventral side
toa narrow slit, while on the dorsal side the pipe is round, but the outer
layer of shell forms a V -shaped notch.
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Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 24.4 nun., anterior diameter 2.2 mm.,
posterior diameter 0.6 mm., arc 1.0 nun.
Type Locality. 100 fathoms, off Wollongong, N.S.W. C.18217. (Holo-
type and four paratypes.) ,
Subgenus COMPRESSIDENS Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.
'1897. Compressidens Pilsbry & Sharp. Man. of Conch., 17: 126.
Type species (O.D.) D. pressum Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.
. "S4ell, small, decidedly tapering, conspicuously compressed between
the convex and concave sides; weakly sculptured, nearly smooth, anal
orifice simple, without slit or notch." (Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.)
D. (COMPRESSIDENS) PLATYCERAS Pilsbry & Sharp.
(Figure 9.)
1897. D. (Compressidens) platyceras Pilsbry & Sharp, Man. of Conch.,
17: 126, pI. 22, figs. 58-60. .
Shell short, slender, white to dirty brown, opaque, smooth to polished
when worn, otherwise dull and rough; oblique growth rings appear at
irregular intervals along its length; no longitudinal sculpture, but many
fine thread-like striae appear at the posterior end, soon becoming obsolete.
Peristome thin, anterior aperture decidedly oblique, longer (dorso-ventrally)
than wide, posterior aperture round and simple.
Dimensions. '(Specimen illustrated [Paratype]): Length 9.0 mm.,
anterior diameter 1.0 nun., posterior diameter 0.3 mm., arc 1.7 nun.
Records. 12 fathoms, at Salamander Bay, Port Stephens, N.S.W.
C.55085.
Subgenus EPISIPHON Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.
'1897. Episiphon Pilsbry & Sharp, Man. of Conch., 17: 117.
Type (S.D., Suter, 1913) D. sowerbii Guilding, 1834.
"Small, very slender, rather straight, needle-shaped or truncated,
slightly tapering, thin and fragile, glossy and smooth, or at least without
longitudinal sculpture; apex with a projecting pipe or simple orifice; no
slit, rarely a notch." (Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897.)
D. (EPISIPHON) VIRGULA Hedley.
(Figure 10.)
1903. D. virgula Hedley, Mem. Austr. Mus., 4: 328, fig. 62; Verco,
1911, Trans. Roy. Soc. S.A. 35: 209.
Shell slender, white, translucent, slightly curved regularly along its
length; anterior aperture round, section circular, peristome thin. Posterior
aperture truncated with a narrow, smooth, brownish terminal pipe, directed
excentrically, dorsally. No sculpture, but small irregularly occurring growth
rings appear.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 10:5 nun., anterior diameter 1.1
mm., posterior diameter 0.6 mm., diameter of tube, 0.2 mm., arc 0.5 nun.
Type Locality. 63-75 fathoms, off Port Kembla, N.S.W. C.16217.
Records. 104 fathoms, off Neptune Island, N.S.W. C.33488; 41-50
fathoms, off Cape Three Points, N.S.W. C.16215; 54-59 fathoms, off Wata
Mooli, N.S.W. C.16218; 50-52 fathoms, off Botany Heads, N.S.W. C.16216;
Port Stephens, N.S.W. C.62225; 75 fathoms, off Sydney Harbour, N.S.W.
(Laseron ColI.); and several South Australian localities (Verco, 1911).
Remarks. Specimen drawn is the Holotype, but the terminal pipe
figured is from' one of the paratypes. Some shells have the terminal pipe
up to 1.5 mm. in length, though the usual length is about 0.6 to 0.7 mm.
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Subgenus PSEUDANTALIS Monterosato, 1884.
1884. Pseudantalis Monterosato, Nomencl. Conch. Medit. p. 32.
Type (S.D. Sacco, 1897) D. rubescens Deshayes, 1825.
D. (PSEUDANTALIS) CAESURA, sp. nov.
(Figure 11.)
Shell long, slender, fragile, strongly curved, more so posteriorly;
creamish-yellow, transparent when alive, but usually opaque when dead or
worn. No sculpture, but for growth lines. Section round, peristome thin,
fragile. Apex obliquely cut on the dorsal side, while on the ventral side
it drops down to a very long linear slit which sometimes .exte~ds up ~o one
quarter the whole length of the shell; on the dors~l SIde It 'descrIbes a
faint notch.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 21.3 nun., anterior diamet'er 2.3
mm., posterior diameter 0.5 mm., arc 1.7 mm., length of slit 5.5 mm.
Type Locality. 100 fathoms, off Wollongong, N.S.W. C.62230. "
Records. 80 fathoms, 22 miles east of Narrabeen, N.S.W. C.62229.
Remarks. The shell closely resembles D. stenoschizum Pilsbry & ~harp~
1897 (p. 128), from the West Indies, but because of the greaLdistance
between the two localities, I consider that the N.S.W. shells are probably
specifically distinct.
Subgenus BATHOXIPHUS Pilsbry & Sharp, 1897."
1897. Bathoxiphus Pilsbry & Sharp, Man. of Conch., 17: /Zt::Type
(O.D.) D. ensiculus Jeffreys, 1877.
"Shell thin, conspicuously compressed laterally, nearly or quit~s1#doth,
with a broad slit on the convex side of the apex" (Pilsbry & Sharp, ,1~97),.
D. (BATHOXIPHUS) APPLANATUM, sp. nov.
(Figure 12.)
Shell smooth, unsculptured but for growth lines, dull, brittle, strongly
curved, more so posteriorly; thin. Peristome thin. Shell very' ffattened
laterally, more so ventrally, where each side meets at a sharp angle;
reinforced dorsally with a thick ridge running the l~ng~h ~f the shelL: TJio
faint ridges run dorsally externally along the shell I~dIcatmg the .begmmng
of the reinforcing ridge. Anterior aperture very oblIque; apex w,lth a, :very
broad slit placed ventrally. This slit cuts away about half the diameter
of the posterior end.
Dimensions. (Holotype): Length 8.4 nun.; anterior diameter (dorso-
ventral) 1.0 mm. (left to right) 0.6 mm.; posterior diameter 0.4 mm., ~rc
0.9 mm., length of slit 0.5 nun., depth of slit 0.2 nun. , ' " :
Type Locality. 800 fathoms, 35 miles east of Sydney, N.S.W. C.22652.
Remarks. Pilsbry and Sharp write (1897, p. 122) "Mr. Smith has
placed on record (Proc. Malac. Soc. Lond. i, p. 60), a list of characteristic.
ally North Atlantic molluscs, believed to hav~ been dredged ~y the. "Chal.
lenger" at Station 164(b), off ~ydJ?-ey, N.S.W. m 410 fat~o~s, mcJudm.g . !,.
Dentalium ensiculus . . . Taking mto account the aSSOCiation of speCIes of
other genera, it seems to us quit~ incredible ~hat these forms. actually
occurred at the station alleged. It IS far more lIkely that a .localIty"label
became misplaced." I quote this extract because the shell here described
as applanatus faintly resembles D. ensiculus. I have complete faithdn tlile
locality data for this species, however, as other shells dredged ,at the 'same,
spot are recognised Australian species. '
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.
Dentalium (Dentalium) tignum, sp. nov. ~olotype.
Dentalium (Dentalium) concretum, sp. nov. Holotype:
Dentalium (Dentalium) thetidis Hedley. Holotype.
Dentalium (Antalis) woolacottae, sp. nov. Holotype.
Dentalium (Laevidentalium) lubricatum Sowerby. C.25879.
Dentalium (Laevidentalium) erectum Sowerby. C.25878.
Dentalium (Laevidentalium} laseroni, sp. nov. Holotype.
Dentalium (Laevidentalium) pluteum, sp. nov. Holotype.
Dentalium (Compressidens) platyceras Pilsbry & Sharp.
Paratype. . .
Dentalium (Episiphon) virgula Hedley. Holotype.
Dentalium (Pseudantalis) caesura, sp. nov. Holotype.
Dentalium (Bathoxiphus) applanatum sp. nov. Holotype.
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Genus Dentalium .
Subgenus Dentalium ..
-- tignum .
-- concretum .
-- thetidis ; .
Subgenus Antalis .
woolacottae .
Subgenus Laevidentalium .
-- lubricatum .
-- erectum ..
-- laseroni .
-- pluteum , , ..
Subgenus Compressidens ..
-- platyceras .
Subgenus Episiphon .
-- virgula ..
Subgenus Pseudantalis .
-- caesura ..
Subgenus Bathoxiphus ..
-- applanatum ..
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A New Name for the Heron Island Volute
By DONALD F. McMICHAEL.
(The Australian Museum, Sydney.)
During recent years, intensive collecting of shells along the east coast
of Australia has brought to light many new forms of well-known species.
This has been especially true of the shells collected by trawling along the
continental shelf, and several deep water species, known only from beach
specimens, have been found in considerable numbers and in perfect condi-
tion. Among these new dis~overies are ~ome shell~ of tp.l? volutid gl?nus
Cymbiolacca Iredale, belongmg to the senes of speCIes ongInally descnbed
as Voluta pulchra Sowerby, 1825, Voluta punctata Swainson, 1823, and
Voluta (Aulica) wisemani Brazier, 1870.
A full discussion of the variation and taxonomy of this genus is in
course of preparation, but a most surprising discovery is here recorded,
prior to the more detailed review. This discovery came from the attempt
to identify a series of shells which occur on the east coast of Queensland
in'the neighbourhood of Keppel Bay. The shells immediately recalled the
well-known Heron Island Volute which has for more than a century been
known under the name Voluta pulchra Sowerby. These coastal shells
differed, however, in that the form was more elongate, with three bands
of small dark spots circling the shell, in contrast to the bands of large
spots found on the Heron Island species. Heron Island is about forty miles
east of Gladstone, Queensland, in the Capricorn Group.
Reference to the original description of Voluta pulchra revealed that
it was based on one of these coastal shells, and was not the Heron Island
shell at all. The misapplication of this name has been made for over a
century, and has only been brought to light now ~ecause of the intensh:e
collecting of shells along the Queensland coast In recent years. It IS
indicative of the vast amount of nomenclatural work which remains to be
done on even our best known groups of marine molluscs.
Once the identity of Voluta pulchra is considered historically, it
becomes obvious that the type specimen could not have come from the
Capricorn Group. Iredale (1939) has pointed out that any shells from the
Queensland coast which were in England before 1825 must have been
collected by Captain Cook's expedition. The narrative of this expedition
reveals that Cook did not visit the Capricorn Group, but did land on the
Queensland coast at Bustard Bay, south of Bustard Head, and at Thirsty
Sound, near Broad Sound, about 100 miles N. of Rockhampton. At both
these places, it is likely that Cook's party could have picked up one of
these coastal shells. '
Sowerby gave no locality when describing the shell, the later selection
of Heron Island as type locality for V. pulchra being the result of
Macgillivray's having collected shells at Heron Island, probably during
the voyage of the Fly.*
Since these shells were close to Sowerby's figure of pulchra, they were
at once identified with it and figured under that name by Reeve, after which
the identification came to be completely accepted. However, once the
* Cox (1872) states that Macgillivray records this shell as having been found at
Heron Island in "The Voyage of the Rattlesnake." No such record occurs however in
Macgillivray'S (1852) account of that voyage, on which Heron Island was not visited.
Macgillivray was also on the Fly a few years earlier, and while there is no record of
the discovery of 4'V. pulchra" in Jukes' (1847) narrative of the Voyage of the Fly, it is
probable that the Shells were picked up when that expedition visited Heron Id.
Apparently Macgillivray reported his discovery verbally to Cox when he was later
in Cox's employ.
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original figure of pulchra is examined and compared with Heron Island
and coastal shells, there can be no doubt as to which is true pulchra. The
key character is the number and size of the dark spot~ in the bands circling
the shell' in the Heron Island shell (of comparable SIze) only about 15-18
spots up 'to 2 mm. long are visible on the oral (or ventral) surface, whereas
Sowerby's illustration shows about 35 spots .. Coastal shells have ~pot coun~s
ranging from 25 t() 60 or more. The spInes are als? conclUSIve, fo~ ~n
Sowerby's illustration they are low and not outstandIng, a charactenstIc
of the coastal shells, whereas in He~on Island shells, the spines m:e erect,
outstanding, and continue down the SIdes of the body whorl as low ndges.
Since all subsequent authors have accepted Reeve's determination, there
is only one descriptive literature reference to So~erby's sp~c!es (whic~ ~ust
be referred to Cymbiolacca Iredale) and that IS the ongInal descnption.
Cotton (1949, pI. 13) has ina~vertentl~ fig~red true C,. pulchra under the
name Cymbiola wisemani BrazIer, a qUIte dIfferent speCIes.
These two forms, from the Queensland Coast, and the populations from
the Capricorn Group, are here considered to be subspecIfically seJ?arable
only. The Capricorn. populations. are name~ as new below, whi.le the
coastal populations beIng the nomInate race WIll be known as Cymbzolacca
pulchra pulchra. Some shells from the neighbourhood of Bustard Head,
appear to be to some extent interme~iate between the ~ue pulchra ~nd the
island subspecies, and these are conSIdered to be hybnds b~t~een the t~o
races. A fine specimen of C. pulchra pulc~ra (Sowerby). I~ Ill~strated. In
'figs. 5 and 6, whilst figures 3 and 4 are copIed from the ongInal IllustratIon
of the holotype, which is in the British Museum, No. 1957.10.10.1.
Cymbiolacca pulchra woolacottae, ssp. nov.
(Figs. 1 & 2.)
Voluta pulchra, Reeve, 1849, Conch. Icon. 6: Voluta, pI. 2!, sp. and fig.
54 a & b: (Not Voluta pulchra Sowerby 1825, TankervI1le Cat., App.
p. 28, pI. 4, fig. 2). -
Voluta pulchra, Cox, 1872, Distribution of Australian Volutes. Sydney,
p.10.
Voluta pulchra, Tryon, 1882, Man. ot Conch., 4: 86, pI. 25, fig. 50. .
Aulica pulchra pulchra, Maxwell SmIth, 1942, A Revzew of the Volutzdae,
p. 40, pI. 18, fig. 124.
Cymbiola pulchra, Allan, 1950, Australian Shells, p. 167, pI. 25, fig. 4.
Remarks: This well-known subspecies has only recently been collected
in quantity from islands in' the CaI?ri~orn and nearby groups <;>ther than
Heron Island. There is some vanatIon between the populations from
different islands, but all preserve certain basic characters which setye to
separate these island populations from the coastal race.. All have ~ecidedly
fewer spots, which tend to be much larger, often e:rceedIng 4 mm. In l~ngth
(this being due to fusion of several spots). SometImes there are practIcally
no spots visible on the oral (ventral) surface and the number seldom
exceeds 18. Heron Island shells are fairly constant and are r.egar.ded as
typical the description below being based on them. From Wistan Reef,
the sh~lls are variable, some being quite red in background colour, some
having elongate spires and resembling NC?rth West Island. shells. Shells fr~m
the latter island are usually small, With elongate spIres, smaller white
triangles and often with light background colours, pinkish-orange to yellow
being common.
A sheU from Lady Elliott Island is larger, the background colour
light, almost creamish white,and the spots are large. A shell in the
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collection of Mr. P. Goadby from Fairfax Island, Bunker Group, is similar
to the Lady Elliott Island shell. Despite this variation, there can be no
dou.bt that the populations from the several islands are to some extent
members of an interbreeding population inhabiting the offshore islands of
Queensland near the Tropic of Capricorn. It is likely that there is also a
certain amount of gene-flow between these populations and the coastal
populations, as the Bustard H~ad shells mention~d previously suggest.
Description: Shells small to medium sized, the maximum length about
80 mm., but specimens are commonly about 60 mm. long; the maximum
width about 48 % to 52% of the maximum length. Spire short, body whorl
large, quite shouldered and bearing prominent, sharp, outstanding spines
which are slightly recurved and continue part way down the body whorl
as low rounded ridges; the spines develop quite early and as a result of
their standing out from the shell, the spire has a stepped appearance. The
spines continue to form right to the edge of the lip, though in populations
from islands other than Heron Island, the last two spines may be a little
reduced. Ground-colour of shell pinkish-brown, on which are superimposed·
numerous large white triangles, some reaching 5 to 10 mm. across, others
smaller. Two pinkish bands run around the body whorl, one below the
spines, the other half-way down the shell; there is a faint suggestion
of a basal band above the columellar callus, but this is more or less
obscured by white triangles. A few large black or dark-brown spots are
scattered along the pinkish-brown bands, very rarely a little beyond the
edges, between the bands; the spots fairly large, elongated vertically, usually
more than 1 mm. long, sometimes up to 4 mm. or more.
This sUb-species is named in memory of the late Mrs. Lee Woolacott,
who devoted many hours of voluntary labour to the Department of Molluscs
at the Australian Museum and who took a special interest in the marine
mollusca of Queensland. She was much loved by all who knew .her, and
it is fitting that this beautiful shell should be named for her.
Types: The holotype of Cymbioiacca pulchra woolacottae is in the
Australian Museum, Registered Number C.62264, from Heron Island,
collected by Miss Elizabeth Pope, June, 1951. Paratypes are from .Her~m
Island (C.62265), Masthead Island (C.18942), North-West Island
(C.62266), and Lady Elliott Island (C.37531), Queensland.
Dimensions of Holotype: Length 77 mm., maximum width 39 mm.,
apertural height 56 mm.
Records: As above and from Wistari Reef, and Fairfax Island, Bunker
Group (P. Goadby Collection).
Range: The Capricorn Group, Bunker Group, and Lady Elliott Island,
off the Ce~tral Queensland Coast.
Habitat: On coral reefs in sand patches at low tide.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE.
(All figures approximately natural size.)
Figs. 1 & 2. Cymbiolacca pitlchra woolacottae, ssp. nov. Holotype.
Australian Museum registered No. C.62264.
Figs. 3 & 4. Cymbiolacca pulchra pulchra Sowerby. Holotype (copied from
original figure). British Museum registered No. 1957.10.10.1.
Figs. 5 & 6, Cymbiolacca pulchra pulchra SowerbY. .
Yeppoon, Queensland. P. Goadby collection.
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Figures 1, 2, 3, & 4: Lucilina .tilbrooki, sp. nov. Paratyp~, K.. L. Milne
Collection. Figure 1: Dorsal VIew of whole she~l (Magmficatl<.?n X 7).
Figure 2: Median Valve (Magnification X 10) .. FIgure 3: Posteno~ Va~ve,
(Magnification X 10). Figure 4: Detail of GIrdle Scales (MagmficatlOn
X 80).
Figures 5 & 6: Haplopax mariae, sp. nov. Holotype, ~ust..Mus. Regd.. No.
C.62219. Figure 5: Dorsal view of whole shell. (Ma.gmficatlOn X 6). FIgure
6: Detail of Girdle Scales (Magmficatlon X 40).
Figures 7 & 8: Ischnochiton weedir:gi, sp. nov. Holotype, Au~t. M?s., Regd.
No. C.62218. Figure 7: Dorsal VieW of whole s~ell (Magmficatlon X 6).
Figure 8: Detail of Girdle Scales (MagmficatlOn X 100).
B. P. Bertram del.
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Descriptions of New Species of Chitons
(Mollusca, Loricata)
By K. L. MILNE.
It is now some thirty years since Iredale and Hull's Monograph of the
Australian Loricates was issued, classifying and describing the known chiton
fauna at that time. Intensive collecting of this group of molluscs during
the intervening years has confirmed the data presented by Iredale and
Hull for the most part. Some new species have been found, and descriptions
of three of these are given here. Unfortunately two of the new species
are based on one or two specimens only, and consequently details of slitting
and valve interiors are not known, but it is hoped additional material
may soon be available to complete our knowledge of these forms. It is
hoped that this and other papers published on the chiton fauna may one
day be combined and issued as a supplement to the Monograph.
Genus LUCILINA Dall, 1881.
Type Species by Monotypy, Chiton confossus Gould 1846.
LUCILINA TILBROOKI, sp. nov.
Description: Shell elongate oval, dried specimen measuring 8.5 mm.
in length by 4 mm. in breadth; median valves round-backed with sides
distinctly convex; colour darkish dull red; anterior valve smooth near apex,
with rays of inverted V-shaped nodules; shoulder valve with the beak
slight, median valves with lateral areas strongly differentiated, each with
2 to 4 radiating rows of irregular pustules, the centre row shorter witb
pustules smaller than the outer rows; pleural area of each median valve
with 6 to 7 ribs, slightly weaker near the jugum, the bases corresponding
with the anterior row of pustules on the lateral areas, jugum smooth;
posterior valve with mucro central, elevated, the post-mucronal slope
steeply convex, vertical at base, the ante-mucronal area sulcate, with ribs
as in the median valves, the post-mucronal area irregularly pustulose;
girdle fleshy when alive, flat and horny when dried, relatively wide, and,
when viewed under a powerful lens, seen to be covered with a closely-packed
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Note: In the recently-published Journal of the Malacological Society of
Australia, 1: 30-31, a new form of the genus Cymbiolacca is described as
Aulicina perryi, Ostergaard and Summers, from "Westaria" (sic, = Wistari)
Reef, Capricorn Group. This form appears to be closely related to the
Heron Island shells here described, and its taxonomic status will be discussed
in the review of the genus which is in course of preparation.
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mosaic of minute, elongate scale interspersed with numerous lanceolate
glossy. spi,?ules which are more frequ~nt towards the outer edge; ocelli
occurnng m 5 or 6 rows on the antenor valve, one row on each side of
the median valves, and 2 or 3 irregular rows on the post-mucronal area
of the posterior valve. .
Type Locality: Heron Island, Capricorn Group, Queensland.
Habitat: Livi~g. on algae the same colour as the shell, growing on
coral rocks well mSIde the reef, near the shore at low-tide mark.
.Types: The.holotype (a complet~ she!!) and one disarticulated paratype
are m the NatIOnal Museum, of Vlctona, Melbourne, Registed numbers
F.18471 and F.18061, respectIvely. Paratypes in the Australian Museum
Syd~ey (C.62216), the South Australian Museum Adelaide and th~
speCImen here figured in the author's private collectibn. '
J!..emarks: The. gene~ic placing of this species is confirmed by the
promment toothed msertIOn plate of the posterior valve which serves to
separa;te. it from Onithochiton. On the other hand, it resem'bles Onithochiton
ashbYl .m that the spe~ies. lo~es its "outer covering" and colour when
pl~ced .m alcohol. In this It dIffers from both Lucilina fortilirata and L.
shlrleyz. It was thought that this species might be the same as Onithella
hele.nae McKay, but comparison with the type of that species in the
NatIO.nal Museum proved that the two are quite distinct, for in L. tilbrooki
the sIde slopes are. more convex, and the external areas are irregularly
pustulose, whereas m O. helenae they are smooth. The posterior valve of
~. helenae is "small, triap.gular, depr~ssed, mucro terminal," which is verydIfle~ent f~om the, condI~IOn found m L. tilbrooki. Compared with the
spec!~s which .L. tzlbrookl. mo~t rc:sembles, namely, specimens of Lucilina
fortzllrata of comparable SIze, It WIll be. seen that L. tilbrooki is narrower
the smooth jugal area is wider, the sculpture is coarser and there are fewe;
sulcations in the pleural area of the median valves. '
,This species is named in honour of Mr. Max Tilbrook of South Australia
an enthusiastic collector and student of chitons. , ,
Genus HAPLOPLAX Pilsbry 1894.
Type Species by Original Designation, Lophyrus smaragdinus Angas 1867.
HAPLOPLAX MARIAE, sp. nov.
. Description: Shell medium sized, moderately elevated, subcarinated,
SIde s~opes convex, form ~longate oval, the dried specimen measuring 11.5
rom..m length br 6mm. m .breadth; col9ur mottled slate-green, glistening;
a~tenor valve WIth .very faI?t growth lines,. no ~culpture; median valves
WIth lateral areas slIghtly raIsed, smooth, With famt growth lines' pleural
area ~mooth to. naked eye,. but with 6 weak striations under' a lens;
postenor valve WIth mucro raIsed, ante-median; ante-mucronal area smooth
P9st-mu,?ronal area; slightly concave, with faint growth lines; girdle very
WIde, WIth approxlI~lately ~7 rows of .large &lis.te~ing opaque-silver and
blue-green scales, famtly .stnate u~der a lens, dlmlillshing as they approachth~ shell and outer margm (g~nenc); the blue-green scales giving irregular
stnp~d or mo~tl~d effect amId the more frequent, opaque-silver scales.
Intenor and slittmg unknown.
Type Locality: Heron Island, Capricorn Group, Queensland.
Habitat: Living under dead coral blocks, just inside the outer edge
of the coral reef, coral overgrown to resemble rock surface.
Types: The holotype and paratype, the only specim~ns known are
in the Australian Museum, Sydney. Registered number C.62219. '
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Remarks: The additional width of the girdle in this species may have
developed as a result of its station in more agitated water than is usually
inhabited by members of the genus Haploplax. The species is named in
honour of my wife, who has been of great assistance to me in collecting
chitons.
Genus ISCHNOCHITON Gray 1847.
Type Species -by Subsequent Designation, Chiton textilis Gray 1828.
ISCHNOCHITON WEEDINGI, sp. nov.
Description: Shell small, elongate oval, the dried specimen measuring .
11.5 mm in length by 6 mm. in breadth; semi-carinated, side slopes slightly
convex; colour pink, mottled with white on lateral areas, with. yellow
patches on pleural areas near the girdle; also two white triangles on the
posterior valve with apices at the mucro; anterior valve finely granulose,
with approximately 40 weak radiating rays; median valves with the lateral
areas bearing three or four weak ribs, the pleural areas finely granulose;
posterior valve with mucro slightly antemedian, slightly elevated; ante-
mucronal area finely granulose, post-mucronal area concave, weakly rayed
with numerous small, closely-packed, embricating scales with eight or
more' striations under the lens; scales of varying size in irregular rows,
more regular near the shell. Interior and slitting unknown.
Type Locality: Caloundra, northern end of Moreton Bay, Queensland.
Habitat: Under large, smooth rocks on a rocky headland, in a position
protected from the heavy seas; in shallow water at low tide. .
Types: The unique holotype is in the Australian Museum, Sydney,
Registered number C.62218.
Remarks: There is a dark patch on the apex of the anterior valve.
and on the mucro of th'e posterior valve. This description may require
modification later, as it is based on the single known specimen. The
species is very similar to some variations of Ischnochiton ptychius from
South Australia. The main differences are that the central areas of
I. weedingi have no zig-zag sculpture as do those of I. ptychius, and· tpe
girdle scales are smaller.
This species is named in honour of the Rev. B. J. Weeding, who
made many valuable contributions to our knowledge of chitons.
Some Observations on Cowries Found at
Woolgoolga, New South Wales
By V. POPPINS.
The only way in which we can learn anything of the lives of such
difficult 'subjects as marine animals is by careful recording of our obser-
vations and the exchange of this usually meagre knowledge with other
students.
Like many others, I have been attracted to the Cowry family by. the
beauty of the shells. But unlike most collectors I have the good fortune
to live in a district where many species of cowrie can be found; not easily,
perhaps, but in sufficient numbers to make the hunt always exciting and
hopeful.
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Evenaria ursellus marcia Iredale.
Palmadusta clandestina Linne.
Paulonaria macula Angas.
Ovatipsa caurica longior Iredale.
Amphiperas ovum Linne.
Melicerona felina velesia Iredale.
Trivia sp.
· Most species in the Woolgoolga area, New South Wales, lay their eggs
10 summer. In the case of Monetaria moneta a batch of several hundred
eggs is laid in a semicircular heap about t inch in diameter on the under
s~rface of a rock. Other species produce masses in proportion to the
SIze of the animal. After laying, an adult sits on the eggs until they are
hatched. On many occasions I have noticed a second animal nearby on
the rock, always a little smaller. in size than the sitter. I do not know
which is the male or female. If the sitter is taken off the eggs it will
usually crawl back to them immediately. Sometimes it will withdraw into
its shell and fail to return straight away but will always return by the
next day. One interesting point I have observed is that the sitter invariably
crawls back into exactly the same position it had before being disturbed.
Tht; eggs are round and transparent when laid, and gradually elongate
untIl they hatch. I have watched a batch of eggs over a period of ten days,
and this seems to be about the full period of incubation judging by the
shape of the eggs when I first saw them and when they finally disappeared.
I understand that the young have a free-swimming period and finally settle
down once more to life among the rocks.
The animal progresses to a certain stage in the formation of the shell-
it is the same stage in all species-and then marks time with its building'
operations until it grows big enough to complete the shell. My justification
for this opinion is that I discovered two animals with shells in that
particular stage of development on the first day of March and watched
them every few days until May 5. Until that date neither had moved a
fraction from the exact spot on the rocks on which I first saw them, nor
could I detect any advance with the building of the shell. On that day a
cyclone was forecast, and, as I feared my "pets" would be shifted by
the heavy seas and I would lose sight of them, I moved one of them
to a pool in a more sheltered position. As it. turned out, this was the
wrong thing to do,. as I found the dead shell in the pool on my next visit
to the headland. The other one survived, and I watched it until June 10,
when it also met an unfortunate end. It had moved on the rock and I
crushed it with my finger when I rolled the stone over. For the 102 days
[ had it under observation, and the lesser time of its mate, there was no
sign of any progress with the building of the shell and .no sign of any
movement from the one spot on the stone. Many juvenile shells are found
on the beaches, and practically all are in that one stage of completion.
This could hardly be a coincidence, and I think it shows that they remain
in that one stage for a much longer period than any other except for the
completed stage. I have had many animals under observation for lesser
periods ahd I have seen nothing to indicate that my assumptions are wrong,
but have seen a lot of supporting evidence. I have had as many as twenty
(mostly adult) under view at the one time. I transferred them to convenient
pools and looked them up every few days. It is usually about September
when the shells are completed, and I think that the period of the juvenile
form is about 6 months. They are then big enough to complete the full
shell. If the back is broken out of an old shell the juvenile shell can be
seen inside.
Mating seems to occur in early summer. I have had adult shells under
observation for months but have found that at this time of the year they
disappear from their usual place under a rock, and many are seen moving
about. This suggests to me that they are looking for mates. Although I
have not been able to watch one particular specimen throughout the year
[ have had some under view all the time, and the indications· are that
they follow this set plan even though it be in a rather loose manner.
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LIST OF COWRIES FOUND AT WOOLGOOLGA.
Collected alive:-
Ravitrona caputserpentis Linne.
Erronea nimiserrans Iredale.
Ponda carneola thepalea Iredale.
Mystaponda vitellus Linne.
Monetaria .moneta Linne.
Ornamentaria annulus Linne.
Arabica arabica Linne.
Erosaria erosa Linne.
Species found dead:-
Gratiadusta walkeri Sowerby. Umbilia hesitata Iredale.
Gratiadusta xanthodon Sowerby. Nuclearia nucleus Linne.
Ravitrona labolineata nashi Ired<ile. Paulonaria fimbriata blandita Iredale.
Ravitrona poraria theoreta Iredale. Paulonaria becki Gaskoin.
Ravitrona helvola callista Shaw. Staphylea staphylea consobrina Gar-
Ovatipsa chinensis sydneyensis Schil- rett.
der. Lyncinalynx caledonica Crosse.
Evenaria asellus Linne. Solvadusta subviridis anceyi Vays-
Evenaria hirundo cameroni Iredale. sierre.
Erosaria metavona Iredale. Proterato lachryma Sowerby.
Erosaria tomlini prodiga Iredale. Ellatrivia merces Iredale.
Basilitrona isabella Linne. Dolichupis pilula Kiener.
Purperosa facifer Iredale. Amphiperas costellata Lamarck.
Palmadusta ziczac signata Iredale. Calpurnus lacteus Lamarck. .
Palmadusta lutea humphreysi Gray. Notocypraea piperita Gray.
Talostolida teres pentella Iredale. Primovula striatula Sowerby.
The names of the above cowries have been taken from Joyce Allan's
"Cowry Shells of World Seas."
A New Epitonium from Eastern Australia
By J. KERSLAKE.
Family EPITONIIDAE.
Genus EPITONIUM Roding 1798.
Sub-genus Globiscala de Boury, Journ. de Conch., 1909, Vol LVlI,
No.3, p. 258.
Type Species Scalaria bullata Sowerby, Thes. Conch., Vol. 1, p. 94, pI.
XXXIV, fig. 87.
It is with some diffidence that I use the sub-generic name proposed
by de Boury. This is one of many which he published with only a type
designation and no description. I have not examined a specimen of Sowerby's
bullata, but from his illustration it appears to be closely related to our
shell, and I quote his description for purposes of comparison: "Shell white,
short, broad, very ventricose; whorls few, rounded; varices thin, very
oblique, elevated at the suture; aperture large; umbilicus small. Habitat,
Island of Capul, Philippines."
EPITONIUM (GLOBISCALA) WOOLACOTTAE, sp. nov.
(Figure 1.)
Description: Shell about 24 mm. in length, 15 mm. in width, thin,
minutely perforate with whorls attached. Apex missing, adult whorls 5,
moderately convex. Colour white with traces of pale horn-coloured pedo-
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stracum. Suture not deeply impressed. Aperture oblique, ovate. Outer lip
slightly thickened and reflected, formed by the last costa. Columella short.
Axial sculpture of numerous low, irregular costae, about 25 on the body
whorl; these not continuous with those of the preceding whorL Costae
mostly thread-like at the periphery, becoming more prominent at the suture
where they are appressed to the
preceding whorL Between these are
numerous irregular axial scratches.
Spiral sculpture of numerous
irregularly spaced scratches be-
tween the axial costae; the scratch-
ing giving the impression of a dull,
slightly translucent texture, but
under magnification the inter-
spaces are shining. Basal ridge
absent. Parietal area covered by a
glaze, the inner lip thickened by
the fusion of the costae. Oper-
culum of a very pale horn colour,
very thin, chitinous, and pauci-
spiraL Growth lines well defined.
Radiation of growth lines inter-
rupted by a slightly sunken groove
somewhat irregularly defined, about
2 mm. from the outer edge.
Holotype, Australian Museum
No. C62272, from Caloundra,
South Queensland. T. Iredale, col-
lector.
Distrihution. Que ens I and:
Tryon Island, Capricorn Group
(Bowman Collection); Caloundra
(Curry Collection; Kerslake Col-
lection); New South Wales: Long
Reef ,near Sydney (Colman Col-
lection); Kurnell, Botany Bay(Woolacott Collection). A New Epitonium
Remarks. I am naming this shell in honour of the late Leone Woolacott
to whose knowledge and enthusiasm Sydney conchologists owe much. '
The only living specimen of this rare species to have been collected
was !ound by Mr. Roy Bowman. u~der a coral block at Tryon Island,
Capncorn Group, Queensland, and It IS from this example that a description
of t~e operculum was made. This living shell is from the most northerly
locatIOn known so far. Its known southern limit is Kurnell, Botany Bay,
N.S.W.
I wish to thank Mr. Tom Iredale and Dr. D. F. McMichael for their
assistance, and also the collectors mentioned above, who made their shells
available for study.
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The Barnacle, Xenobalanus globicipitis Steenstrup,
in Australian Seas
By ELIZABETH c. POPE.
The Australian Museum, Sydney.
By permission of the Trustees of The Australian Museum.
In contributing to this number of the Marine Zoologist, which is a
memorial to Mrs. Lee Woolacott, I wish to record my sincere appreciation
to her both as a collector and friend. For many years, during the course
of her own investigations into the habits and distributions of tropical
molluscs, Lee Woolacott collected many excellent series of tropical cirri-
pedes for me from rare and little-visited localities, thus materially helping
my studies in this group.
Class C!RRIPEDIA.
Family BALANIDAE.
Genus XENOBALANUS Steenstrup, 1851.
XENOBALANUS GLOBICIPITIS Steenstrup, 1851.
(Figure 1.)
Xenobalanus globicipitis Steenstrup (1851), PL III, figs. 11-15.
[d. Steenstrup (1852), pp. 158, 161.
[d. Darwin (1854), pp. 438-446, PL xvii, figs. 4a-c.
ld. Pilsbry (1916), pp. 282-284, PL lxv, figs. 1-2b. Synonymy of genus.
1d. Barnard (1924), pp. 96-97. Synonmy is discussed.
[d. Nilsson-Cantell (1930), pp. 258-259. List of host-species given.
Xenobalanus natalensis Stebbing (1923), pp. 12-13, PL xvi.
A batch of eight specimens of this peculiar and somewhat rare
barnacle, Xenobalanus globicipitis, was taken late in January, 1956, from
the tail flukes of a dolphin, stranded on Heron Island, near the southern
·end of the Great Barrier Reef, Queensland, by Mr. Harold Cogger, of the
staff of The Australian Museum. Although Nilsson-Cantell (1930) and
·Cornwall (1955a) consider this species to be cosmopolitan, this is the
first record of it in the Australian region.
While such. a record can reasonably be expected of a species which is
epizoic on widely ranging hosts like dolphins, whales, and porpoises, it is
nevertheless interesting to have positive record of it in the Western Pacific.
This short note and illustration are being published to draw attention to
its occurrence here, in the hope that marine naturalists will find further
specimens and forward them to the author for examination. Besides the
chance of finding Xenobalanus on stranded mammals cast up on beaches,
the recent establishment of land-based whaling industries should increase
the likelihood of collecting more specimens. Any discoveries from northern
,or west Australian shores will be of particular interest.
If any specimens are found it would be appreciated if they could be
speedily preserved in methylated spirits to preserve the soft parts as well
as the shell.
The present series fits closely the description by Darwin (1854) in that
the mouthparts are villose and the cirri armed with short, stiff bunches
of bristles. Nilsson-Cantell (1921, text-figure 88) and Cornwall (1955 b,
figure 40) depict mouthparts for this species which are much less bristly
.than in the present series of specimens. There is, however, no doubt that
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the Australian specimens belong to Steenstrup's spcies. One can. only
conclude that there is a fair degree of variability in the structure of the
mouthparts with regard to hairiness. A second species, X. natalensis,
proposed by Stebbing (1923) has been invalidated by Barnard (1924)
and in the present series the differences observed are only of the orde;
used by Stebbing to establish his new species and disallowed by Barnard.
The main features of this unmistakeable species are shown in text~
figure IA. In spite of the superficial resemblance to stalked barnacles-
especially to Conchode~maaurita (Linn), Xenabalanus is in reality a highly
aberrant acorn or sessIle barnacle. Opercular valves are entirely missing
the body of the animal and the opercular membrane are greatly extended
Text-figure . 1.-~. The whole animal about twice life size: ( 1) shell
embedded In skin of host; (2) pseu?opeduncle; (3) hood portion of
pseudopeduncle; (4) horn-lIke outpushing of hood; (5) cirri; (6) pelUSo
B. Lower surface of the shell. F J. Beeman del.
and protrude through the ~rifi.ce of the shell to form a dark, purply-
chocolate-~olo~redpeduncle.-hke structure (2, text-figure lA). This pseudo-
pedun~le IS WIder at .the dIstal.end than at the point of emergence fromt~e orifice of the rudImentary, Irregularly, star-shaped shell. The latter is
sIx-rayed an;d always embedded in the outer layers of the skin of the host.
The shell SIze is so greatly reduced that it is best seen from the lower
surfac:e after removal (together ~ith the. outer layers of skin) from the
dolphin. The shape of the shell IS seen In text-figure IB (view of lower
surface).
. The expanded free end of the "pseudopeduncle" is rolled into a collar-·
like hood (3, text-figure lA), and this bears two stumpy outpushings or
"horns" (4, text-figure lA). The swollen hood from which the cirri
mouth, etc., project (5, text-figure lA) is reminiscent of the capitul~
of regular stalked species like Conchoderma aurita, with its ear-like pro-
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jections. The resemblance is, however, purely superficial, and Xenobalanus
~has its closest affinities with the genera Coronula, Platylepas and Tubicinella
(Darwin 1854, p. 445).
The cirri are dark purple in colour, but the penis, which is stout and
prominent, is light (6, text-figure lA). The shell is also white and shows
distinct lines of growth. Its basis is membranous. The general dark colouring
is in keeping with the habit of growing attached to the skin of marine
mammals from which Xenobalanus hangs down like a short tassel.
The present series (Australian Museum Registered number P. 12975)
ranges in length from 17 to 37 mm., and the diameter of the largest shell
is 6 mm. The exact species of the host is not known, but it is definitely
either Tursiops catalania or Delphinus delphis, both of which have already
been listed as hosts by Nilsson-Cantell (1930).
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History of New South Wales Shells
Part III: The Settlement Years (Continued):
Thomas Watling, Artist.
By TOM IREDALE.
Yo students of Australian Ornithology the name Thomas Watling is
very familiar. In that connection, enough has been written to fill a book
indeed a book has been written about him alone. References are given at
the end of this note c:overi1?-g the major accounts up to the present, though
the morrow may eaSIly bnng forth something new. As intimated in the
preceding part the novel creatures of this new land aroused interest so
that paintings and sketches were made of everything strange, thus including
shells. Paintings of the much more attractive birds amounted to hundreds,
and many new species were described from the paintings alone. The
paintings were mostly in private possession, and probably very many have
been IDst or mislaid. In fact, the "Watling" paintings were made between
1792 and 1794, and did not turn up until 1902, over a century later. They
wer~ sent to the British Museum (Natural History), apparently loose, with
a hIstory t~at has been show~ to be erroneous. The number of paintings
exceeded fIve hundred, of WhICh nearly three hundred were of birds the
remainder being of general interest, views, mammals, fishes, shells' and
pl.ants. D~. Bowdler Sha~pe, head of t~e Bird department, was so intrigued
WIth the bIrds that he revIewed the speCIes, but unfortunately his enthusiasm
prod.U<.'ed .so much confusion that th~ next half century ~as taken up trying
to dI~pel It. The only name appeapng among these pamtings was Thomas
~atlm,g, a~d the whole lot was deSIgnated tp.e "Watling" paintings, although
It was ObVIOUS that two or three other pamters' work was included. It is
well known that th~ work. of each artist has its own personality, and can
generally be recogmzed WIthout recourse to a signature. Indeed nearly all
the old painters rarely added any mark, allowing their work to speak for
itseJf. Watling's pa~ntings are all s~g~ed, but ~re easily recognizable from
theIr style and medIUm. All the pamtmgs are m water colour, but Watling
a~ded ~om~thing ~hich has given them a; slight glaze recalling oil paintings.
Flfty-mne IllustratIOns of shells were mcluded, and of these thirty are
signed, th~ ~thers unsigned, by two C?r three artists. Through the courtesy
of the BrItish Museum (Natural HIstory) black and white photographs
of these have been made and sent to the Royal Zoological Society. It
must be remembered that the paintings are in colour and would have
been more easily determined in that state. Notes are written in some
cases, on the sheets, giving native names and other items of interest. The-
write!s of these notes are not all known, at first all were assigned to
Watling, but some of the remarks seemed to contradict that view, and other
names have been put forward. But who was Thomas Watling? The first
account has proven to. be false but .most of his history has now been made-
known. Thomas WatlIng was a native of Dumfries, Scotland, his parentage
doubtful, his birth (apparently) unknown, his baptism accrediting him as
"lawful son to Ham Watlin, soldier," no mother's name given, but as he
was brought up by his unmarried aunt, Marion Kirkpatrick, his mother was
apparently a Kirkpatrick. He was by trade "a painter or limner" but was
convicted of forgery in 1789. He had forged a Bank of Scotla~d note by
hand, showing he was a skilled draughtsman. The penalty for forgery at
that date was death, but somehow he escaped with fourteen years' transporta-
tion. Although convicted in 1789 he did not arrive in Sydney until October
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1792. Watling must have been a strange individual as he wrote letters to
his aunt, and they were published, giving most of the information about
himself. In one letter he wrote: "My employment is printing for J-. W-.
esq., the nondescript productions of this country." This was regarded as
a reference to Surgeon-General John White, and this is now certain. Some
of the notes appear to be in White's handwriting and a suggestion may
be that the specimens were brought to White, who gave them to Watling
to paint, and thereafter White annotated some, but not all the notations
were made by him as instance the one about the Violet Snail, quoted later.
A letter has been found in which White sent his paintings and a "large
rude manuscript" to Aylmer B. Lambert for advice as to their publication,
with apparently no result. The shells, which were painted on pieces of
paper, have been mounted and appear on four large pages, which have
been photographed and these are here reproduced. The first plate shows
five sheets, all signed by Watling. Sheet 1 is of a large Volute bearing a
note "Native name Gung-e-rung. This shell tho' not very plenty, they
are found from this size or less to six times the size, the one from which
this drawing was taken was four times larger." (Owing to the reduction
in the photograph and reproduction on this plate, the size cannot be
calculated.) Sheet 2 is of a Tun (Beer Barrel) Shell (Tonna cerevisina
Hedley), an excellent painting. Sheet 3 is also a beautiful painting, this
time a Red Australwelk (Charonia rubicunda Perry), with a long note,
"The native name of this shell is Nag-ga-rang. This shell which is very
common in New South Wales, is about the Natural size, though many
are to be met with much larger and smaller as will be seen by the great
variety I have sent to Thos. Wilson, Esqr. Gower Street Bedford square
London, to whom I have sent the other Varieties of shells which I collected
in this Country." This comment must have been written by White as he
noted in his earlier published Journal that the Journal owes much to
Wilson's persuasion and it is possible that Wilson overlooked that publica-
tion as White was at the time still in Australia. Sheet 4 has three paintings
lettered *, No.1, No.2, and explanation "No. 1. Gna gorong. No.2.
Gung a rang. * The operculum of No. 1,-The natural size." The lettering
shows Watling's best calligraphy, as he had used it in Forging the Bank
Note, very careful and beautiful script and neat and regular printing while
the painting is very well done. No. 1 and the operculum are of the Red
Australwelk and No.2 of the abovementioned Volute. A note written in
small backhand at the corner of Sheet 4 reads "Quest Are any of these the
Melon Shell." Sheet 5 is of the Volute again. "Native name Gung a rong."
Note the different spellings of the native names each time as if endorsed
at the time.
The second plate has four sheets, two signed by Watling, the other two
being unsigned. Sheet 1 is signed and has six figures, the first being of the
Sydney Whelk (Pyrazus ebeninus Brug) with the native name "Gud-de-ga";
the second is of the Trochowink (Austrocochlea obtusa Dillwyn); the
third being of the Scaly Scallop (Scaeochlamys peroniana Ired.); the fourth
is of another local bivalve, the Saucer (Pexocodakia rugifera Reeve). The
last two however seem to confirm the opinion that Watling merely painted
what was offered to him as these are of New Zealand origin, one the well-
what Wf'i offered to him as these are of New Zealand origin, one thre well-
known ( \ar-Turban (Astraea heliotropium "Martyn"), the other the Corded
Turbar Cookia sulcata "Martyn").
Sheet 2 has six figures with the annotation "Native name Gna-go-rang.
No. I-are Shell very numerous among the Rocks near the mouth of Port
Jackson Harbour. No.2-are two tile shells from the Island of Sambo
en Gan a spanish settlement No.3-is perfectly white when taken out
of the sea, but on being put into spirrits, the Fish if alive tinges the Shell
of the blue or rather a purple, and any other Shell put in with it, it is a
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rare shell and the only one we have seen as yet." .Three shells are numbered
"1." The first one is the Volute to which the native name given is applicable,
the other two are of the Red Australwelk. No. 2 refers to two figures of
the Frilled Clam (Tridacna "squamosa"), the settlement mentioned being
obviously Zamboanga in the Philippine Archipelago. No.3 is a small local
representative of the Wentle-trap (0 palia australis Lam.). The sheet
suggests it is the work of a copyist or imitator of Watling, and confused
the Australwelk and Volute, the other shells either being not seen or else
ignored by Watl!ng. Sheet 3 !s signed by Watling and inscribed, "This
seems to Mr. WhIte to be a speCIes of the Nautilus. The reticulated net work
i~ thin and ~ra~sparant .and is distended from the shell by the interior
air. ~erhap~ It IS truly p~ctured by the bubbles children blow from a pipe.
The liquor m the shell IS a most beauteous purple and stains linen that
colour but on paper it appears a lightish blue. The drawing represents
perfectly the back and foresides, the shell of natural size. Native name
Boala." Two excellent figures of the Violet Snail (Janthina violacea
Bolten, auct.). ~heet 4 gives "Native name Kallee dere." It is notable
that it shows three paintings of the Rose-petal Bubble Shell (Hydatina
.physis L.). The first with the animal extended out of the shell, the second
with the animal expanded like a full rose with six petals, showing no shelf
and the third the shell alone. The artist who painted this sheet is unknown
but he was an excellent painter. The third plate is somewhat crowded
with shells, six sheets with no fewer than thirty-three figures. Only two
are signed but some of the others fully deserve a signature. The first sheet
has seven figures, the first of a Mussel, apparently the young of the sixth
the commoJ?- Mussel (Mytilus obscurus Du~ker) "native name Goo-rung";
the second IS Spengler Austral~~lk (Cymatllesta spengleri Perry); the third
Tent Star Shell (Bellastraea SlrlUS Gould), the native name not clear the
fourth, Trochowink (Austrocochlel} obtusa Dillwyn); the fifth, the Hairy
Australwelk (Molloplex australaszae Perry), and the seventh a Cone
(Floraconus papilliferus Sow.). The second sheet may be by the sam~
painter except that these shells· are _numbered 1 to 8, but only l' to 4 are
~xplaine~ by native names. No. 1 has the "native name Kow-er-ring" and
lS the King Scallop (Notovola fumata Reeve); No. 2 is the Razor-Shell
(Subitopinna menkei Reeve) native name Kow-ill; No. 3 is the Flame
Medal (Veletuceta flammea Reeve) "native name Kaa-din"; No.4 is a
very small Ear-Shell (Notohaliotis coccoradiata Reeve) "native name Wal-
gan"; No. 5 is the Saucer (Pexocodakia rugifera Reeve) native name
"Wee-dang-ira"; No. 6 is the Common Austral Cockle (Cardium racketii
Donovan); No. T J:!lay be the Venerid known as Notocallista disrupt~
Sowerby, and No.8 IS the Ear-drop or Kelp Shell (Phasianotrochus eximius
Perry) with operculum. The third sheet has one beautiful painting of the
Red-mouthed Stromb (Conomurex luhuanus L.), flamboyantly signed in
lar~e flowing script, "Th?mas Watling delt.-" In another writing "The
-natIve name of thIs shell IS Gung-e-ra-nere." But the next two sheets with
·only one shell on each, are the most intriguing. The first one is ~f the
Wavy Volute (Amor~na undulata Lam) ,!-nd the second of the Agate
CasSId (Xenogalea labzata Perry). Both pamtmgs are beyond criticism. Now
we come to the last sheet on this plate figuring no fewer than fourteen shells.
This is signed by Watling and native names are written against some of
the figures. The first is of the Hairy Australwelk (Monoplax australasiae
Perry): this differs from the one abovementioned in that it shows the
colourful. animal in the aperture, the other figure showing the operculum
on the withdrawn animal; the second is a Dark Mitra (Vicimitra contermina
Ired.); the third is of the Agate Cassid (Xenogalea labiata Perry) not
c0-?1par~ble with the one abovementioned; two small shells are quite
umdentIfiable, followed by the Harbour Conniwink (Bembicium kielmann-
seggi Fraunfeld) native name "Bittanda"; the ne~t appears to be the
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common Pheasant Shell (Mimelenchus ventricosus Swains). This is fol-
lowed by the Tent Star-Shell (Bellastraea sirius Gould) and two figures
of the Trochowink (Austrocochlea obtusa Dillwyn), one with a few broad
longitudinal bars, showing the horny operculum, the other with many
narrow bars. Below the Star Shell is a painting of a Sand Snail (Polinices
strangei Reeve). The lowest row has first: the Common Austral Limpet
(Cellana tramoserica Holten) with the native name "Caib-bow-ah," second
the common Austral Tapestry Shell (Tapes watlingi, sp. nov.) native name
"Bal-bou-ree," and the third the Rosepetal Bubble-Shell (Hydatina physis
L.) with the dead animal in the aperture, not comparable with that already
mentioned.
N ow we come to the fourth plate which has only two large paintings
by two very different artists, the first of which will be very interesting
to the conchological readers as it is a schematic painting of an Octopus.
Among the bird paintings with which I am very familiar there are many
which recall the work of a draughtsman rather than of an artist. It was
suggested that these paintings may have been made by some ship's officers,
all of whom had to have the ability to prepare a chart. In support of this
supposition many paintings had a marginal border such as surrounded
every chart. The present painting appears to have been made by such an
individual. The wording below seems to follow the above reasoning as it
reads "Reduced to t the size of the Fish the drawing was taken from."
Even the writing is distinctive. The lower painting is of an Octopus, perhaps
the same specimen, an artistic view. There is appended a note probably
by a third person "Back view of the Fish. Drawn t the size of the Fish
the drawing was taken from," and added by someone else below "The natives
use it for bait in fishing."
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